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ABSTRACT
THE NEW MEDICI: THE RISE OF CORPORATE COLLECTING
AND USES OF CONTEMPORARY ART, 1925-1970
SEPTEMBER, 1991
JUDITH A. BARTER, B.A. INDIANA UNIVERSITY
M.A*, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Loren Baritz
This study explores the reasons why corporations which
supported and collected contemporary art in the twentieth
century chose abstract expressionism as the appropriate
visual expression of their achievements during the 1950s and
60s.
Corporate use of contemporary art began during the mid-
1920s as the result of new interest in modernist subject
matter. Affinities between technology and aesthetic
modernism were promoted by some business advertisers. The
depression of the 1930s prompted a conservative cultural
retrenchment and new aesthetic statements. Regional ist art
was used as an effective marketing tool by advertisers until
political events abroad and at home led to its association
with fascism. Nazi persecution of abstracted modernist work
during the same period forged links between abstraction and
democracy for many artists and collectors in the United
States
.
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Returning affluence and the shift of the center of
modern art from Paris to New York at the end of World War II
provided an impetus for corporate consumption of American
modernist art. In the increasingly restrictive cultural
climate of the post-war years, social realist art was
perceived by Congressional investigators to be subversive
and communist-influenced; consequently, many business
patrons turned to abstract expressionism as a depoliticized,
safe alternative. Other corporate collectors defended all
varieties of modernist art under the banner of artistic
freedom. These patrons called for government support of
contemporary American art because they believed that
diversity was essential to the preservation of democracy and
freedom.
The personal freedoms associated with democracy were
not unlike the depoliticized personal expression through
pure aesthetics emphasized by the abstract expressionists.
During the 1950s and 60s increasing numbers of corporate
executives saw the advantage of connecting the ahistorical
nature of abstract expressionism and its emphasis on
individual expression with corporate image. They believed
that abstraction would attract attention and, perhaps more
important, suggest that the corporation itself was up-to-
date, diverse, and uniquely individual.
By the 1960s issues of style had superseded earlier
political, moral or aesthetic concerns of corporate
collectors. Corporate involvement in the arts became chic.
That modern art was good for business and that abstract
expressionism was the perfect corporate style were fully-
accepted.
ix
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INTRODUCTION
Calvin Coolidge proclaimed the business of America is
business. When a corporation pays in excess of $40 million
for a Van Gogh painting, or an American Pizza franchise sets
world auction records for the purchase of Frank Lloyd Wright
furniture, it seems clear that business is invested in art.
Why do corporations spend huge sums buying art with no
apparent dissent from stockholders? How, when, and why did
industry become a patron of art, and why has art become such
good business?
During the 1940s, art and business periodicals ran
stories about corporate art patronage which referred to
modern industrial patrons as the new Medici and claimed that
enlightened industry could fulfill the place occupied by the
Church in the Renaissance.-'- Businessmen were thought to
resemble the Medici collectors of the Renaissance in wealth,
power, and social dominance.
The Medici rose to power as the champions of the people
against the nobles. Originally textile manufacturers and
brokers, they became politicians, bankers, and popes. They
Walter Abell, "Viewpoints: Can Industry Be Counted on
as a Patron of the Arts?" Magazine of Art 37 (April 1944):
135.
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consolidated their power through intermarriage and
diversification, and maintained their power through their
links with economic and political structures, the
forerunners of modern corporate bodies.^
The Medici used art as a symbol of power. Art became
part of public spectacle, filling the Medici palaces where
throngs came to do business and ask for patronage or
protection. The Medici employed hundreds of contemporary
artists in their building and decorating projects, creating
visual evidence of their taste, affluence and enlightenment.
It is not surprising then, that art critics of the immediate
post-World War II years saw parallels between the patronage
of the Medici princes and affluent, progressive American
corporate managers who purchased contemporary art for the
company walls.
The focus of this study is a handful of the progressive
managers who advocated the involvement of their companies
with the visual arts. In particular, the research has
focussed on the businessmen who collected modern art for
their companies. At first glance, modern art, and
abstraction in particular would seem at odds with
stereotypic views of the conservative business environment
of the 1940s and 50s. But this study will attempt to show
how aesthetic modernism was linked to business by its
^ Werner Gundersheimer
,
paraphrased in F.W. Kent and
Patricia Simons, Patronage. Art and Societv in Renaissance
Italy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), 4.
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subject matter as well as its associations with freedom,
democracy, and individual expression. From these initial
associations an alliance arose between large corporations
and abstract expressionism.
While there have always been affluent art collectors,
art collecting by corporate bodies is a relatively new idea.
The corporate art collecting activities described in this
study differed from those practiced privately by wealthy
industrialists during the nineteenth century. William
Randolph Hearst, J. P. Morgan, Andrew Carnegie, Andrew
Mellon, Mark Hanna, Col lis P. Huntington, and H.O. Havemeyer
all collected the art of the past. Their Renaissance
paintings, Flemish tapestries, English furniture and
portraiture reflected the royal collections of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. Their palaces, built in the
style of castles, Jacobean great houses, or chateaux were
filled with the art of the past rather than the present.
Most of these collectors founded museums or libraries where
the public could see these collections.
From the 1876 Centennial until the outbreak of World
War I, the wealthy industrialists who founded the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts, the Cleveland Museum of Art, and the
Art Institute of Chicago among others, believed that culture
was best taught by the preservation of such European
sources. European art was perceived by intellectuals such
as philosopher William James or Harvard art historian
3
Charles Eliot Norton to be the embodiment of spiritual
ideals.
During that same period corporate use of contemporary
art in the United States, influenced by the rise of
advertising at the end of the nineteenth century, began.
From the beginning, in contrast to the interests of
industrialist-collectors, corporations made use of American
art and more traditional and illustrative contemporary
artwork. The Sante Fe Railroad, for example, employed
contemporary western painters during the 1890s to create
designs for visual advertising. Those pictures were
purchased by the corporation and reused through reproduction
on calendars, posters, menus, or in magazine advertising.-^
In the main, most visual advertising remained
anecdotal, but by the turn of the century, modernism in
visual arts challenged historical and traditional aesthetic
canons. By reconstructing its subjects such advertising
literally imposed new sight upon tired vision. During the
first two decades of the twentieth century, subject matter
included the geometry of machinery, architecture,
technology, language, and symbols in order to revive or
reinvent extant aesthetic categories such as landscape,
genre, or portraiture.
^ "Artists of the Santa Fe," American Heritage
27 (February 1976): 57-72 passim.
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with interest in visual advertising and modernism
accelerating during the 1920s, corporate patronage began to
make use of such artwork. Some corporations saw modernist
art as the visual language of American business because
modernism took as its subject the very things which
concerned businesses as well—machinery, technology,
production, and consumption. The glorification of science,
and the promise of progress through inventions and new
rational systems, appealed to artists, engineers, and
managers alike.
While much corporate advertising in the 1920s remained
visually traditional, textual and anecdotal, some
businessmen looked to arresting modernist artwork to provide
an image that was daring, different, up-to-date, and
progressive. Beside the emphasis on technology and
production, the 1920s was an era of social experimentation,
political reforms, and expanded suffrage. Consequently, the
subjects of modernist vision were the tools of material life
for a widened consuming audience. Themes of modernist
artwork included skyscrapers, machinery, and speakeasies.
The relationship between modernism and democracy which began
in the teens was strengthened in the 1920s. Modernist art
was associated with the innovation, experimentation,
personal freedoms, and individual opportunity that typified
the Jazz Age. Because of these tenuous links with both
individual expression and the engineering of material
5
civilization, modernist aesthetics could be loosely
associated with the advancement of the forces of democracy.
The new progressive, professional class of managers and
engineers (such as Herbert Hoover) were perceived as "the
industrial age conservators of America an elect who
advance democracy over and against the corruptive perils of
corporate capitalism and its politics.""^ The Depression
challenged American faith in its competent businessmen and
in its government managers to solve socio-economic problems.
One result of the crisis of confidence was a turning inward,
a search for the roots of American culture. Consequently,
the relationship between democracy and modernism was
articulated differently in the 1930s.
The labeling of European modernist artwork as
"degenerate" by the Nazis strengthened the association
between modernism and freedom of expression. In the United
States the Depression fueled several styles of aesthetic
expression. American Regionalism was a conservative
reaction to the influences of European modernism. Social
realism, a type of figurative artwork which used modernist
aesthetics in conjunction with social criticism, flourished.
Such politically relevant artwork appealed to many concerned
not only with economic problems but with searching for new
^ Harold Bell Wright, "Preface," The Winning of Barbara
Worth (Chicago: Book Supply, 1911) quoted in Cecelia Tichi,
Shifting Gears (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1987) , 131.
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systems and solutions. Because of the seemingly radical
political nature of social realism, and the political
affiliations of many social realist artists, this style of
modernism came to be associated with communism by the 1940s.
Regionalism, on the other hand, sought to reject both
the ahistorical and urban nature of modernist subject
matter. Reviling the dehumanizing effects of machines,
industrialism, scientific management, and intellectualism,
it took as its subject matter traditional, rural values.
Its themes replaced the realities of industrial production
with the labor intensive life on the farm. It glorified the
older "producer" culture and abhorred the "consumer" culture
of the newer corporate state. ^ Even though antithetically
opposed to the rationalized, complacent faith in progress
and to the consumption culture promoted by American
businesses, Regionalism was commissioned and used by some
corporations in advertising because those companies believed
the more conservative audience of the 1930s would readily
relate to traditional values.
However, Regionalism' s anti-business, anti-urban, anti-
intellectual, anti-foreign attitudes were perceived by its
critics to be akin to fascist values on the rise in Europe.
By 1945 Regionalism was out of favor; social realism was
suspected of being the tool of communists. European
^ T.J.Jackson Lears, No Place of Grace (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1981), xvi.
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modernism, attacked by Soviet communists and European
fascists alike, forged stronger links with democratic
capitalism. The anti-communist crusade of the post-war
years strengthened these bonds. Politicians in the
Congress, fearful of communist infiltration in government,
business, and the arts, investigated and vilified artists
who had leftist political associations or foreign-sounding
names. Some corporations blacklisted these artists and
refused to employ them, but many of the corporate executives
who collected modernist American art continued to support
modern art. They perceived artistic expression in different
terms than the Congressional committees
.
In the main, those executives believed that the
protection of artistic expression was of vital importance to
democratic society. They viewed art as cultural statement
rather than political propaganda. Believing that government
should not regulate either artistic expression or corporate
enterprise, they placed their corporations in public view
through community programs, support of local institutions,
and the commission and purchase of contemporary art. They
supported modernist art as the appropriate art form of
democratic capitalism and believed that such art attracted
attention, diversity and individuality within the business
world itself. Further, they promoted American modernism
abroad as a tool for better cultural understanding.
8
Such laissez-faire liberalism found American abstract
expressionism of the 1950s an ideal artform for corporate
consumption. Abstract expressionism, the result of
radically individualized vision, lent itself to vague ideas
of freedom. It was also politically safe because it was
ahistorical and contained no overt message save that in
favor of individual expression. Its radical nature was
simply aesthetic. Thus, avant-garde abstract art, no longer
an oppositional force in society, became the art of the
status quo. Deradicalized, apolitical, capitalist, and
democratic, it was favored by progressive managers who
believed their companies should support contemporary
American art.
By the 1960s the earlier reasons for corporate support
of modernist art work were lost. Large corporations saw
connections between support of contemporary art and positive
public image, but abstract expressionism had become a
cliche. Managers who believed abstract art was a product
useful to their business image replaced earlier corporate
art collectors whose concerns were moral, political, and
aesthetic. In such an environment, modern art became
entertainment
.
The responses of the early corporate collectors to
democracy, freedom, public education, or personal
frustration were certainly as important as their responses
9
to sales. I have tried to avoid reducing those responses to
mere reflections of material interests.
The aims of this study, then, are twofold. The first
is to tell a story about the ways in which corporate
managers commissioned, used, collected, and revitalized
contemporary American art; the second is to show how and why
specific art forms like abstraction came to be preferred and
used within the corporate world and how the once radical,
avant-garde spirit of modernism was absorbed by the
respectable, middle-class status quo.
Extant treatments of the subject of corporate patronage
of modern art are surprisingly scarce. During the 1940s art
periodicals noted increased commission opportunities for
contemporary artists and encouraged debate about artistic
freedom and business support. However, few books have
treated the subject of corporate patronage. Richard Eell's
The Corporation and the Arts (1967) emphasized the
correlations between artistic genius and progressive
management. Calling both artists and businessmen initiators
and problem solvers, his book served to emphasize the
creative potential of management in an era of declining
interest among recent college graduates in business careers.
From the same era and viewpoint is Richard J. Whalen's
Artist and Advocate; An Essav in Corporate Patronage
(1967) . Whalen and contributor Nina Kaiden, both corporate
consultants, presented a descriptive selection of
10
enlightened corporate advocates for modernistic art.
Presented as the leaders of American cultural support, there
is little discussion of the politics of corporate patronage,
the reasons behind the preference for abstraction, or
meaning in art itself.
Michell Douglas Kahan ' s Art. Inc.; American Paintings
from Corporate Collections (1979) is an exhibition catalogue
which features highlights from approximately thirty
collections. Kahn's essay is an informative narrative that
correctly outlines the growth of corporate collecting
activities in the 1940s and 50s. Essays by Martina Norelli
and Neil Harris in Art. Design and the Modern Corporation
(1985) recount the story of the Container Corporation and
its links with Bauhaus emigres and the Chicago modernist
milieu during the 1930s and 40s. This exhibition catalogue
links modernist art, corporate image, and marketing
concerns
.
The most recent survey of corporate art holdings.
Corporate Art (1989), was recently published by sociologist
Rosanne Martorella. Although descriptive, this volume makes
no attempt to place corporate collecting activities in any
historical perspective or to discuss why certain styles of
art are preferred within the corporate setting. In
reviewing the literature, then, a study of the corporate
alliance with modernist art and, more specifically, an
explanation of the corporate preference for abstraction
11
which emerges in the late 1940s and continues into the 1970s
seemed lacking
.
Writing this thesis helped me to understand the myriad
complexities and contradictions of modernism. Further, I
gained insight into why modernism was palatable within the
corporate culture of the 1950s. My exploration of modernism
and its corporate supporters led me to recognize and respect
the desires of people from all walks of life to seek
fulfillment, authentic experience, and to affect their own
culture.
This study was also personally fulfilling. My parents,
married during the Depression, had their children during the
1940s and 50s. The product of a self-made, hard-driving
business executive and a visually perceptive and musical
mother, I often had trouble accommodating their differing
world views. They were the products of an era and a culture
which made attempts to value both. The opportunities they
gave me echo John Adams words:
I must study politics and war that my sons may
have liberty to study mathematics and philosophy.
My sons ought to study mathematics and philosophy,
geography, natural history and naval architecture,
navigation, commerce and agriculture, in order to
give their children a right to study painting,
poetry , music , architecture
,
statuary
,
tapestry
,
and porcelain.^
^ Charles Francis Adams, ed. , Letters of John Adams,
Addressed to His Wife (Boston: Little Brown, 1851), II, 68.
12
Because they protected that right, this work is dedicated to
my mother and to the memory of my father.
13
CHAPTER I
THE CORPORATION AND THE AVANT-GARDE:
THE CONSUMPTION OF MODERNISM
During the 1920s the power and status of managerial
capitalists increased. The search for more investment funds
and larger business organizations meant that by 1929 65
percent of the 200 biggest corporations owned 80 percent of
the country's assets.^ In the same period, approximately
2000 individuals directed the 200 largest corporations.
Those corporations controlled 44 percent of all corporate
assets.'' The road to social domination no longer lay in
property ownership, but in the ability to manage and control
the assets of vast numbers of stockholders. The rewards were
social status, privilege, and the lure of cultural
leadership.
Not surprisingly, the theme of progress under the
leadership of business was reflected in business advertising
during the 192 0s. By 192 6 an N.W. Ayer advertising agency
promotional glorified those who had a "far-seeing vision of
^ James Burnham, The Manaerial Revolution (New York:
John Day Co., 1941), 82.
^ Adolf A. Berle, Jr. and Gardiner C. Means, The Modern
Corporation and Private Property (New York and Chicago:
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1932), 18.
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success." It showed a pioneer in coonskin cap at the foot
of a mirage-like city of skyscrapers. ^ The republican-
pioneer lived on in the form of a memory of the autonomous
individual, but now that image of personal freedom was
linked to symbols of the city. Such corporate advertising
attempted to displace the village and the farmer with the
values of commerce and consumption. The contrast between
the historically-oriented pioneer image and the city of
factories and skyscrapers ran throughout the 1920s.
Some, like Gustav Stickley, longed to recreate a
genteel reinterpretation of the past. In flight from the
complexities and speed of contemporary life, he manufactured
arts and crafts furniture. While he tried to reconnect the
worker and the consumer, to limit and control the impact of
the machine, his brothers started their own furniture
company, L. and J.G. Stickley, which exploited machine
technology to produce both "Mission" style and Colonial
Revival furniture. Such enthusiasm for technology joined
with nostalgia for the past illustrates the conflict between
technology and genteel culture. Modernist culture and the
artforms which accompanied it— industrial architecture,
advertising photography, jazz, movies—was not genteel, but
Illustration Saturdav Evening Post 6 March 1926, 97;
reprinted in Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 256.
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popular. It sought to reach the expanding populous not the
elite few.
••Good Businessmen^' were respected as trend-setters and
leaders and were perceived as prime examples of individual
initiative and achievement."* American Telephone and
Telegraph Company advertisements showed an executive office
filled with maps, a globe, telephones, and a window
overlooking the factory and skyscrapers. Reminiscent of a
war-time command post, the office depicted in the ad
communicated a sense of urgency, speed, and efficiency.
Similar ads for Gulf Oil or Bell Telephone showed executives
at office windows, telephone at the ready, overlooking
either factory or metropolis, masters of the world below,
literally and figuratively above those who toil at mundane
tasks. Images of the businessman replaced images of a lanky
Uncle Sam or a pot-bellied Tammany Hall politician as the
symbol of America.^ One particularly telling image by
Frans Masereel entitled Businessman (1920) (Figure 1.1)
showed a compact, powerful, self-possessed figure which
dominated the masses of soldiers, priests, workers, women,
even camels and pyramids, behind and below him.
^ William E. Leuchtenburg , The Perils of Prosperity.
1914-32 (Chicago: University of Chicago Pres, 1958) 187.
^ John Czaplicka, "AmerikaBilder and the German
Discourse on Modern Civilization, 1890-1925," in Envisioning
America: Prints. Drawings and Photographs by George Grosz
and his Contemporaries. 1915-33 . ed. Beeke Sell Tower
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990), 49.
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Fascination with intelligibility, precision, and
communication lay at the heart of modern management and
modernist advertising. Magazine advertising had become
more visual and less textual by the end of the 1920s.
^
Copy gave way to images that were clean, recognizable.
Trademarks and corporate symbols encouraged instant
association. The familiar graphic symbols of Arm and
Hammer, Prudential Insurance, and Mobil Oil were designed in
the 1920s. Sculptor Sidney Waugh, whose many streamlined,
monumental public commissions relied on the success of
instantly intelligible symbolism, wrote that:
Too many among the highly literate are inclined to
forget that the great majority of people read very
little and understand what they read imperfectly,
that their basic source of learning is visual
rather than verbal. This axiom, so long accepted
in advertising and propaganda has yet to permeate
the minds of many planners and politicians.^
The writers of the twenties, Fitzgerald in particular,
were attuned to the bombardment of visual stimuli of the
consumer culture. His disillusionment with the
glorification of the present, actuality, and facts so
dominant in the consumption-related activities of the 1920s,
fills his novels. Fitzgerald, who began his literary career
as an advertising copywriter, never completely turned from
the consumer culture which engulfed him. The most potent
^ Marchand, 140, 153.
^ Sidney Waugh, Sidney Waugh (New York: W.W. Norton and
Co.
,
1948) , 5.
and electrifying visual message encountered by Gatsby was
the huge optometrist's billboard that loomed above the
roadside, arresting the attention of speeding motorists.
In this consumer culture, symbols of consumption became
the subject of serious art, paving the way for corporate use
of contemporary art. Stuart Davis' 1921 painting Lucky
St^^i^^^e (Figure 1.2) incorporated lettering with the new
familiar, abstract, flattened shapes of the Lucky Strike
package. Aesthetically, Davis' work owed much to his study
of French cubism. The cubists deconstructed objects of
everyday use—newspapers, vases, tables, musical
instruments. Davis's deconstructed objects were cigarettes,
gas pumps, eggbeaters, electric fans, rubber gloves—the
specific products of a modern consuming culture and, as
such, still retain the sense of being "modern" today. So,
too, Gerald Murphy's Razor (1924) (Figure 1.3) used a box of
safety razor blades as subject matter for serious art.
While stylistically indebted to the flattened geometry
of cubism, philosophically these painters were closer to the
dynamic qualities of futurism.® The European futurists
believed in
o e . making the present an attribute of the
future rather than of the past .... To forget
convention as convention. To fit the present need
to the present circumstance. To forget the past,
which is wrong, which is dead. To knock
^ Karen Tsujimoto, Images of America; Precisionist
Painting and Modern Photography (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1982), 28-32 passim.
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convention—which is only the past crystallized
into habit—out of painting and writing and
talking and everything we do.^
Like the futurists, who used disjointed, collage-like
techniques, Davis' and Murphy's paintings reflected the
speed of life and technology. Their subjects were filled
with forceful, thrusting diagonal lines, which often
represented the motion of machinery. Stuart Davis'
paintings, like Matisse's cutouts, were intensely colored
interpretations of what was "modern" about life in the Jazz
Age—sound, motion, improvisation, experiment, excitement,
precision, and manufactured products.
Other American modernist painters, such as Charles
Demuth, found subjects in the architectural monuments of
commerce and industry
—
grain elevators, factories, and
skyscrapers. His painting of a grain elevator, entitled My
Egypt (Figure 1.4), referred to the pyramids as the
monumental buildings of another culture. Some businessmen
quickly saw links between modernist subject matter and
industrial interests. Charles Sheeler was commissioned to
paint a portrait of the Ford Plant at River Rouge (1927-31)
(Figure 1.5). Stark, smooth, antiseptic, rational and
geometric, the forms of buildings, smokestacks, and grain
piles exist as objects in their own right, devoid of human
presence. These symbols of power mirrored the growth of the
^ Andre Tridon, "The New Cult of Futurism Is Here," New
York Herald 14 December 1911, magazine section, 6.
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steel industry which made skyscraper construction possible
and of electrical technology which made elevators common.
Sheeler and Demuth's mutual friend, Philadelphia poet
MacKnight Black, commemorated the culture of technology in
his volume of poems entitled Machinery (1929). His
employment by the advertising agency that handled the Ford
account necessitated trips to the River Rouge plant and
stimulated his interest in the abstract lines of industrial
architecture and machines. He wrote about the machine
because of its simplicity and beauty, the result of its
freedom from the complexities of human emotion. The machine
contained "the same clarity as the wheel-swung universe . .
. like a word our ears have taken from the sky . . . remote
and changed and beautiful . "''^
Belief in the machine signaled the embrace of
technology as the unifying force that would bring order to
contemporary life. Jane Heap, editor of the Little Review
.
having returned from Paris in 1925 fresh with admiration for
the architecture of Le Corbusier, called for a Machine Age
Exposition in New York. She wrote:
There is a new race of men in America: the
Engineer. He has created a new mechanical world .
. . . It is inevitable and important to the
civilization of today that he make a union with
the artist. This affiliation of Artist and
MacKnight Black, quoted in Frederick J. Hoffman, The
Twenties (New York: The Free Press, 1965), 298.
20
Engineer will benefit each in his own domain, it
will become a new creative force. -^^
Respect for the machine, love of modernism, optimism about
the future were shared by the engineers and the artists
alike. The growing connections between the two seemed
logical, for each believed in the machine and the city as
the modern symbols of American culture. Herbert Hoover,
trained as an engineer and a manager, argued in his American
Individualism (1921) that the machine liberated men and
reinforced American individualism. To him it seemed that
creative, competent engineers and managers, controlling
technology, would assure the progress of civilization and
provide the necessary balance between personal freedom and
social leadership.
Acceptance of the machine, rationalization and
standardization of industrial production, and the
accompanying emphasis on factual exactness and
intelligibility, found a counterpart in the formalistic
devices of modernism. Such formal precision was the subtext
of works by Sheeler and Demuth. Indeed, they came to be
called "precisionists, " because of the order, organization,
and rigidity of their industrial subject matter.
An essay entitled "The Americanization of Art" by
precisionist Louis Lozowick appeared in the catalogue of the
Machine Art exhibition held in New York in 1927. It claimed
^^ Jane Heap, "Machine Age Exposition," Little Review
XI (Spring 1925) : 22.
the "dominant trend" of America, "beneath all the apparent
chaos and confusion [is] towards order and organization
which find their outward sign and symbol in the rigid
geometry of the American city." He also identified a
parallel trend, one in which the "economic utilization of
industrial processes [fostered] in man a spirit of
objectivity excluding all emotional aberration. "^^
The industrial, urban landscapes of Sheeler, Demuth, and
Lozowick were imbued with a cool objectivity that favored
machines over men and appealed to the Hooverian
manager/engineer
.
When American artists turned to the technological and
industrial subjects of contemporary life, business
advertising became interested in modern art as a visual
language. Both serious artists and commercial advertisers'
products were united in the subject matter of the
precisionists and in the modernist reality presented by
advertising. Just as serious artists celebrated the images
of popular culture, so too much advertising self-consciously
elevated commercial artwork to the level of serious art. In
fact, as the boundaries were blurred, the meaning of art
came into question. Photography in particular bridged the
previous gap between photomechanical reproduction and the
formalist preoccupations of "serious" art. It was the art
Louis Lozowick, "The Americanization of Art," in The
Machine Aae Exposition (New York: Little Review, 1927), 18.
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form produced by technology and the machine which recorded
technology as art.
Just as products and industrial subjects appealed to
business advertisers
, close-up views of sections of
wheels, gears and other machine parts appealed to
photographers and were used for the first time in
advertising during the 1920s. Lathes, drills, movie cameras
(Figure 1.6), and refineries were all photographed for
advertising.^'* The most mundane products, such as
R.J.Reynold's Camel cigarettes (Figure 1.7) or a shirt
collar manufactured by the George P. Ide, Co, (Figure 1.8),
could be illustrated with elegance through the close-up
view, in a compressed, tilted, abstracted space which pulled
the object out of context and offered it to the viewer
within the new reality of modernist art.-^^
Such manipulation of subject both reinforced and
undermined the veracity of photography. The
straightforward, recording emphasis of much nineteenth and
"•^ James Sloan Allen, The
Culture: Capitalism. Modernism
for Cultural Reform (Chicago:
1983), 15.
Romance of Commerce and
and the Chicago-Aspen Crusade
University of Chicago Press,
^ For a series of such commercial photographs see
Edward Steichen, A Life in Photography (New York: Doubleday,
1963)
.
Among those modernists who contributed work to
advertising during the 1920s and 30s were Paul Strand, Paul
Outerbridge, Margaret Bourke-White , Charles Demuth, Charles
Sheeler, Paul Sample, and Edward Steichen.
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early twentieth century commercial photography remained, but
the manipulated vision of Edward Steichen, Paul Outerbridge,
Edward Weston, and others made materialism into art and
abstraction into a new form of reality. Fernand Leger, in a
1926 essay, "A New Realism—The Object: Its Plastic and
Cinematic Value," argued that the close-up, fragmented
observations of machine parts imbued the machine itself with
personality. Such elimination of ordinary context melded
scientific, mechanical forms with the beauty of the plastic
arts. The mass-produced object taken out of context, such as
Edward Steichen's advertisement for Camel Cigarettes, lost
its technological function and assumed a type of
individuality.^^ This new abstracted reality which
bridged the aesthetic and technological worlds, which
contained personality, individuality and arresting veracity,
fit advertising purposes admirably.
Modernist art inspired the art directors of a new
business venture directly related to the corporations—the
advertising agency. The advertising profession was still
relatively new in the 1920s. Copywriting as a full-time
specialty had emerged in the 1890s; agencies with
specialists in art and design, and account executives who
dealt with clients formed the basis of the modern agency
Miles Orvell, The Real Thing; Imitation and
Authenticity in American Culture. 1880-1940 . (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1989), 214-226.
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only in the early 1900s. l'^ The great boost to
advertising's status came in the formation of President
Wilson's Creel Committee (1917) to shape public opinion
during World War I. The poster division of the committee
produced the highly successful posters of Uncle Sam saying
"I Want You" by James Montgomery Flagg, and the Red Cross
poster-pieta by Courtland Smith, an enormous nurse holding
the small broken body of a soldier entitled The Greatest
Mother in the World. The success of the Creel Committee
posters suggested the power of visual advertising to shape
public opinion and to influence mass behavior . '^
The agency staffers, mostly younger than thirty-
five, '^ were college educated and had earned degrees from
Ivy League schools. William Benton and Chester Bowles, who
started Benton and Bowles in 1927, had known each other at
Yale.^^ The J. Walter Thompson Agency hired young
copywriters from Princeton, Yale, and Harvard. Similar
graduates staffed the offices of Barton, Durstein, and
Osborn.^-^ At least half of these men were firmly
^^ James R. Beniger, The Control Revolution: Technical
and Economic Origins of the Information Society (Cambridge
and London: Harvard University Press, 1986), 349.
Beninger, 350.
Marchand, 45.
Sidney Hyman, The Lives of William Benton (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1969), 3-4.
Marchand, 38.
entrenched in the top 10% income bracket. 22 Socially and
educationally elite, their personal tastes ran to the
symphony, opera, and modern art. 2 3
The advertising professionals cemented their
intellectual and artistic pretensions by establishing
standards and awards. Edward Bok of the Ladies Home Joui^nal
established nine annual advertising prizes to be awarded by
the Harvard Business School. The Art Directors Club
organized award dinners to recognize literary and artistic
merit in advertising, reinforcing a sense of professionalism
and creativity previously reserved for the fine arts.
Promoting public education prompted the N.W. Ayer agency to
hold exhibitions of advertising art in a gallery setting at
company headquarters (Figure 1.9). 2'*
Such social leadership activities lent credibility to
their professionalism, but the primary job of advertisers
was to promote consumption--to motivate consumers to buy new
products. Advertising was considered by some, agency
founder Bruce Barton among them, to be a public service
profession because of this educative mission. Consequently
he promoted an image of cultural leadership and uplift. To
22 Hyman, 88, 103, 112.
23 Marchand, 38.
2^ Beninger, 355; The Architectural Forum . October
1929, 461.
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their corporate clients, the agencies represented themselves
as powerful formulators of public opinion. ^5
The use of visual modernism in selected advertising was
partially due to the elite cultural backgrounds of some art
directors and partially to the desire to stimulate
consumption by promoting what was new, shockingly attention
getting, and chic. Interest in modernism increased after the
"Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et
Industriels Modernes" (1924-25), shown first in Paris, then
shown in Boston, New York, and Chicago in 1926. Decorators,
architects, and commercial artists submitted works which
were required to "be conceived in the modern spirit" and to
"show new inspiration and real originality,"—
-
reproductive, derivative styles were prohibited.
Designers now wanted art forms which had immediate impact
and readability.
Chicago art critic C.J. Bulliet commented that whether
or not the public liked modernism, the commercial artists
were "helping themselves to the discoveries of Picasso,
Braque and Leger for practical purposes. "^^ The young,
smart graphic designers who worked in advertising borrowed
French modernist economy of line and shape, bright colors,
2^ Marchand, 30-32.
26 Allen, 45.
27 Allen, 45.
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precision and smoothness, two-dimensionality, and abstract,
geometric forms for their commercial layouts. They perceived
connections between the formal qualities of visual modernism
as well as its material subject matter and sales. ^8
The special trade commission sent to the Paris showing
of the exhibition by secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover
agreed, reporting that "the nation which most successfully
rationalizes the [modern] movement
. . . will possess a
distinct advantage both as to its domestic and foreign
trade." ^ Hoover understood that the country which
incorporated fascination with technology, materialism, and
consumption in its commercial dealings would constantly
enlarge its audience and enjoy a larger market share. Fine
art, formerly the perogative of the rich, could now be a
commodity consumed by the larger audience. The
"rationalization" of modernism prescribed by Hoover imbued
modernist aesthetics with progress-oriented, scientific,
managerial objectivity—the very attributes of the dynamic,
responsible but creative, "progressive" managers Hoover had
described in American Individualism .
As Little Review publisher Jane Heap had observed,
artists and engineers had joined forces to create a new
audience. Advertising agencies embraced modernism and
"Modernism in Industrial Art," American Magazine of
Art 15 (October 1924): 540.
2^ Allen, 45.
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prompted their corporate clients to put modernism to work
for commerce. By the mid-1920s, middle-class magazine
readers who knew little or nothing about modern art suddenly
saw cubism, futurism, and surrealism in the pages of Good
Housekeeping, the Saturday Evening Post
,
Vanity Fair
,
and
Vogue. Multi-page color spreads emulated those designed by
Parisian-trained designers, like Alexey Brodoyitch, for
French department stores. Trained in Paris, Brodovitch had
worked for Cahiers d'Art and Arts et Metiers Graohigues
during the 1920s. His layouts featured clean lines, sans
serif lettering, and associative imagery (Figure 1.10).
Brodovitch 's Ayer colleague, Charles Coiner (Figure
1.11), was enamored of French modernism and brought a new
cosmopolitanism to American advertising. Indeed, Coiner
served as "a midwife to the birth of modern industrial
patronage. "-^^ Believing that "France was the source of
virtually all that is new and significant in art," Coiner
commissioned ads from dozens of French and European
designers throughout the 1920s and SOs.-^-'-
In 1927, Coiner used the chic, sophisticated appeal of
modernist art in an ad campaign for Steinway and Sons, piano
manufacturers (Figures 1.12 and 1.13). He linked pianos,
high art, and visual modernism through the commission of
Martina Roudebush Norelli, Art. Design and the
Modern Corporation (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1985), 18.
^1 Norelli, 19.
paintings to be reproduced in Good Housekeeping
. Vogue, The
Saturday Evening Post, and National Geographic . The four-
color, double-page spreads featured works that were young,
modernist artists' interpretations of musical themes.
The artists hired included Ignacio Zuloaga, Rockwell Kent,
Louis Mora, Boris Anisfeld, Arnold Bochlin, Nicolas Remisoff
and Miguel Covarrubias. Streamlined, art deco
interpretations by Rockwell Kent of Stravinsky's "The
Firebird" (Figure 1.14) and Rachmaninoff's "Into Valhalla"
(Figure 1.15), clean in design and abstract in meaning,
effectively held attention. So too, Nicolas Remisoff 's
futurist interpretation of the Ballet Russes ' presentation
of "Petruchka" (Figure 1.16) is memorable for its energy,
bright colors, and diagonally partitioned picture plane.
Steinway still owns these pictures; they are the nucleus of
the corporate collection which hang in its offices today.
The Steinway firm benefitted further from the publicity
and controversy surrounding the campaign.-'-^ Coiner
reported that the discussion in advertising circles about
the modernist ads netted the Steinway company four times the
^2 The late John W. Steinway of Steinway and Sons
graciously provided the author with access to the
advertising boards prepared by N.W. Ayer for the advertising
campaign.
^^ In the year before the Depression, Steinway paid
Zuloaga $25,000 for a portrait of Paderewski, an indication
of generous patronage at an early date.
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amount they had actually paid in free publicity. ^4
Initially attention-getting, modernist styles indebted to
cubism or futurism invited closer observation. The Steinway
ads were meant to lead a middle-class consuming audience
with status and cultural aspirations to connect fine art and
music with Steinway products.
Steinway and Ayer used modernism to create an image,
not just of company products, but of the firm itself. That
image was progressive, elite, sophisticated, educated,
wealthy, and powerful. Modernism was used by art-conscious
corporations during the 1920s as a symbol of urban industry,
commercialism, and progress. The result was that by the end
of the 192 0s a connection between culture and the
progressive corporation had been established.
^^ Charles T. Coiner, "How Steinway Uses Modern Art,"
Advertising Arts 2 April 1930, 17.
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CHAPTER II
MANAGING CULTURAL CONSERVATISM
Indifferent to the early effects of the 1929 Crash,
Henry Luce, founder of Time , planned to launch a magazine
devoted exclusively to business in the fall of 1929. Luce's
new magazine was Fortune . The title was a compromise. Luce
originally wanted to name the periodical "Power," reflecting
the 1920s fascination with money, modernism, and the
machine. Optimistically he wrote that Fortune proclaimed
the "generally accepted commonplace that America's greatest
achievement has been Business."-^
For this new magazine, aimed at the urban, industrial-
commercial businessmen. Luce selected modernist American
art. Quickly, the magazine established a reputation for its
typography, color reproductions, and artwork. Art director
Margaret Bourke-White photographed urban, industrial scenes
using modernist aesthetics; N. W. Ayer's Charles Coiner
provided commercial layouts touting the ability of modernist
art to stimulate consumption;^ Paul Sample (Figure 2.1) and
W.A. Swanberg, Luce and His Empire (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1972), 83.
^ Charles T. Coiner, "Who Says Beauty Doesn't Pay?"
Fortune 13 (June 1936): 193.
Charles Sheeler (Figure 2.2) provided paintings glorifying
the geometry and power of modern factories and machines.
^
In the May, 1930, issue of Fortune Ralph Steiner
provided modernist photographs for an article entitled "Our
Vanishing Backyards." These photos and the accompanying
text were commissioned to contrast the ugliness of life on
the margins of urbanism with the healthy progress of
commercialism. Comparing the English countryside and the
American landscape, the author related the tidiness of the
English suburbs with old-fashioned thrift and the litter of
the American landscape with consumption:
Essentially, the English scene is sad and the
American scene is happy. It is smelly, but it is
also exuberant and vigorous to strew the country
with things worn out and left over. Every garbage
dump, every row of ramshackle houses lining the
railroad track, is evidence of our boundless
wealth. This is space we do not need. We have so
much
.
^
But the modernist-consumption emphasis on the object
itself, even garbage, and the depiction of the object as a
symbol of plentitude, was undercut by hard times. Bourke-
White, the most successful advertising photographer of her
era, while on a shooting assignment for Chesterfield
cigarettes, was shocked by the deprivation and physical
suffering of the western farmers. By the mid-thirties.
^ See in particular Charles Sheeler 's 1939 series of
paintings entitled "Power" and published in Fortune
22 (December 1940): 73-83.
^ "Our Vanishing Backyards," Fortune 1 (May 1930): 78.
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Bourke-White had attended the First Artists Congress,
admired Soviet documentary cinema, and joined the cause of
socially concerned photographers. She went to work for
Luce's new Life magazine (1936) which featured stories about
people and socio-economic issues.^
So too Robert Lynd's Middletown . Ruth Benedict's
Patterns of Culture (1934), John Steinbeck's The Grapes of
Wrath (19 39), Dorthea Lange's photographs of sharecroppers,
and James Agee and Walker Evans' Let Us Now Praise Famous
Men (begun in 1936 and finally published in 1941) all
explored the values and uncertainties of the time. As a
result, the glamour of the object, of consumption, was
partially replaced by a concern for the mundane, the
average, the more universal experience of life.
The modernist photographers and writers working for
Fortune became caught up in new sensibilities. Assigned to
do a story on the fate of southern farmers during the
Depression, James Agee and Walker Evans spent the summer of
1936 traveling through Alabama. Through words and pictures,
fragmentary descriptions and cropped photos of people and
interiors, they created an emotional response to poverty.
The objectivity of the camera, used in modernist advertising
of the 1920s, had been turned to subjective use. While
Evan's photographs still used the simplicity and abstract
beauty of objects pulled from their overall context, the
^ Orvell, 227.
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interiors and portraits of the southern farmers are imbued
with a dignified, moral undertone. They featured poor
people rather than the objects of commercial culture.
^
The modern, powerful, social leadership position
enjoyed by businessmen in the 1920s had been undercut by the
Depression. When the Empire State Building opened in 1931,
less than half rented, it was dubbed the "Empty State
Building.""^ Critic Edmund Wilson, writing for the New
Republic, saw the tall building not as the reflection of
American optimism, infallibility, engineering and the
cultural contributions of the 1920s, but as the symbol of a
culture of greed and profit gone bankrupt.^ Lewis nine's
photographs of the construction of the Empire State Building
instead of celebrating the monolithic architecture of the
skyscraper, featured the workers, both as rugged
individualists and as a cooperative-spirited group„ The
importance of the human element again reasserted itself
against the seeming anonymity of the modernist emphasis upon
the object.
The tension between material and spiritual values and
attacks on urban life increased during the Depression
^ Laurence Bergreen, James Aqee (New York: Viking,
1984), 158-182 passim.
^ Jonathan Goldman, The Empire State Building Book (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1980), 46.
^ Edmund Wilson, "Progress and Poverty," New Republic .
20 May 1931, 14.
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decade. Waldo Frank, Van Wyck Brooks, Lewis Mumford and,
H.L. Mencken's works of the 193 0s are chronicles of American
failings, of the false quest for material success, the
domination of the machine over the individual, the
meaningless worship of efficiency and functionalism, and the
corporation's consumption of ordinary men and women.
Malcolm Cowley, appalled by the consumption mentality of
American business, wrote in Exile's Return (1934) that the
conformity and commercialism of American culture had forced
journalists to become
propagandists to aid in the increasingly difficult
task of selling more and more commodities each
year to families that were given higher and higher
wages to buy them with, and therefore had to be
tempted with all the devices of art, literature
and science into bartering their future earnings
for an automobile or a bedroom suite.
As the Depression and resulting skepticism deepened,
some corporations, like Steinway and the Container
Corporation, continued to use modernist art in advertising
to help re-establish the glorification of the object and the
desire to consume. Others, like International Business
Machines or the American Tobacco Company, attempted to
placate a critical public with artwork that glorified
traditional values and sentimentality. Some, like Luce's
Time and Life corporation, even tried to do both at once by
promoting modernism at Fortune and attempting to relate to
^ Malcolm Cowley, The Exile's Return (New York: W.W.
Norton and Co., 1934), 216.
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hardening cultural conservatism and traditional values at
the newest magazine enterprise, Life (1936).
During the Depression department store modernization,
still linking modernist aesthetics with consumption, reached
an all-time high.^° As sales dropped, new marketing
techniques were tried to draw crowds into the stores and to
stimulate consumption. John Wanamaker filled his stores
with contemporary, if academic European paintings. Museum-
like exhibitions of modern lighting, newly streamlined
products and decorative arts were installed in department
stores. The President of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Robert W. deforest, told an audience of department store
executives in 193 0 that they were "the most fruitful source
of art in America" and urged them to "become the
missionaries of beauty. "^-'
During the 1920s there had been little difference
between modern consumption and the consumption of modernism.
But during the 1930s the inability of Americans to continue
to consume at the levels of the previous decade altered the
political and aesthetic as well as the business climate.
For some artists, artwork now needed to be socially and
politically relevant and critical of injustice. Many
^^ Neil Harris, "Museums, Merchandising and Popular
Taste," in Material Culture and the Study of American Life ,
ed. Ian M. G. Quimby (New York: W.W. Norton, 1978), 161.
Quoted in Zelda F. Popkin, "Art: Three Aisles Over,"
Outlook and Independent 2 6 November 193 0, 515.
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believed that the Depression was the result of manipulation,
dishonesty, and greed in business and government. For those
who felt betrayed by commercial capitalism and the promises
of the good life through consumption, a return to the anti-
modernist values of the autonomous worker seemed safe. A
group of artists arose in response to this atmosphere whose
realistically rendered subjects celebrated the myth of
American rural, self-sufficient individualism. The subject
of their work was not the object or the machine but the
laborer.
The major figure of the new populist-inspired art
movement was Thomas Hart Benton. In 1931 Benton completed
his America Today murals for the New School of Social
Research in New York City (Figures 2.3, 2.4).^^ The
murals, which related to urban industry and technology,
depicted people in control of powerful machines, working in
steel and coal factories, and city dwellers riding the
subway. Unlike the unpopulated industrial landscapes of
Sheeler or Demuth, Benton's included the workers. At the
time Benton believed that:
The people of America—the simple, hardworking,
hard fighting people who had poured out over the
frontiers and built up the country—were, more
often than not, deprived of the fruits of their
labor by big business. I was . . . pro-labor.
^^ The murals were purchased by the Equitable Life
Assurance Society in 1982,
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anti-big capitalist and psychologically ready forlarge-scale social change.
Well-versed in but rejecting European modernism, Benton
called for a "meaningful subject matter
. . . specifically
American subject matter" which glorified the ordinary
people. For Benton, however, the people soon came to
mean not the urban population but the midwestern farmers and
villagers (Figure 2.4), the heirs of the nineteenth century
republican tradition.
Benton's rejection of both modernism and urbanism
rested initially on his disgust with big business, but that
was soon overshadowed by fear of communism which he
perceived correctly to be both foreign and urban. Living in
New York during the early 1930s, he took part in the debate
over the relationship of intellectuals, artists, and writers
to the working class. Liberal magazines such as the New
Republic or the Partisan Review became a forum for
viewpoints which addressed classism and capitalism in
critical terms. Such debate over social and political
issues was certainly not new, but, as the Depression
deepened, it took on more urgency.
Thomas Hart Benton, "American Regionalism: A
Personal History of the Movement," in An American in Art; A
Professional and Technical Autobiography (Lawrence KS.:
University of Kansas Press, 1969), 166-67.
Thomas Hart Benton, An Artist in America . 4th rev.
ed. (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 1983), 315.
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Writers on the left, such as Josephine Herbst or the
young black novelist Richard Wright, found their subject
matter in class struggle and racial struggle. Writers,
painters, and other intellectuals organized into unions and
congresses for discussion of the impact of art on society,
as well as on contemporary politics. The novelists of
the "genteel bourgeoisie" were excoriated for their trivial
subjects and for their petty "intellectual
abstractions."^^ An emphasis on new vision, new reality,
and political expression for some artists resulted.
Modernist painters such as Ben Shahn or Philip Evergood
continued to abstract and reinterpret naturalism in order to
address contemporary social or political issues. Their
works were labeled "social-realist," not because they
contained faithful illusionism or factual veracity, but
because they used modernist formalistic devices to address
the social issues of the real world. They did not separate
modernist aesthetics and the humanist concerns of
contemporary life. Perhaps better labels for such work
would have been "modernist-humanism" or "abstracted
figuration" or "socially-critical figuration." The term
"social realism" proved problematic when confused with the
The American Writers Congress was held in April
1935, and the American Artists Congress opened in February,
1936.
^^ Michael Gold, "Wilder: Prophet of the Genteel
Christ," New Republic 22 October 1930, 266-267.
illusionistic propaganda art produced in Nazi Germany or
Stalin's Russia and labeled "socialist-realism." it is
important to bear in mind that "socially-critical
figuration" drew its visual strength from modernism and its
political and social content from the Depression era.
Shahn painted the visually modernist, socially
critical, and politically shocking The Passion of Sacco and
Vanzetti (Figure 2.5) during 19 31-3 2. The picture shows the
two immigrants in their coffins after execution, watched
over by the representatives of business and law. Edith
Halpert, Shahn 's dealer and director of the Downtown
Gallery, recalled the Sacco and Vanzetti series:
I thought workers would dash for those pictures „
. .
but all the buyers, from the Rockefellers on
down, were from the other side of the track--or,
politically speaking, fence. I got in touch with
the Sacco-Vanzetti Club in little Italy and
offered to pay ninety dollars myself so that the
Club could own one of the pictures, each of the
members to pay ten cents to make up the remaining
ten dollars .... They thought the pictures
were grotesque. Their answer was a decisive NO.
I was so anxious to tell Ben that he had reached
the right audience! But it was the rich—whether
because of a guilty conscience or a more
perceptive taste, who knows?—who bought the
pictures
.
As Halpert implied, for both the affluent middle-class
buyers and the Sacco-Vanzetti Club members, aesthetics took
precedence over political content. The fact that socially
critical painting was also politically charged did not make
Edith Halpert, quoted in Seldon Rodman, Portrait of
the Artist as an American; Ben Shahn (New York: Harper,
1951), 119.
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it less modern or less consumable
. Rejected by Club
members as grotesque, the pictures were purchased by the
affluent because they were modern, startling, and new.
Modernist aesthetics and political content were joined by
painters such as Shahn and Philip Evergood but were
separated by other modernists, such as Stuart Davis.
Davis, whose work was influenced by the geometric
abstractions of French Cubism, was not opposed to American
capitalist society and still celebrated commercial symbols
in his works. Far from promoting political revolution at
home, he flirted with communism as the alternative to rising
European fascism. Impressed by the formation of the Popular
Front against war and fascism, he wrote to Rockwell Kent
about the intent of the Artists' Congress:
The Congress does not demand any political
alignments, we do not say that you have to join
any political party or any religious group in
order to fight fascism. All we ask is that
artists who realize the real threat of fascism
come together, discuss the situation, and form an
organization of artists for their own
insurance.
Socially critical art in America was heavily
dependent on the tradition of European caricature and
editorializing of Daumier, or later, George Grosz. In the
1930s the work of Ben Shahn, Philip Evergood, Jacob Lawrence
and Joseph Hirsch, while having social content, was all
dependent stylistically upon a known and understandable
European-modernist tradition of graphic techniques and
poster art. For further discussion see Barbara Rose,
American Art Since 1900; A Critical History (New York:
Praeger, 1967), 128.
Stuart Davis to Rockwell Kent, LS , 23 January 1936,
Rockwell Kent Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
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Even such mild-mannered radicalism did not appeal to
the ever more conservative viewpoint of Thomas Hart Benton.
Never a member of the Artists' Congress, by 1935 Thomas Hart
Benton had left New York and moved to Missouri. He embraced
culturally conservative rural values as the appropriate
content of the new American painting. For Benton these, not
the urban intellectuals, politicians or the proletariate,
all of whom seemed to threaten traditional values, were the
"people." Benton associated modernist art with urban,
European, snobbish and effete cultural pretensions . ^0 The
Regional ist painters, as Benton, Grant Wood and John Steuart
Curry came to be known, painted myth under the guise of
realism. Their "realism," as opposed to that of the
"social realists" practicing socially-critical figuration,
was in style, not content. Paintings such as Grant Wood's
American Gothic or Parson Weems ' Fable (Figure 2.6)
attempted to recapture American folklore and make it seem
real, contemporary, significant, and uniquely American.
Nationalism, patriotism, and nativism in regionalist
works provided a sentimental buffer against the uncertainty
of hard times. The figurative nature of these artworks made
them accessible to a popular audience. Major museums
purchased regionalist paintings and art critic Thomas Craven
Erika Doss, "The Art of Cultural Politics: From
Regionalism to Abstract Expressionism" in Recasting America:
Culture and Politics in the Age of the Cold War , ed. Lary
May (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 315.
called Benton's work "the embodiment of the American
collective spirit." However, radical intellectuals, non-
objective painters, and socially-critical modernist artists
were repulsed by regionalist themes. Art Front
,
the New
York based Artists Union magazine, attacked regionalist art
as chauvinistic and on an intellectual plane with the Rotary
luncheon.
Urban, socially-critical modernist painters who were
Jews, such as Ben Shahn, also suspected racism and anti-
Semitism in the nationalism of Benton's rhetoric. Craven
provided the proof in 1934 when he called Alfred Steiglitz,
the dean of 1920s European-New York modernist artists, "a
Hoboken Jew„"22 m 1936 art historian Meyer Schapiro
delivered a paper to the American Artists Congress in which
he equated art which glorified nationalism to propaganda and
drew parallels between the themes of the regional ists and
the emphasis on nativism, patriotism, and nationalism of the
Nazi cultural programs. ^-^
Conservative, village-based regionalist art was used in
Time and Life because of its appeal to a large working and
middle-class audience. Thomas Benton's portrait appeared on
2^ Annette Cox, Art as Politics; The Abstract
Expressionist Avant-Garde and Society (Ann Arbor, MI.: UMI
Research Press, 1982), 23.
22 Cox, 23.
2-^ Meyer Schapiro, "Race, Nationality and Art," Art
Front 2 (March 1936) : 10
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the cover of Time in 1934 and was reproduced on the cover of
Life in 1936. Luce, admirer of the business elite and a
virulent anti-Communist
,
used both magazines to promote his
political views.
In 1937 Luce commissioned from Benton artwork for Life
which would record the General Motors Strike in Flint,
Michigan. The same year. Luce sent Benton to Hollywood to
paint pictures of the movie industry (Figure 2.7).24 jj,
both cases, Luce suspected communist infiltration of unions.
Benton, however, once a socialist and still having some
populist sympathies, rendered his reports in a lighthearted,
non-political manner, not depicting violence, strikers or
political issues, but rather active people at work and
leisure. His artwork lacked confrontational impact and
instead favored the anecdotal and the sensual.
Luce was unhappy with Benton's portrayal of Hollywood,
but other corporations quickly learned that explosive issues
were diffused by association with these now popular
regionalist artworks. The folksy, populist, democratic tone
of much regionalist artwork could be advantageous in
promoting a benign corporate image. The American Tobacco
Company made use of Benton's work in a goodwill advertising
campaign at the end of the decade (Figure 2.8).
By 1939 Benton had commissions from Twentieth
Century Fox to promote the movie version of Steinbeck's
Grapes of Wrath and the following year he and Grant Wood
provided promotional lithographs for The Long Voyage Home
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The Justice Department was prosecuting the company for
price fixing. Trying to shed its robber baron image and
restore public confidence, it commissioned Benton to paint
tobacco farmers in idyllic, pastoral settings. The company
refused several of the early works because they showed black
tenant farmers and consumptive-looking white girls in the
fields. Instead, American Tobacco preferred smiling,
healthy, white farmers and neat orderly, prosperous
farms.
The popular appeal of reassuring, palliative
regional ist artwork during the Depression prompted New York
public relations executive Reeves Lewenthal to open an
agency-gallery of regionalist artists in 1934 and to sell
their works to corporations. Many of Benton's corporate
commissions were arranged through Lewenthal.
Besides selling art to business, the Associated
American Artists also distributed art as a product for mass
consumption. Lewenthal believed that "American art ought to
be handled like any other business. "^^ Accordingly, he
commissioned Benton, Wood, Curry, and twenty other
regionalist artists to make signed etchings and lithographs
which were distributed for five dollars each through
department stores and direct mail order. He advertised in
2^ Erika Doss, "Borrowing Regionalism: Advertising's
Use of American Art in the 1930s and 40s," Journal of
American Culture 5(Winter 1982): 10-19 passim.
2^ Doss, "Borrowing," 10.
major magazines such as Time or American Artic.-h in sales
pitches that told subscribers they could "get museum-perfect
Originals, personally signed
. . .
."27
Lewenthal's ads managed to promote regionalist themes
directly to the public at the same time they associated art
with museums, originality, rarity, and snob appeal. In
short, he successfully combined anti-modernist subject
matter with the modern marketing techniques of mass
consumption. Like the modernist advertisements of the
1920s, including Coiner's Steinway campaign, original
artwork was made appealing to the middle class. But instead
of selling modernism, Lewenthal sold nostalgia to the
culturally conservative audience of the Depression, the same
audience to whom Henry Luce sold Time and Life magazines.
Regionalist artwork was used throughout the 193 0s as
modernism had been used throughout the 1920s to stimulate
consumption of the products it illustrated, to promote the
image of the corporations that supported it, or to provide a
consumable object in and of itself. This made some artists
rich and others angry.
The glorification of anti-urban, anti-foreign values in
regionalist painting offended painters whose work was
influenced both by European modernism and political events
overseas. During the thirties scores of European artists
27 American Artist 9(November 1940) :29; Doss, "Cultural
Politics," 205.
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and intellectuals fled the increasingly fascist environment
of Europe. 28 ^ost emigrated to large cities, particularly
New York and Chicago. Hitler's closing of the Bauhaus, the
home of German modernist art and industrial design, and his
disparagement of abstracted modernist aesthetics and art
movements, brought attention to the plight of European
artists. After 1937, the publication of Hitler's plan to
sterilize all abstract artists because he considered them
insane made abstraction a cause celebre, one associated with
artistic freedom and civil rights.
The champion of internationalist modernist art in this
country was the Museum of Modern Art in New York, founded in
1929 by Abbey Aldrich Rockefeller . ^9 During the 1930s the
museum hosted important exhibitions of Bauhaus Design
(1934), Machine Art (1934), Cubism and Abstract Art (1936),
and Surrealism (1936). Younger abstract artists in New York
banded together in an association known as the Abstract
American Artists to promote abstraction and the vision of
internationalism in art. Exhibiting alongside the Americans
included in the AAA were European emigres Josef Albers, Ilya
p o ...Some of the more influential artists who worked for
corporate clients included Mies Van der Rohe, Le Corbusier,
Laslo Maholy-Nagy, Herbert Bayer, Gyorgy Kepes, Jean Carlu,
Richard Lindner, Joseph Urban, and A.M. Cassandre.
2^ Mrs. Rockefeller was an early client of Edith
Halpert's Downtown Gallery in Greenwich Village. During the
Depression her patronage helped scores of American modernist
artists including Ben Shahn, Charles Sheeler, Paul Burlin,
Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Max Weber, and William Zorach.
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Bolotowsky, Fritz Glarner, and Willem de Kooning. For them,
the Museum of Modern Art was a beacon of progressive,
liberal enlightenment. Through its exhibition program it
promoted the simplified, refined, unembellished, precision
and reproducibility of abstract modernist art.^O Through
its purchase program, the museum took an anti-fascist
stance. Four "exiled" modernist paintings banned by the
Reich were purchased by the museum in 1939. Matisse's Blue
Window, Derain's Valley of the Lot at Vers . Kirchner's
Street Scene, and Paul Klee's Around the Fish were all
symbols of modernist aesthetics— form, space and color were
anti-illusionist, formalistically reduced, and vehicles of
emotional expression.
As modernism was condemned, Hitler and regionalism
became associated with propaganda, and intellectuals
increasingly equated democracy and free expression with the
defense of modern art. Thomas Mann wrote that the official
art of the Third Reich, which was realist, illusionistic and
which either glorified past history or was instead
apolitical, appealed to the "low and vulgar." Such art,
uninteresting still-lifes, nudes, or patriotic recreations
Alfred H. Barr, Jr. quoted in Jeffrey L. Meikle,
Twentieth Century Limited (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1979), 180.
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proved to Mann "how democracy degenerates when it loses the
necessary influences of intellectual leadership. "^l
Museum of Modern Art trustees Nelson Rockefeller and
Edsel Ford agreed. At the opening of the new museum
building in 1939 they called for the marriage of modern art
and industry. Both Ford and Rockefeller believed modernism
was the appropriate visual language of democracy, and served
as "the best taste of our own epoch as the objects of Greece
and Rome were of theirs. "-^^
In Chicago, too, Walter Paepcke, President of the
Container Corporation of America, believed modernist art to
be the language of intellectuals and urban industrialists, a
vehicle by which these groups could assert their desire to
form and lead American culture. The son of a self-made
German immigrant, Paepcke graduated summa cum laude from
Yale and inherited the family lumber business. Believing
business opportunities lay in diversification and expansion,
he changed the firm into the nation's leading producer of
paperboard packaging. The firm made display stands,
shipping containers, folding boxes, and food containers.
Among the clients of the Container Corporation of America
were Campbell's soups, Scott tissues. Post cereals. Sunbeam,
^^ Thomas Mann, quoted in Edward Alden Jewell, "The
Creative Life vs. Dictatorship," New York Times . 13 August
1939, sec. 9, p. 7.
Edsel Ford, quoted in "President Praises U.S. Art
Freedom," New York Times 11 May 1939, 29.
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Singer, and, after the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, Hiram
Walker.
Paepcke believed that forming a corporate personality,
a public image, was as important to sales as market share
and pure product advertising. Keeping the corporate image
before the public would bring sales when good times
returned. Paepcke chose a modernist image for several
reasons. First, his wife, who was interested in modernism,
the well-educated daughter of a University of Chicago
professor, friend of the avant-garde Poetry magazine editor
Harriet Monroe, and collector of the work of Le Corbusier
and Paul Klee, pointed out to him that modernist design made
an immediate and memorable impact. -^^ In 1934 "Pussy"
accompanied her husband to an advertising trade show. While
there, Mrs. Paepcke tested her husband by asking him which
of the packages displayed he remembered most immediately.
The answer was "Firestone." Although the familiar red
letters emulated Gothic script, the result was simplified,
bright, bold, clean, and attention-getting. Further, the
graphic design made no reference to the product, but simply
proclaimed the corporate name, and, ultimately, image. Like
the aesthetics of modernist painting which did not literally
portray nature, the visual image made an associative
Allen, 21.
Allen, 25.
connection much as had the Steinway campaign five years
earlier. Modern taste rather than illusionistic renditions
of products formed a high class image of a corporation.
Paepcke's second interest in modernism stemmed from
cultural events in Chicago itself. He was a promoter of the
Chicago Association of Arts and Industries, an industrial
design school founded in 1922. Chicago, well established as
a printing center early in the century, had showed a related
interest in graphics for advertising and publishing. After
the closing of the Bauhaus, members of the Association of
Arts and Industries attempted to attract its faculty to
Chicago. Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer instead went to
Harvard University, and Josef Albers to Black Mountain
College in North Carolina, but Laszlo Maholy-Nagy and Mies
van der Rohe were lured by Paepcke in 1937 to the newly
established modernist architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings
and Merrill. Maholy-Nagy, with Paepcke's financial backing,
established a new Bauhaus, originally named the School of
Design and later renamed the Illinois Institute of
Technology.
Paepcke believed that good design and modernist art in
the service of capitalism should be at the heart of western
culture. He believed that American business could provide
the means for public education and the elevation of the
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masses. 3 5 ^^^^ supported the Chicago Bauhaus, but
also the Great Books program taught at the University of
Chicago, and a decade later founded the Aspen Institute of
humanistic study, where business executives could meet with
intellectuals, writers and artists to discuss contemporary
issues
.
In 1936 Paepcke hired Egbert Jacobson, a former art
director of the J. Walter Thompson and N.W. Ayer agencies,
to create a corporate design image for Container
Corporation. Jacobson redesigned the company's logo,
stationary, trucks, annual reports, offices, and lobbies in
style moderne.3^ Bold colors, clean lines, and sans serif
lettering proclaimed the name "Container." Paepcke
described the program in paternalistic terms as a "struggle
to prove to the great unwashed masses that we are thinking
in terms of art."^^ For Paepcke, putting modern art
before the consuming masses did not just promote sales or
corporate image, but allowed the corporation specifically,
and American business in general, to promote democratic,
capitalist culture. Paepcke, a vocal critic of the New
Deal, believed business rather than government should
35 Walter Paepcke ' s views about art and public
education are found in AD, 19 May 1936, Chicago Art
Directors Club, quoted in Allen, 28-29.
3^ Neil Harris, "Designs on Demand," in Norelli, 19.
3'^ Walter Paepcke, AD, 19 May 1936, Chicago Art
Directors Club, quoted in Allen, 28.
educate the citizenry, protect individual initiative, and
preserve American as well as western capitalist culture.
Jacobson enlisted Charles Coiner. As he had with the
Steinway account, Coiner suggested the commission of
original, modernist artwork. He hired the newly emigrated
French graphic artist A. M. Cassandre to produce spare,
abstracted, surrealist drawings which appeared in Fortune
advertisements during 1937-39. Each had a theme
—
"concentration," "diversification," "first in research"
(Figure 2.9), "unity"-- which set Container apart from the
competition and presented the company in a research and
public service light. Other artists, some emigres, were
hired to disseminate the CCA image: among them were Gyorgy
Kepes (Figure 2.10), Jean Carlu (Figure 2.11), Herbert
Bayer, Fernand Leger, Man Ray, Jean Helion, Miguel
Covarrubias, Henry Moore, and William de Kooning.
In each case, Coiner chose artists who favored
abstracted allusions, associative juxtapositions and
deconstruct ions, in short, the tenets of modernist art, in
particularly contemporary European surrealism, because he
believed that these were "acceptable to the masses because
of their simplicity and directness." "Frequently," he said,
"an abstract art form will achieve phenomenal results in
cases where a less 'arty' form might be considered more
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effective. "38 But Coiner's audience was not the masses.
The Fortune ads were aimed at Container's present and future
business clients, other companies who would readily respond
to what was new, as well as to a positive, chic, cultured,
leadership-oriented corporate image.
Container was not the first American corporation to use
fine art in advertising, but it was the first company to
engage in a systematic, long-term use of modernist art for
institutional image-making. Its art-ad campaigns continued
into the 1960s. The success of the CCA image led other
corporations to follow suit. Through Coiner, Dole Pineapple
sent Cassandre, Pierre Roy, and Georgia O'Keeffe to Hawaii
to provide abstracted, surrealist renditions of exotic,
tropical themes (Figure 2.12). DeBeers Diamonds associated
itself with Picasso, Dufy, Covarrubias, and Derain and
enjoyed a surge in sales. Coiner ran ads for his clients
(DeBeers, Dole, Container, French Lines, Clicquot, Capehart)
in what he termed "class" publications such as Fortune,
Harper's Bazaar , or Vanity Fair . Following his lead,
throughout the late 1930s and 1940s trade journals such as
Standard Oil's The Lamp or Abbott Laboratories' What ' s New
used contemporary art to attract readers. Abbott self-
Charles T. Coiner, quoted in "Organic Art
Explained," New York Times 11 April 1936, 25; Coiner, "Who
Says," 19 3.
Alexey Brodovich, "Charles Coiner Art Director,"
Portfolio 1 (Summer 1950) : n.p.
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consciously associated modernist art with the educated,
wealthy doctors who received the publication. Printer's
Ink, a trade magazine of the advertising profession, noted
that such art imparted "a feeling of quality" to the
business environment
.
These corporations used modernism to reach a monied
audience but also to assure their consuming public that they
were the enlightened supporters of cultural activity and the
leaders of democratic capitalism. Paepcke, Henry Luce, the
Rockefellers and other business leaders like Herbert Hoover
and social engineers of the previous decade, believed the
"people" of a democratic society required responsible
leadership and saw themselves in that role.
The connection between business, democracy and
modernism was not an idea which belonged to these
businessmen alone. Painter Stuart Davis, too, believed that
"modern art reflects the scope of experiences of artists
under bourgeois democracy , ""^-^ He resigned from the
leftist Artist's Congress in 1940 disillusioned with both
the Popular Front and the "Stalinist line" followed by the
Congress after Russia and Germany divided Poland. He now
saw political struggle not in terms of the fight against
Franklin Baker and Gladys Hinnus, "Does Fine Art
Pay?" Printers' Ink . 2 January 1948, 30.
Stuart Davis, quoted in Cecile Whiting, Anti-Fascism
in American Art (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989),
75.
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fascism, as he had in the inid-1930s, but rather in terms of
the fight against totalitarianism— fascist and communist.
He despised the realist, propaganda art of both communist
and fascist regimes. While his work continued to glorify
the symbols of the machine age, those symbols became less
specific and more abstract. Earlier themes, such as Lucky
Strike
,
gave way to less literal themes. Untitled works, or
works with titles such as Hot Still-scap f^
, or Composition
reflected the more abstract compositions of the late 1930s.
His Studio B Mural (Figure 2.13) for the Municipal
Broadcasting Company (New York) or the History of
Communications mural (Figure 2.14) for the Hall of
Communications at the 1939 World's Fair had the look of
wires, circuits, and other linear emblems that glorified
ideas that seemed to Davis to be uniquely American. The
radio station mural imparted the technology of radio
broadcasting in the age of swing, while the History of
Communications featured the inventions of telephone, radio
tubes, television, film—the products as well as the objects
of mass communication and technology."*^ Davis* work was
commissioned by businessmen who, as we shall see, believed
American technology and mass consumption were the products
of a democratic society which fostered and protected
creative individualism and assured progress.
Whiting, 78-85 passim.
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The links among business, technology, progress, and
democracy ran throughout the 1930s, even during the depths
of the Depression. The 1933 Century of Progress exhibition
in Chicago was so well attended that it made a profit, the
only fair of the decade to do so. In 1939 Vogue magazine
reported that modernism, or streamlining in industrial
design, reflected progress, intellectual capability, and
good management. The article described the artists who
worked in industry as the
.
. .
men who shape our destinies and our kitchen
sinks, streamline our telephones and our
skyscrapers, men who brought surrealism to the
department stores and the be-Tryloned Perisphere
to Long Island .... [They] know all about the
problems, the dreams, and the realities that the
future has in store for us. They are trained to
think ahead; they know tomorrow like their own
streamlined pockets . . . .
The 1939 New York World's Fair glorified the
progressive spirit of democracy in exhibits such as General
Motors' "The World of Tomorrow" or the "Democracity , " a
moving panorama included inside the Perisphere. Corporate
exhibits attempted to define the society of the future in
terms of modernism, technology, consumption—all linked to
democracy. The business exhibitors described themselves in
an inscription on the south wall of the business and
communications zone which read: "SERVANTS OF FREEDOM OF
THOUGHT AND ACTION, THEY OFFER TO ALL MEN THE WISDOM OF THE
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"Vogue Presents Fashions of the Future," Vogue,
February 1939, 71.
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AGES TO FREE THEM FROM TYRANNIES AND ESTABLISH COOPERATION
AMONG THE PEOPLES OF THE EARTH. ••'^'^
The International Business Machines art collection on
view at the Fair, begun in 1937 under the direction of
Chairman Thomas J. Watson, attempted to be a collection of
contemporary art which would please the large crowds and
appear to be international in its scope. Watson's plan
addressed internationalism by including two paintings from
every country where IBM did business. According to the
catalog, unnamed art experts from around the world had
selected the works from thousands of submissions. Watson
wrote that such an international art collection would bring
art and business into a closer relationship "in recognition
of the part played by art in industry, and its importance to
industry in broadening the horizons of culture and
influencing the needs and desires of people of every
country. "^^ These contemporary works, displayed at the
Fair in the IBM Gallery of Science and Art, were viewed by
more than 2 million people during the course of the Fair.
The public voted for its favorite pictures, and popular
awards were presented to the artists. Additionally,
official awards made by a jury of art professionals were
Quoted in Larry Zim, Mel Lerner, and Herbert Rolfes,
The World of Tomorrow; The 1939 World's Fair (New York:
Harper and Row, 1988), 57.
Thomas C. Linn, "Paintings from 79 Countries form
Novel Exhibit at the Fair," New York Times . 30 April 1939,
sec . 2
, p . 5
.
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made. Public response was so favorable that IBM organized a
collection of paintings to be shown at the San Francisco
Golden Gate Exposition (1940) and the Corcoran Gallery of
Art in Washington, D.C.
Other modes of expression, such as documentary
photography and literature, regionalism, socially-critical
modernist artwork, existed as well. The IBM collection
contained illusionistic and figurative landscapes, still-
lifes, and portraits. It contained no socially-critical
figuration, no abstract modernist work, and some
regionalist-inspired landscapes. It could not be considered
avant-garde in any sense. It was assembled to present a
humanized image of the giant corporation and to appeal to an
audience of millions, not to the business elite of other
corporations
.
But significantly, the artwork was not reproduced in
magazine advertising as Steinway, Time-Life, or Container
had done. The idea of art collecting, of owning art
objects, was separated from reproductive use, and the
artwork was acquired rather than specifically commissioned.
IBM's use of art at the corporate headquarters and for
touring exhibitions was groundbreaking. The touring
exhibitions and catalogues reached millions of people with
the message that the corporation was a good citizen and
cultural steward. These catalogues contained reproductions
of the paintings and information about the artists, without
specifically advertising IBM or its products. Corporate
headquarters were thereby extended from the private to the
public realm. In fact, while IBM tried to reach the largest
audience through non-controversial artworks, described by
Stuart Davis as "middle-class palliatives," the company took
on the collector-patronage role usually reserved for rich
individuals. The corporate image achieved by the program
was one of cultural patronage, regardless of the rather
mediocre quality of the artwork itself.
Corporations such as IBM or American Tobacco or
magazines such as Life
.
wishing to reach a wide, general
audience, used regionalism to appear benign to a culturally
conservative audience. Abstract painter Stuart Davis
criticized IBM for its failure to use its economic muscle in
support of modern art:
[B]usiness puts its weight behind glorifying an
art, supposedly founded on sound American
traditions, which exploits the American Scene in
terms of traditions and provincial ideology. This
cultivated backwardness of the public is reflected
directly in any large cross section of
contemporary American art ... to the exclusion
of new vision and new synthesis.
He felt that big business, in attempting to capitalize on
provincialism financed "ideas" instead of "art." Davis'
emphasis on the quality and meaning of the art object itself
was part of his art-for-art ' s-sake viewpoint. Ironically,
his philosophy reinforced the distinction between commercial
Stuart Davis, "What About Modern Art and Democracy?"
Harper '
s
December 1943, 16.
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art and fine art that had been blurred by modernist subject
matter in the 1920s. Davis- increasingly abstract work
reflected a movement away from either recognizable object or
political content in art in favor of formalistic expression,
and argued for the autonomy of the art object rather than
its ideological usefulness.
The separation of form and content made fine art
politically ineffectual. If art was used merely to sell,
create corporate image, or to assuage anti-intellectual
cultural pretensions, it was divorced from its importance as
true cultural expression.'*^ Davis, an ardent believer
that modernist art was the cultural and visual language of
contemporary capitalist democracy, pointed out a paradox.
He found business to be cosmopolitan and international when
pursuing commercial purposes, but reluctant and insecure
when seeking true cultural creativity because of the
commercial insistence that art be utilitarian.
The emergence of the large corporation as a patron
of the visual arts during the last half of the 1930s
reflected some degree of returning prosperity, but it also
bespoke the connections perceived between the protection of
individualism in the face of totalitarianism, artistic
expression associated with such freedom, and the role of
American business as the leader of democratic society. The
same year of the New York's World Fair philosopher and
Davis, 20.
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educator John Dewey wrote in Freedom and Culturp;
It has not been customary to include the arts, thefine arts, as an important part of the social
conditions that bear upon democratic institutions
and personal freedom. Even after the influence ofthe state, of industry, and of natural science hasbeen admitted, we still tend to draw the line at
the idea that literature, music, painting, the
drama, architecture, have any intimate connection
with the cultural bases of democracy. Even those
who call themselves good democrats are often
content to look upon the fruits of these arts as
adornments of culture rather than as things in
whose enjoyment all should partake, if democracy
is to be a reality. The state of things in
totalitarian countries may induce us to revise
this opinion. For it proves that no matter what
may be the case with the impulses and powers that
lead the creative artist to do his work, works of
art once brought into existence are the most
compelling of the means of communication by which
emotions and opinions are formed . . . [and] all
have been brought under regulation as part of the
propaganda agencies by which dictatorship is kept
in power without being regarded by the masses as
oppressive .... [E]motions and imagination are
more potent in shaping public opinion than
information and reason.
Corporations in the 1930s had used visual art to
promote consumption and image, but few had understood the
wider impact of patronage and its role in cultural and
intellectual expression. The money and power of American
business could support the "new visions" and "new synthesis"
of modernist art described by Davis, the very qualities
valued by an expanding commercial economy. The future-
oriented values of modernism and consumption, as Stuart
John Dewey, Freedom and Culture (New York: G.P
Putnam's Sons, 1939), 9-10.
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Davis believed, should lead to the formation of a natural
partnership between commerce and the aesthetic avant-garde.
By the end of the 1930s, nationalistic, regionalist art
had been severely criticized for its glorification of the
"volk" and its affinities with fascist propaganda. As the
threat of world war loomed regionalism and isolationism were
challenged by internationalist views. Businessmen such as
Henry Luce, Walter Paepcke, Thomas Watson, artists such as
Stuart Davis or Ben Shahn, and politicians led by President
Roosevelt understood that the United States would have to
engage in world conflict. This broader view was one which
equated European and American interests with the survival of
democratic capitalism.
By 1942 the discredited association of fascism and
regionalism, and the links between modernism, democracy and
capitalism were openly debated by contemporary artists.
Modern art was associated not just with the object, the
machine, and symbols of technology as it had been in the
1920s, but now was linked to democracy and the survival of
freedom of expression. Issues of artistic freedom would
arise from the continued corporate support and use of
modernist art.
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CHAPTER III
THE NEW MEDICI: AFFLUENCE AND ABSTRACTION IN THE 1940s
According to leftist art critic Harold Rosenberg, the
fall of Paris in June 1940 symbolized the destruction of
personal freedom, democratic society and cultural
creativity. Internationalist, modernist art—Cubism,
Surrealism, Dadaism—like concepts of democracy and freedom,
was gravely imperiled
.
The fall of Paris also left a void in the collecting
world centering around modernist art. Much French modernist
art was no longer available. Modernism was kept alive by
European artists who fled fascism and by American artists
who were influenced by the internationalist ideas of those
emigres. New York inherited the role played by Paris in the
shaping of modernist art, and the center of the art world
shifted to New York.^
The passing of the modernist cultural crown coincided
with publisher Henry Luce's view in 1941 that the remainder
-' Harold Rosenberg, "On the Fall of Paris," Partisan
Review 7(December 1940): 441.
^ Serge Guilbaut, How New York Stole the Idea of Modern
Art: Abstract Expressionism. Freedom and the Cold War ,
trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1983) , 54
.
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of the twentieth century would be "The American Century.
He argued for an end to American isolationism. Full
involvement in a war to save democracy and freedom would
assure American global hegemony afterward. Luce
envisioned an America that was the principle guarantor of
free world trade and defender of capitalism. He aligned
American commercial interests with the concepts of freedom,
democracy, and capitalism in much the same way that Stuart
Davis associated modernism and abstract art with "bourgeois
capitalist" democracy.
Throughout the war years the aesthetic equivalent of
the rhetoric of freedom and democracy became abstraction.
One reason was the debunking of the realism of Regionalist
painting because it was associated with the conformist
ideology of the fascist mob. To artists on the left,
abstract artists and socially-critical modernist painters
alike. Regionalism ' s intensified chauvinism was dogmatic and
distasteful. The personalized, anti-formalist qualities of
abstract expressionism opposed easily readable traditions
and pronouncements.
Many of the artists of the left were urban, the
offspring of immigrants anxious to assimilate, yet aware of
their own roots. Socially-critical figurative painters such
^ Henry R. Luce, "The American Century," Life 17
February 1941, 61-65 passim.
^ Luce, 63.
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as Philip Evergood, Ben Shahn, Moses and Raphael Soyer were
part of an idealistic, humanitarian variety of aesthetic
expression and flirted with communism because it championed
the downtrodden and dispossessed and provided a Utopian
solution to the inequities of capitalism. So, too, the
abstract painters emerging in the early 1940s, Mark Rothko,
Adolph Gottlieb, Barnett Newman, Willem de Kooning, Arshile
Gorky, were urban, first or second generation immigrants,
intellectually aware, and informed about international
politics. They had worked on the W.P.A. art projects,
producing public murals, and allied themselves with the
working class by joining the Artists' Union and the leftist
Artists' Congress.
But the abstract artists who joined the Union, wrote
for Art Front or the New Masses
,
soon faced a dilemma.
Expected to follow the increasingly dogmatic Communist Party
line in political and aesthetic matters, their art came into
conflict with Party control. Horrified by the Nazi-Soviet
Pact (1939), the invasion of Finland (1939-40), and the
Stalinist cultural purges, modernist artists and
intellectuals became increasingly disaffected with
communism. Mark Rothko and Adolph Gottlieb left the
Artists' Congress in 1940 and founded the Federation of
Modern Painters and Sculptors which opposed Stalinism. The
first manifesto of the group condemned communism and fascism
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equally as dangerous threats to personal freedom.
^
Consequently, they used abstract expressionism to explore
personal freedom.
Influenced by European Surrealism, abstract
expressionism took as its subject the unconscious mind
revealed in automatic drawing techniques. The Surrealist
works of Andre Breton, Andre Masson, and Joan Miro used
automism to undermine the traditional subjects and meanings
represented by line, space, and form. Abstract
expressionists such as William Baziotes, Adolph Gottlieb, o
Barnett Newman immersed themselves not in political
ideology, but in Greek mythology, Freudian and Jungian
psychology, and the study of the art of primitive cultures.
In each case they sought the universal foundations of
individual expression, and a revaluation of art devoid of
traditional formal istic canons. Titles of abstract
expressionist works of the 1940s reveal the introspective a
well as universal nature of their artistic explorations.
Barnett Newman's "Gea" (1944), Adolph Gottlieb's "Eyes of
Oedipus" (1941) or "Rape of Persephone" (1943), Mark Tobey'
"Pattern of Conflict" (1944) , all use exploration of the
self as a means to communicate with the vast audience.^
^ "Statement of Principles" (1940) : Federation of
Modern Painters and Sculptors Papers, Archives of American
Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. See also
Cox, 27-31.
^ Cox, 47.
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This seemingly deradicalized stance was not apolitical.
But it was about the politics of radical individualism
rather than socially radical systems of change. Barnett
Newman, for example, an anarchist, painted ideas rather than
imagery. He was associated with political radicalism and
believed that anarchy was the only true form of freedom:
all government was evil. He never joined the Communist
Party, however, because of his objection to dogma. He
believed artists to be free of personal ambition and greed;
therefore business and government should be run by artists.
This would end poverty and allow people to pursue cultural
activities, where truth and meaning in life could be
found.
^
Ironically, the abstract expressionist rejection of
rationalism and materialism and emphasis on the act of
creation itself appealed to the very culture it professed to
reject. The progressive corporate managers who were
interested in art as ideology, increasingly saw modernism in
general and abstract expressionism in particular as the
aesthetic counterpart of the unfettered individualism that
was part of the American value system.
Despite the fact that conservative businessmen such as
Henry Luce and Walter Paepcke had opposed the New Deal,
trade unions and communists, they had new liberal,
Cox, 72; Thomas B. Hess, Barnett Newman (New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 1971), 24-25.
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optimistic, internationalist visions. For Paepcke, such
expanded visions led to Container Corporation employing
European emigre-artists. Gyorgy Kepes, Fernand Leger,
Richard Lindner, Herbert Matter, and Man Ray produced
modernist graphics with patriotic messages between 1941 and
1944. By 1944, Container, already recognized as a pioneer
in the use of modernist art, lessened its emphasis on
European modernism in favor of supporting American modernist
artists^ for its United Nations ad series, a celebration of
Allied power. Works by Willem de Kooning and Ben Shahn
(Figure 3.1) joined those of Henry Moore (Figure 3.2),
Fernand Leger (Figure 3.3), and Rufino Tamayo. By 1946, the
global emphasis of Container's advertising was dropped for
the celebratory nature of the United States series. In this
series Container chose the works of Stuart Davis (Figure
3.4) Morris Graves, Karl Knaths, Jacob Lawrence, Mark Tobey
(Figure 3.5), Jerome Snyder, and Mitchell Siporin. In each
ad, the artwork itself was important as cultural statement.
Few captions were used. The semi-representational and
geometrically abstracted compositions were cultural symbols
in and of themselves.
At full production for the first time since 1929,
during the last two years of the war Americans were able to
save, on the average, 2 5% of their take-home pay. An
enormous quantity of idle money awaited the continuation of
^ Norelli, 59
tne consumer economy interrupted first by the Depression and
then by war.^ During 1944 department store sales, jewelry,
fur and cosmetic sales were at their highest level in
history. ^0 Predictably an art boom accompanied such
affluence. The number of New York art galleries increased
from 40 at the beginning of the war to 150 by 1946.^^
Auction sales tripled between 1939 and 1945, while private
sales tripled between 1945 and 1946.
According to studies conducted in 1944 and 1945,
collectors looked for American pictures that were both
emotive and abstract. These collectors were, in the main,
under forty-five and middle-class. Sixty-two percent of
all purchases were by businessmen.^-^ They liked art that
imparted a feeling of "expressive," "dynamic motion, "^^ as
well as art that, in Serge Guilbaut's words, represented
"haute couture" and "haute peinture." Both reflected the
^ Joseph C. Golden, The Best Years. 1945-50 (New York:
Atheneum, 1976), 93.
Guilbaut, 91.
Guilbaut, 91.
^2
"57th Street," Fortune 34(September 1946) :145.
^•^ See two studies by A. B. Loucheim: "Who Buys What in
the Picture Boom?" Art News 43(July 1944) :23; "Second Season
of the Picture Boom," Art News 44(August 1945):9-11.
^^ See Chicago dealer Katherine Kuh's description of
her exhibition "Advance Guard of Advertising Artists,"
quoted in P.H. Erbes, Jr., "Advertising as a Fine Art,"
Printer's Ink Monthlv 43 (December 1941): 42.
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desire to own what was new and thought to be most
progressive and up-to-date.
With the exception of Picasso and Matisse, virtually
all the School of Paris painters who arrived in New York
before the war stayed afterward. Most commanded higher
prices for their work in New York than they had received in
Paris before the war began. The financial security these
emigres found in New York reflected the new American
interest in modern art. For these artists it was "no
longer vulgar to mention money; it's business ."
Such new affluence and quickened commercial interest in
contemporary art led one critic to make comparisons between
the Medici popes and CEOsj
Industry today and tomorrow will take the place of
the Church in the Renaissance. For industry has
the financial standing, the commercial need and
the cultural interest which are necessary for any
far-flung sponsorship of the arts. If the present
trend continues for another ten years, the story
of the market for art will have completely
changed . '^
According to one public opinion expert, the war
production effort had transformed business into "a
democratic institution" much like the free press, free
Harry Henderson and Sam Shaw, "Art for Profit's
Sake," Collier '
s
25 November 1944, 22. The list of those
emigre artists included: Andre Masson, Fernand Leger, Amedee
Ozenfant, Jacques Lipschitz, Marc Chagall, Ives Tanguy, Kurt
Seligman, Max Ernst, and Bernard Lamotte.
Henderson and Shaw, 22.
Abell, 135.
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churches, free education, and free radio. He discovered
that the public looked to business for examples of
citizenship, patriotism, and even welfare and philanthropy.
Presumably, businessmen were the most able leaders of the
democratic system.-'-^
During war-time, when the government restricted the
types and amounts of advertising, image rather than product
advertising had taken on more importance. Some
corporations, like Container, tried to keep the company name
before the public while awaiting the return of peace.
Benign images were manufactured by corporations which faced
public hostility. According to government investigators,
during war-time Standard Oil of New Jersey had signed an
agreement with the German petrochemical company, I. G.
Farbenindustrie, which prohibited Standard from developing
synthetic rubber and consequently drove up the price of this
commodity. Because rubber was in short supply during the
war, Standard's action not only smacked of cartel activity
which promoted excess profits, but was also viewed as
unpatriotic.
Attempting to manage public opinion. Standard Oil of
New Jersey put the advertising impact of art ahead of its
Elmo Roper, "The Public Looks at Business," Harvard
Business Review 27 (March 1949): 164-74 passim.
Steven W. Plattner, Rov Strvcker; U.S.A.. 1943-1950;
The Standard Oil (New Jersey) Photography Project (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1983), 12-13.
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monetary worth. 20 Around 1942 the company began a public
relations campaign to offset negative perceptions about the
corporation's patriotism. The program which emerged was one
which commissioned paintings as well as photographs to tell
the story of oil production and to present the business in a
public service role. 21 while the company primarily used
regionalist artists to appeal to the "people," the theme of
the compositions was set. Thomas Hart Benton (Figure 3.6),
Adolf Dehn, Reginald Marsh, Millard Sheets and David
Fredenthal provided scenes which featured realistic
renditions of production processes or showed soldiers in the
field using petroleum products.
The exhibition of paintings was shown in New York and
then toured art museums, universities, and colleges. The
accompanying catalogue provided information about the
operations depicted but made no comment about the artwork.
The collection made
no pretense of being a cross-section of
contemporary art-for-art • s sake .... The
catalogue that accompanies the show is part of the
education. It recounts as simple information for
the layman the physical aspects and operations
involved in each picture and makes no comment on
the paintings themselves . . . . It is a fair
indication of Standard Oil's attitude toward the
^^ Boyce F. Martin, "What Business Learns from War,"
Harvard Business Review 21(Spring 1943): 362.
21 Peyton Boswell Jr., "Artists Recount the Story of
Oil," Art Digest 15 January 1946, 5-7 passim.
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project—they stick to^their know how and leavethe artists to theirs. ^2
Although Standard Oil had set the theme for the
collection, it did not try to interpret the pictures to the
public. Sensitive to criticism of regionalist painting and
its links to fascist ideology during the 1939-43 period,
Standard may not have wanted to seem either anti-modern or
anti-democratic in its choice of artwork. Like the IBM
collection at the 1939 World's Fair, Standard attempted to
reach the average citizen. Conversely, Container sold
mainly to other corporations, and consciously sought an
elite posture within the business community. Container used
modernist artwork to achieve a position of sophisticated
refinement and, coincidentally , to raise public taste.
Standard Oil considered its commissioned paintings an
operating expense, not necessarily a long-term investment.
Carl Maas, art director of Jersey, commented:
When we buy a picture we use it for illustration
and exhibit, then mark it off. We don't expect it
to be worth $350,000 in a short time. Our idea is
to aid the painter in his time. If his picture is
to become a masterpiece, that's up to other
generations . ^ ^
His statement presented the firm in a public service
rather than money-making light.
Boswell, 7.
23 iipQj- Prestige Sake," Business Week 18 December
1948, 46.
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Thomas Hart Benton, who had worked for Standard Oil,
Abbott Laboratories and American Tobacco, warned his
colleagues about the connection between "fat checks" and
artistic sell-out. He feared that corporate requirements
were as likely to support a "poor commercial job" as they
were to support art.^^ But he also recognized that
corporate patronage could serve as a bridge between the
artist and his public, and that corporate money and
marketing provided greater exposure for the artist than any
art dealer could.
Frank Caspers, an advertising executive for N. W. Ayer,
defended the enlightened, discriminating businessmen in
charge at Abbott, Capehart, DeBeers, Dole, Pan Am, Shell,
RCA Victor and other Ayer clients who had commissioned
artwork. He said that top management dictation of subject
matter to artists was the deplorable exception. Pro-
business regionalist painter Dale Nichols went so far as to
say that if
an American artist dies without a bank balance . .
. it is the fault of the artist himself because he
has refused to serve American industry ....
There is a reason why this great patron of art,
American industry, is ignored. It is the foolish
belief that the use of art for a commercial
2^ Doss, "Cultural Politics," 210.
2^ Thomas Hart Benton, "Business and Art from the
Artist's Angle," Art Digest 15 January 1946, 8, 31.
Frank Caspers, "Patrons at a Profit—Business
Discovers Art as a Selling Force," Art Digest 1 May 1943, 4,
17.
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purpose is detrimental to the art . . . The
whole thought is snobbish. An artist should be a
useful citizen and his work should serve a usefulpurpose. '
Other artists and critics were not as willing to accept
corporate patrons who might control subject matter. One art
historian questioned the ethical relationship of art and
industry:
Do artists' associations propose to sell art to
industry on a purely commercial basis, with no
questions asked, or can they do so on their own
terms, maintaining their spiritual independence?
Can they, for instance, maintain a degree of
freedom which will enable them to criticize and
work against industrial practices in so far as
these may run counter to democratic social ideals?
And do they intend to supply art for any and all
advertising, or will they demand that the product
advertised be in line with a high standard of
human values? .... Any sacrifice of spiritual
independence to commercial control would be a sad
defeat for the creative forces of the modern
world. ^°
The controversy came to a head at a Pepsi-Cola prize
contest. In 1944 the company sponsored a competition for
American artists with the theme "Portrait of America." One
hundred-fifty paintings were selected by a jury of artists
from a field of five thousand entries. From that pool,
twelve paintings were selected by another jury of artists,
museum directors, and critics. The company had no say in
the jury process itself, leaving the decisions to
professionals. The first four prize pictures were purchased
Dale Nichols, "Their Own Fault," Art Digest 1
September 1940, 22.
28 Abell, 135.
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by the company and entered the corporate collection. Pepsi
paid all expenses of the competition, prizes, and the
resulting exhibition at eight museums nationwide. The
company also reproduced the twelve winning pictures on
500,000 freely distributed advertising calendars.
After the jury had completed the meritorious selection
procedures, Pepsi disregarded the jurors' choices and its
own policies. The selections for first and fourth prize,
Paul Burlin's Soda Jerker (Figure 3.7), and Mark Tobey's
Sale respectively, were rejected for calendar
publication. 2^ Burlin's and Tobey's submissions, work
done in the late 193 0s, were representational. The two
pictures showed scenes of people at a drugstore soda counter
and crowded together at a department store sale. These
homey, people-oriented pictures expressed a sensuality used
by both regionalist artists and social-realist, proletarian-
oriented artists of the 1930s and early 1940s. For the
calendar Pepsi substituted the non-figurative, geometrically
abstracted work, Terminal by Stuart Davis for Burlin's Soda
Jerker . Not unlike his murals for the 1939 New York Fair,
"Terminal" contained symbols of urban architecture and
industry rather than people.
Davis* work was described as possessing "an American
intensity, aggression and positiveness that is thoroughly
Ralph M. Pearson, "A Modern Viewpoint: The Pepsi
Cola Prize Contest," Art Digest 15 December 1945, 28.
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symbolical of the spirit of our most imaginative political,
social and economical leaders. it is healthy and
constructive ."30
Severely criticized for suppressing works chosen by a
professional jury, Pepsi-Cola became the butt of artist Ad
Reinhardt's cartoon of Socrates drinking hemlock from a
Pepsi bottle (Figure 3.8). Reinhardt commented later that
Pepsi fostered "a general abstract manner" that would offend
no one. 31 President Walter Mack responded that Pepsi had
not intended to suppress artistic freedom and individual
expression. Instead, he went on to say:
Industry recognizes that today it must assume the
same responsibility as any private good citizen.
It must take an active part in the community life
of the country ... by participating actively and
beneficially for the public good as a whole,
helping to protect and develop this civilization
under whose rules and laws it operates—which is
an activity entirely separate and apart from its
ordinary business role.-^^
Mack's comments reveal the paradox of individual expression
and the collective good that is the dilemma of democracy and
the peculiar heritage of the social concerns of the 1930s.
Meyer Schapiro, who earlier had drawn parallels between
regionalism and fascism, also criticized abstract art for
its ahistorical, apolitical nature. He wrote that non-
^^ Samuel Kootz, New Frontiers in American Painting
(New York: Hastings House, 1943) , 6.
31 Cox, 118.
Walter S. Mack, "Viewpoints: A New Step in Art
Patronage," Magazine of Art 37(October 1944): 228.
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objective art seemed no longer to have any social necessity
because "the social had been narrowly identified with the
collective as anti-individual, and with repressive
institutions and beliefs, like the church or state or
morality, to which most individuals submit. "^^
In a peculiar twist. Mack's statement seems to imply
that abstract art was more beneficial to the public as a
whole than figurative art, perhaps because figurative art
had the collective emphasis and the potential to be more
politically significant than Davis' neutral abstract symbols
of industry and commerce.
Four years later, the ties between increasingly
abstract modernist work and corporate art collecting were
underscored by Business Week . The magazine featured a
roundtable discussion on art and industry sponsored by
Pepsi-Cola and held at the Milwaukee Art Museum. Pictured
in the article (Figure 3.9) were Walter Paepcke, Daniel
Def fenbacher, director of the Walker Art Center, and Burton
Cumming, director of the Milwaukee Art Museum, all standing,
looking and gesturing at a completely abstract work from the
Pepsi exhibit. This new corporate image was contrasted with
an older picture of a smoke-filled room with staid men
seated a table beneath a "moll-with-poll" painting—at which
no one was looking (Figure 3.10). The article equated the
^-^ Quoted in Dore Ashton, The New York School; A
Cultural Reckoning (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin Books,
1983), 57.
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collecting of American abstraction with corporate
prestige. it suggests that the connections between
prestige, power, and abstract art were cemented.
Fortune reinforced the links between abstract art and
the business establishment. During 1946 it continued
illustrating its "labor" issue with artwork by social-
realist and socially critical painters Philip Evergood and
Mitchell Siporin. But the same December 1946 issue featured
an article about the explosion of an atomic bomb over
Bikini. Fortune designer Alvin Lustig provided surrealistic
and abstracted graphic and photographic imagery upon a color
field ground for the cover (Figure 3.11), and Ralston
Crawford provided a commissioned abstract interpretation of
the event on the story page, claiming:
[My] forms and colors are not direct
transcription; they refer in paint symbols to the
blinding light of the blast, to its colors, and to
its devastating character as I experienced
them.
Aimed at an elite management audience, the magazine
aligned abstraction with social and intellectual
superiority, scientific experimentation, and nuclear power.
The art of the working classes was socially critical,
figurative representation, socially-conscious art work
filled with the memories of thirties Marxism. By
„Yor Prestige Sake," 36.
•^^ Ralston Crawford, "Bikini," Fortune 34 (December
1946): 157.
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comparison, the expressive, formalistic qualities of
abstract and expressionist work, as Ralston Crawford
explained, described emotion produced by visual stimuli
rather than a political position produced by visual empathy.
Abstraction was politically safe.
Corporate collections begun in the mid-l940s reflected
the taste for European modernism and American abstraction.
At the Miller Company in Connecticut, a manufacturer of
lighting equipment, Burton Tremaine and his wife Emily (who
served as art director) became interested in modern art.
They were guided in their collecting by A. Everett "Chick"
Austin, Jr., the young director of the Wadsworth
Atheneum«
Under Austin's influence the Tremaines began collecting
European modernism in the early 1940s, Similar to Container
Corporation, the Miller Company clients were mainly other
firms, specifically architects, contractors, and other users
of lighting equipment. The corporate collection was designed
to attract these clients by demonstrating how light was
integrated and used to solve problems of modern
Under Austin, the Atheneura, like the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, built its exhibition program around
French modernism. He was the first museum director to
acquire works by Alexander Calder and Piet Mondrian and
hosted the first major exhibitions of Picasso and Surrealism
in the United States. Along with architectural historian
Henry Russell-Hitchcock, Austin planned a new wing for the
Atheneum with furnishings by Le Corbusier and Marcel Breuer.
It was the first public building in the United States built
in the International Style.
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architecture. The public relations campaign which resulted
featured an exhibition of the Tremaine's collection of
modernist artwork sponsored by the corporation that would
point out the affinities between modern painting and
architecture.
Henry-Russell Hitchcock, then teaching at nearby
Wesleyan University, wrote an exhibition catalogue to
accompany the exhibition of by now blue-chip works by
Picasso, Delaunay, Gris (Figure 3.12), Leger (Figure 3.13),
Le Corbusier (Figure 3.14), Maholy-Nagy, Klee, Lipschitz,
Braque, Arp, Mondrian, Miro, and American expatriate
Alexander Calder (Figure 3.15). The scholarly, museum-like
book accompanied the exhibition from the Wadsworth Atheneum
to twenty-two cities on the national tour during 1947-50.
Painting Toward Architecture was hailed by architects,
artists, art historians, and an interested public.
The Miller Company public relations art tour was not
the first alliance of a corporation with the museum world.
Container Corporation had presented its collection of
commissioned advertising at the Art Institute of Chicago in
1945. The affiliation of the corporation with cultural
institutions allowed more than public exposure for the
corporation itself. The corporation's cultural support and
civic involvement had promoted links between the corporation
and education.
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Miller Lighting soon expanded its collections of
European modernism to include abstract works by Stuart
Davis, Roberto Matta (Figure 3.16), Mark Tobey, and British
abstractionist Ben Nicholson. Other extant corporate
collections also began to reflect the new taste for American
abstraction. Encyclopaedia Brittanica added work by Stuart
Davis and George L.K. Morris to a collection begun in 1942
with paintings by regionalist Thomas Hart Benton and social
commentary painters such as Reginald Marsh, Joseph Hirsch,
and Philip Evergood.-^^
American abstraction did not appeal to corporations
only because it was new, modern, or chic. Abstraction had
become, as Walter Abell had predicted, the quasi-religious
art of a secular, cultural renaissance. Self-promotion
could be assured through patriotic associations with the
American values of leadership and democratic freedom.
Abstract expressionism was the newest modernist and
distinctly American artform. New York was filled with
young, abstract painters who had belonged to the Art Front
during the late thirties but who suddenly came of age in the
more conservative political climate of the 1940s. Mark
Rothko, Adolf Gottlieb, Jackson Pollack, Barnett Newman, and
Robert Motherwell had moved away from Marxist politics.
' Contemporarv American Painting: The Encyclopaedia
Britannica Collection . 2nd edition (Chicago: Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 1946) , 11.
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Their radicalism was not political, but stylistic,
expressive, and highly personal.
Sometimes called the New York School, the styles of the
abstract expressionists were highly divergent. What bound
the group together was not a shared set of aesthetic
premises, but an ideology that asserted that art was only
about art. Harold Rosenberg remembered that they were above
all individuals straining after their own direction. ^8
They became celebrated personalities—some cultivating the
image of "loft rats" (Bohemians) and others the persona of
"Right Bank guys."^^ Jackson Pollock and Willem deKooning
cultivated the image of anti-intellectual though principled,
alienated loners, while the erudite and articulate Barnett
Newman, Robert Motherwell, and Hans Hofmann created
portraits of the maestro.
These abstract expressionist painters turned away from
religion in favor of psychoanalysis, from science in favor
of the spiritual, and from history and politics in favor of
internal, personal symbolism. '^^ Their work expressed
meanings and anxieties through non-representational, non-
conforming, individualistic, personal statement. In so
doing, it attempted to communicate with all who shared the
Harold Rosenberg, "Ecole de New York," The New
Yorker 6 December 1969, 177.
3^ Morton Feldman, quoted in Ashton, 1-2.
See Guilbaut, 110-117.
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psychological myths, symbols, fears, and pressures of the
new atomic age. Abstract expressionists believed that art
could work for the psychic benefit of humanity through the
universal nature of non-figuration. Being universal,
abstraction could not be appropriated by the politics of
nationalism, propaganda, or proletarian discontent
.
Their art was:
A phenomenon of vision
. . . primarily within
itself evident and complete ... an aesthetic
creation, apart from political or commercial
considerations, that arises and is formed by the
imaginative disposition of the artist .... "^2
Political content in artwork was less acceptable in the
politically conservative postwar period. The cold war fear
of communism led to increasing deradicalization. Even
leftist periodicals such as the Partisan Review , not wishing
to be associated with Stalinism, abandoned a formerly anti-
establishment stance. Partisan Review critic Clement
Greenberg promoted the deradicalization of abstract art and
was sharply critical of those who saw purposes in art beyond
visual pleasure:
Painting feels . , . that it must be epic poetry,
it must be theatre, it must be rhetoric, it must
be an atomic bomb, it must be the Rights of Man.
But the greatest painter of our time, Matisse,
preeminantly demonstrated the sincerity and
penetration that go with the kind of greatness
Cox, 111.
Editorial in the magazine Tiger's Eve . October 1949,
quoted in Guilbaut, 166.
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particular to twentieth-century painting by sayinqthat he wanted his art to be an armchair for thetired businessman.^^
Greenberg's paraphrase of Matisse said much more about
contemporary patronage than it did about Matisse's
philosophy of art. The critic described a nation tired of
war, afraid of Stalin and the Cold War, and short of
housing. The late forties and fifties was the decade of
American domesticity, the time when the nation desired to
enjoy the creature comforts so long denied by Depression and
war. Businessmen were tired of thinking about the human
condition. They did not wish to be politically or socially
vulnerable, but rather to enjoy and present art as a
consumable product and a symbol of cultural sophistication.
Socially-critical figurative painters such as George
Biddle, struggling to keep the leftist, critical spirit of
the thirties alive, complained that "much of modernism is
far more concerned with artistry than with life .... [I]t
is urbane, cultured, sophisticated. It is an art bred of
good taste rather than from the bowels."^'* Philip
Evergood concurred, saying "non-objectivity allowed the
artist to flee from social concerns."'*^
43 Clement Greenberg, "Art," Nation 8 March 1947, 284.
George Biddle, "The Horns of the Dilemma," New York
Times . 19 May 1946, section 6, p. 21.
Philip Evergood interviewed on "Art in New York,"
radio program, 1944. Transcribed and contained on roll 429,
Philip Evergood Papers, Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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abstraction was also equated with the
internationalism and the growing affluence of American
corporations. Abstract expressionism mirrored the global
outlook of post-war corporate growth. Art critic Peyton
Boswell described the abstract expressionist artwork that
was the handmaiden of corporate capitalism:
We have come to realize what Wendell Wilkie meantby "one world;" air power and the atomic bomb havegiven new meaning to the shortest distance between
two points; our thinking is international in
scope, and our artists, fulfilling their
traditional function, are beginning to express
this world wide scope of interlocking interest.
Today America is voicing her artistic reactions
with a more imaginative, expressionistic art . . .
making greater use of the abstract and the
emotional .... in this transitional period of
art patronage, the sponsorship of industry is a
needed substitute for the tax-bereaved wealthy
collector; that through industry art can be
brought to the masses of intelligent Americans and
thus widen the base of the narrow pyramid of art
patronage--that is, provided the artist never
forgets he is an artist, and his patron accepts
him as such. ^
Corporate affluence did widen the corridors of art
patronage and made contemporary art available to the masses
through advertising, commissions, exhibitions, and
catalogues. Whatever the meaning of non-objective and
abstract art for artists, for business collectors it was
new, American, and seemed politically safe. It was said to
be about form, color and space. It was not about poverty,
war, labor unions, or rural values— it was just about art.
Peyton Boswell, Jr. "Tides of Change and Common
Sense," Art Digest 15 December 1945, 3.
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It was also understood to be about individual freedom and
expression. As such, abstraction could express the
corporate support of laissez-faire capitalism, individual
initiative, and the emerging sense of American cultural
superiority of the post-war decade.
The political climate of the McCarthy years (1947-53)
would focus the eyes of collecting CEOs on the meaning and
uses of contemporary art in new ways. The link between
individual freedom and artistic expression would be tested
by Congressional blacklisting. Government ideas about
public support of art patronage were different from those
practiced by the corporations, offering some CEOs the
opportunity to become the unsung heros of liberalism.
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CHAPTER IV
MODERN ART AND POST-WAR POLITICS
At the same time that business' interests in the arts
grew, contemporary American art came under the critical
glare of congressional witch hunters. The politicians
feared both the leftist political associations of American
painters and the alleged radical content of their work.
Both social-critical figurative painters and many non-
figurative artists had belonged to John Reed Clubs, the
Artists" Congress, and the Artists' Union during the
thirties. Many had admired the Soviet Union and the
Communist Party for its stand against fascism. For the
post-war politicians such earlier Communist political
associations now smacked of subversion. Some government
officials misunderstood or politicized the directions and
varieties of contemporary American art in ways which were
different from the viewpoint of corporate collectors.
The career of William Benton illustrates the division
between the postwar corporate and the governmental view of
the meaning of contemporary American art. In 1935 Benton
sold his interests in the advertising company which bore his
name, Benton and Bowles. As an unemployed 36-year-old
millionaire, he looked for a different vocation. He was
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asked by University of Chicago President, Robert M.
Hutchins, to head the public affairs and development areas
of that University. During the early 1940s, while in
Chicago, Benton persuaded the University to purchase the
prestigious two-centuries-old British publishing firm, the
Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Loosely trading on Britannica 's reputation as a
publisher long known for the excellence of its illustrated
volumes, Benton urged the formation of a corporate
collection of contemporary American painting. While not an
aesthetic theorist, Benton cared about new ideas and
expertise. The names of his selection committee members
formed a "Who's Who" of American art and featured major
museum directors as well as prominent artists. Non-
objective artists (Julio de Diego, Lyonel Feininger, Arthur
G, Dove, Stuart Davis, George L. K. Morris) and socially-
critical figurative painters (Rockwell Kent, Joseph Hirsch,
William Gropper, Philip Evergood) were included in the
collection. ^
A brilliant advertising executive, Benton realized the
public-relations potential of the collection as an
educational tool. Accordingly, after the formation of the
collection around 1943, a touring program was begun in 1945.
This long success in public relations brought Benton to
^ Grace Pagano, ed.
,
Contemporary American Painting:
The Encyclopaedia Britannica Collection (New York: Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, 1945)
.
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the attention of the Truman administration. He left
Encyclopaedia Britannica to become Assistant Secretary of
State for public information and cultural relations in the
new administration. Given his prior successful experience
with traveling exhibitions of contemporary art and his
understanding of the good will that such exhibitions could
engender, he proposed a traveling exhibition of contemporary
American painting entitled "Advancing American Art" (1946-
48) . The purpose of the exhibition was to show the most
advanced trends of contemporary art and to promote knowledge
of sophisticated American culture abroad. It proved to be
the costliest mistake of Benton's political career.
As was his usual practice, Benton left the selections
of the exhibition to the experts he hired. The State
Department purchased the works directly from the artists'
dealers at very reasonable costs. ^ Between 1946 and 1948,
the seventy-nine oils in the exhibition were shown in New
York, traveled to Paris for the first UNESCO conference,
then to Prague, Port-au-Prince, and Havana amid much popular
acclaim.
^ Those galleries which participated included the
Downtown, Kraushaar, Associated American Artists,
Steiglitz's "An American Place," and Samuel Kootz.
Margaret Lynne Ausfeld and Virginia Mecklenburg,
Advancing American Art; Politics and Aesthetics in the
State Department Exhibition. 1946-48 (Montgomery, AL:
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, 1984), 11.
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At home, however, the 1946 Congressional elections were
marked by growing cultural and political conservatism. More
Republicans were elected to Congress than at any time in the
previous sixteen years. The liberal atmosphere of the 1930s
New Deal ended with the onset of world war and as post-war
communist dictatorships were set up in Europe, fear of
spreading communist influence replaced wartime alliances.
Consequently, the State Department exhibition became
the target of a right-wing attack which characterized the
pictures as vulgar, ugly, and a waste of taxpayers' money.
At first the criticism, led by the Hearst press,
concentrated upon artists with foreign-sounding names such
as O. Louis Guglielmi, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Karl Zerbe, Ben
Shahn, Gregorio Prestopino, and Robert Gwathmey (Figure
4,1). Articles described their paintings as the products of
alien cultures, ideas, philosophies, and [the]
sickness of Europe. Those paintings that try to
tell a story at all, give the impression that
America is a drab, ugly place, filled with drab,
ugly people. They are definitely leftish
paintings, and it is not surprising to find that
among the artists represented are eight who are,
or were, members of the United American Artists,
which has consistently followed the Communist
line.
Initially, the "communist line" in matters of
aesthetics referred to modernist paintings with strong
socially-critical, figurative content which were often
^ "Exposing the Bunk of So-Called Modern Art," New
York Journal-American . 3 December 194 6, 15; "Your Money
Bought These Paintings," Look 18 February 1946, 80-81.
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sympathetic to the unions, working class, or oppressed
members of society. These works, according to
Representative Fred Buseby (R.
,
Illinois) attempted to
"uproot all that we have cherished as sacred in the American
way of life. "5 one socially-critical figurative artist
under attack, William Cropper, responded by satirizing the
hearings and painting the Congressmen themselves as an
unhappy, fanatical group of demigogues, portrayed in the
garish palette of Cerman expressionism (Figure 4.2).
Congressman Buseby said that the House Un-American
Activities Committee reported to him that the records of
"more than twenty of the forty-five artists are definitely
New Deal in various shades of communism. Some were found to
be definitely connected with revolutionary organizations."^
5 Rep. Fred Buseby, quoted in Margaret Lynne Ausfeld
and Virginia Mecklenberg, Advancing American Art; Politics
and Aesthetics in the State Department Exhibition. 1946-48
.
(Montgomery, AL: Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, 1984), 57.
^ Rep. Fred Buseby quoted in "Outline of Art Project
Controversy," memorandum, William Benton Papers, University
of Chicago. The artists under suspicion were: Milton
Avery, Ben-Zion, Byron Browne, Paul Burl in, George Constant,
Stuart Davis, Julio de Diego, Philip Evergood, Philip
Guston, Robert Gwathmey, Morris Kantor, Frank Kleinholz,
Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Jack Levine, William Cropper, Reginald
Marsh, I. Rice Perrera, Gregorio Prestopino, Anton
Refregier, Ben Shahn, Max Weber, Sol Wilson. No Communist
front affiliations were listed for William Baziotes, Romare
Bearden, Cameron Booth, Louis Bouche, Raymond Breinin,
Ralston Crawford, Arthur Dove, Werner Drewes, Adolph
Gottlieb, O. Louis Guglielmi, Marsden Martley, Walt Kuhn,
Julian Levi, Loren Maclver, John Marin, Georgia O'Keefe,
Abraham Rattner, Charles Sheeler, Everett Spruce, Franklin
Watkin, and Karl Zerbe. U.S. Congress, House, Rep. Fred
Buseby of Illinois speaking about the State Dept. Art
Exhibit, 80th Cong., 1st sess.. Congressional Record (13 May
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All of the artists represented in the Advancing American Art
exhibition were major figures whose works hung in corporate
collections such as those of IBM, Encyclopaedia Brittanica,
Container Corporation of America, Pepsi-Cola, or who had
also worked for Fortune magazine. Most of the artists
included had been part of the Artists' Union or the American
Artists' Congress active in the mid-l930s as a part of the
Popular Front during the Spanish Civil War.
The attack centered on the perceived importance of
socially-critical and easily readable figurative painting
(Figures 4.3 through 4.7). Any painter whose work had a
critical, or problematic, recognizable message was
associated with Communism. Assistant Secretary of State
Benton insisted that such work represented not political
subversion but the pluralistic nature of American democracy
and was a sign of true freedom of expression. Defending the
State Department exhibition he replied to Congressman
Buseby's criticism of the pictures:
It is believed that these pictures do advance
cultural relations between the United States and
the countries wherein they are exhibited ....
In many countries overseas it is the common
misconception that our artists are second-raters
who . . . ape the French Schools and have no
creative individualism. This exhibit was frankly
designed to exemplify the most modern trends in
American art, stressing particularly this
1947), vol. 93, pt. 3, 5223-25.
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individualism. It illustrates the freedom with
which our American artists work."^
In his comments to the Subcommittee on Appropriations
on March 20, 1947, Benton said it was difficult to get
people to agree about meaning in art but that modern art was
the visual representation of creative individualism and
freedom of personal expression. He defended the purpose of
the exhibition saying that:
"Americans are accused throughout the world of
being a materialistic, money-mad race, without
interest in art and without appreciation of
artists or music .... The men in our cultural
institutes ... in their desire to show that we
have a side to our personality as a race other
than materialism, and other than science and
technology, write the Department from the field
wanting examples of American art .... Modern
art is a better illustration of our interests in
this country than the more orthodox or traditional
forms of art."°
In Benton's official view contemporary art of any sort
illustrated to the world America's singular climate of
experimental, creative individualism, cultural freedom, and
pluralism. Benton himself collected the figurative, urban,
social commentaries of his college friend, painter Reginald
Marsh, one of the painters named by Congressman Buseby as
having Communist af f il iations „ Although personally
preferring such figurative work, in his official position
^ William Benton to Rep. Buseby, 14 March 1947, quoted
in "Outline of Art Project Controversy," memorandum, 5,
William Benton Papers, University of Chicago.
® William Benton, "Outline of State Department
Controversy," memorandum, 5, William Benton Papers,
University of Chicago.
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the Assistant Secretary defended all styles of modernist
aesthetics as symptomatic of the freedom induced by
democratic capitalism. This interpretation and use of
modern art was intended to create the image of American
corporations as the enlightened, progressive partners of
government and leaders of culture.
During the McCarthy period the perceived political
content of modern art divided politicians and businessmen.
The fact that modern abstraction was rooted in earlier
European artistic traditions related to either
intellectualism or radical ideologies such as socialism or
anarchy made it suspect by association as well. If visually
understandable socially-critical modernism was subversive by
association, then the veiled meanings of abstract modern
paintings might be dangerous as well (Figures 4.8 through
4.10). As Thomas Hart Benton said at the end of the war:
Aping the French artists has led to the non-
objective paintings of today, which is an
imitation of the decadent French art of the past
50 years. Non-objective painting is a kind of
cultism. It's one of those precious pansy arts
above the public comprehension. Every decadent
society has produced these esoteric art forms
which give the snobs a chance to demonstrate their
superiority.
^
Echoing Benton's criticism of "under-educated
collectors and over refined museum directors . . . who,
under the fine name of internationalism, are still rehashing
^ Thomas Hart Benton, quoted in Ira Peck, "Business and
Art as Tom Benton Sees It," P.M. 2 December 194 5, n.p.
the played-out abstractions ... of European
decadence, "10 Representative George Dondero, (R.
,
Michigan) accused Art Institute of Chicago director Daniel
Catton Rich of harboring "art distortionists." Rich was
accused of "tearing down American art" by "pulling a heavy
oar in the world of so-called modern art," which contained
"all the isms of depravity, decadence, and destruction. "^^
Rich and the Art Institute Trustees had supported
curator Katherine Kuh's 1947 exhibition "Explaining Abstract
Art." Kuh and Rich presided over the Chicago modernist
milieu headed by emigres Lazlo Maholy-Nagy and Gyorgy Kepes,
both of whom had been employed by Container Corporation.
Both artists taught at the Illinois Institute of Technology,
heavily supported by Paepcke, and were committed to art
which incorporated abstract elements related to modern
phenomena, including science and technology. Disregarding
distinctions between high and low art, the ITT curriculum
taught interior design, product design and marketing as well
as more conventional disciplines such as painting and
sculpture. As a defense of abstraction and modernist
aesthetics, Kuh wrote Art Has Many Faces , published in 1951
at the height of McCarthy ism. The book, which took a
Benton, quoted in Peck, n.p.
^^ Susan F. Rossen and Charlotte Moser, "Primer for
Seeing: The Gallery of Interpretation and Katharine Kuh's
Crusade for Modernism in Chicago," The Art Institute of
Chicago Museum Studies Vol. 16, no. 1 (Chicago: The
Institute, 1990), 23.
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pluralist approach to modern art, urged viewers to look at
all works, even older ones, in terms of structure, color,
and spatial dynamism. She hoped that the promotion of an
aesthetic vocabulary applied to all artworks would soften
the public resistance to the distortions of modernist
art. 12
Asked what he thought about abstract art. President
Truman avoided political controversy by saying that he was
"of the opinion that so-called modern art is merely the
vaporings of half-baked, lazy people .... There is no
art at all in connection with modernism, in my opinion. "^-^
Art historian Serge Guilbaut has argued that the
increasing polarization of world politics, the "Red surge"
mentality of the Truman administration, effectively led to
the "deradicalization" of American Art. Many contemporary
artists rejected the political associations and federations
of the 1930s because of their disillusionment with Communism
and the abuses of Stalin. Those who rejected the politics
of the 1930s, figurative painters Jackson Pollock, Adolph
Gottlieb, Philip Guston, Paul Burl in, among others, devoted
themselves to non-objective work and to what Guilbaut, and
Rossen and Moser, 18. The book was promoted by
Charles Zadok, president of the Milwaukee Gimbel's store and
a patron of modernist art. Attempting to promote
inspiration for young abstract artists, Zadok provided
airline rides over Milwaukee and the surrounding
countryside
.
^^ Daniel Catton Rich, "Freedom of the Brush," Atlantic
Monthly
.
February 1948, 50.
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some artists, saw as the separation of art from political
content. 14 Rich called the President's comments, directed
at the Advancing American Art exhibition, a serious defeat
for liberalism. 15 The President's position implied a lack
of support for Assistant Secretary Benton.
In May, 1947, Benton was called to testify before the
House Committee on Appropriations where he was grilled about
his sensibilities to line, form and color. Rep. Karl Stefan
(R.
,
Nebraska) showed him photographs of works featured in
the exhibition:
STEFAN:
Benton:
STEFAN
:
What is this picture?
I can't tell you.
I am putting it just about a foot from your
eyes. Do you know what it is?
Benton: I don't even hazard a guess of what that
picture is, Mr. Chairman.
STEFAN: How much did you pay for it? You paid $700
for it and you can't identify it. Do you
know what this picture is, Mr. Secretary?
Benton: I would hesitate to pass judgment on any of
these pictures, Mr. Chairman.
STEFAN: Do you know what that is?
REP. HORAN: Are you holding it up straight?
STEFAN: It is straight. Do you know what that is?
14 Guilbaut, 166.
15 Rich, 50.
Benton:
STEFAN:
Benton:
STEFAN:
Benton:
STEFAN
:
Benton:
STEFAN:
Benton:
It does have a resemblance to many things
that are not fit to mention before this
committee
. .
.
Would you say that is a seascape or a
mountainside?
I would hesitate to pass opinion on it. I am
afraid the artist wouldn't like it . .
.
Look at that, Mr. Secretary (exhibiting)
. .
Aren't you horrified yourself?
I would not use the word "horrified."
Well, you are shocked aren't you?
No, I wouldn't say I was shocked.
Well, what would you say?
I would say "art."^^
Benton refused either to speak for the artists or to
pass judgment upon their works. Respecting the artists'
right to free expression, he believed in modern art as a
cultural statement, liked new ideas, and most importantly,
refused to see political content in modern art other than
that in favor of individual expression.
Some of the "documents" actually shown to Benton were
of abstract works, but others were pictures reproduced in
the Look magazine article of February 18, 1947 (Figures 4.3
Quoted in Hyman, 378-9.
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through 4. 7). 17 These portrayed subjects such as
tenements, a black work gang, workers gathered to read a
newspaper, a hungry child, and circus freaks. if the
pictures had been completely abstract compositions, their
political or social content would not have been so charged
or appeared so unpatriotic to critical Congressmen. These
figurative works, which generally portrayed working class
concerns, touched the raw nerve of politicians' fear of
Communism in the form of working class associations and
labor unions.
Artist Philip Evergood had foreseen that socially-
critical figuration would be attacked after the war. He
described the position of the socially-conscious painters of
the New Deal era who were now squeezed between the criticism
of abstractionists, who saw figurative work as retardaire .
and politicians who viewed social criticism as subversive.
Summing up the arguments of his Congressional critics,
Evergood said that his own work "contains revolutionary and
social comment and therefore he ought to be exterminated the
lousy Red . . . . " Facetiously encapsulating the rarified
1 7 The reproduced paintings were Hunger by Ben Shahn;
Tenements by Louis Guglielmi; The Newspaper by Gregrorio
Prestopino; Work Song by Robert Gwathmey; Circus Girl
Resting by Yasuo Kuniyoshi; and Clown and Ass by Karl Zerbe.
Newsweek 25 August 1947 reproduced two of the same pictures
by Kuniyoshi and Zerbe, but also illustrated Mother and
Child by Nabum Tschacbasov; Nudes by the Sea by George
Constant; Home by William Cropper; Girl and Cock by Philip
Evergood; and the geometric abstraction A Dark Thought by
Werner Drewes. Note that most of these artists' names were
of foreign descent
«
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aesthetic opinions and apolitical bent of abstract painters,
he described himself as "an illustrator, a caricaturist, and
a clumsy proletarian who is insensitive to the aesthetics of
line, form and quality. "^^
Corporations such as Hallmark Cards attempted to
diffuse artistic-political controversy. in 1949 the
Hallmark Art Awards competition suggested a Christmas theme
to competitors. The competition was open to American and
French artists, reflecting Hallmark's interest in modernist
art and international good will. The competition was
designed to be "broad enough to allow for individual freedom
of expression yet sufficiently narrow to present all
painters with the same initial challenging problem. "^^
The exhibition toured United States museums and was opened
in Paris by Ambassador David K. Bruce. The works included
represented the modernist viewpoint of jurors such as the
beleaguered Daniel Catton Rich of the Art Institute of
Chicago, Andrew Richie of the Museum of Modern Art, and
Yasuo Kuniyoshi, whose work in the "Advancing American Art"
exhibition had been criticized by the Hearst press.
The winning works were semi-abstract, reflecting the
influences of both French cubism and surrealism. Socially-
critical painter Philip Evergood, whose leftist politics had
Philip Evergood, "Sure I'm a Social Painter,"
Magazine of Art 37 (April 1944): 138.
The Hallmark Art Award , pamphlet (n.p.: Hall
Brothers, Inc., 1949), n.p.
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by now brought him to the attention of the House UnAmerican
Activities Committee, was selected as runner-up. Hallmark
continued to support blacklisted artists throughout the
early 1950s, singling out both Anton Refregier and Gregorio
Prestopino for prizes in 1952.
For many corporate collectors avant-garde art now was
associated with free expression, creative individualism, and
the opportunity contained in the philosophy of democratic
capitalist society. Opposed to government censorship and
control, prominent corporate leaders like Paepcke, Zadok,
and Benton saw modernist art as representative of their own
values and supported modernist art and exhibitions. This
representation was a statement of the politics of
individualism.
Defining the meaning of modernism became so important
that the Museum of Modern Art held a forum in 1948 entitled
"The Modern Artist Speaks." Now an abstract painter, Paul
Burl in, whose figurative painting "Soda Jerker" had been
rejected four years earlier by Pepsi for its calendar, spoke
about the modern artist's political neutrality and aloofness
from either political left or right. Burlin saw abstraction
as "the bulwark of the individual creative expression, "^^
an attitude the business community approved. Apolitical,
"Speech by Paul Burlin," The Modern Artist Speaks
Forum, Museum of Modern Art, 5 May 1948, TD. In Stuart
Davis Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
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abstract painting, although literally contentless, had come
to represent the values of corporate America.
Whether supporting socially-critical figurative work,
often done by blacklisted artists, or supporting
abstraction, many "tired businessman" became the defenders
of contemporary art. Such was the case when Anton
Refregier's San Francisco post office murals were put on
trial in 1949. Commissioned in 1940 by the New Deal
Treasury Department Section of Fine Arts, the murals were
completed between 1947-9. The half-Russian, half-French
Refregier was born in Moscow, lived in France and had come
to America as a teenager. Socially conscious, his work
glorified the common working man, and he preferred public
art forms (such as murals) ; he believed them to be a
democratic art form because of their humanist intent and
public accessibility. His post office murals told the story
of California history, recounting the gold rush, the
formation of vigilante groups, the coming of the railroads,
and the resulting racial and labor unrest in California in
the 1870s.
After the unveiling of the murals. Representative
Richard M. Nixon (R.
,
California) wrote to a San Francisco
American Legion officer promising that a committee of
Congress would "make a thorough investigation of this type
of art with a view to obtaining removal of all that is . . .
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inconsistent with American ideals and principles. 21
Refregier, an artist-correspondent for Fortune magazine, was
defended by art museum directors, wealthy San Francisco art
collectors and businessmen, and the San Francisco Chronicle .
John Hay Whitney, trustee of the Museum of Modern Art wired
a protest to Washington to thwart Congressionally-proposed
"vandalism," after some politicians suggested the murals be
painted over. Clearly, then, some businessmen collectors
felt a responsibility to defend socially critical modernist
work from government persecution in the name of freedom of
expression.
At the same moment that Benton's "Advancing American
Art" exhibition was on view in New York (1946)
,
Pepsi-Cola
was holding its annual "Portrait of America" competition for
contemporary artists. Due to the furor about the meaning of
what was "American" in American art, the company changed the
title of its exhibition at the National Academy to
"Paintings of the Year." Walter Mack, President of Pepsi-
Cola said the competition "set no limits" as to style or
Matthew Josephson, "The Vandals Are Here," The
Nation (26 September 1953): 246.
^2 Nelson Rockefeller said of his friend Jock Whitney,
"Jock can project himself into situations where human values
are involved. That's a useful factor, because traditional
business groups tend to follow prestige leadership, and if
prestige leadership is aware of social values and problems
it can be effective." E.J. Kahn, Jock: The Life and Times of
John Hay Whitney (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1981), 72.
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content. 23 Art critic Edward Alden Jewell reported that
the selections were "overwhelmingly leftist," that is to say
"violently expressionistic in style" and even abstract.
Nonetheless, despite Jewell's dislike for modernist work, he
labeled the show a success because the mixture of styles
harvested by regional juries across the country truly showed
the state of flux in American art of the late 1940s. ^4
Business support of contemporary art during the late
1940s and throughout the 1950s centered on two institutions:
the Museum of Modern Art and the American Federation of the
Arts. Both circulated important exhibitions of contemporary
art at home and abroad during this period and acted as a
foil to the State Department censorship of exhibitions. The
Boards of Trustees of both institutions represented wealthy
corporate executives. On the Board at MOMA were William
Paley, his brother-in-law Jock Whitney, and David and Nelson
Rockefeller . 25 The most influential trustees of the AFA
included collectors Eloise Spaeth, wife of industrialist
23 Walter S. Mack, quoted in Edward Alden Jewell, "Eyes
to the Left: Modern Painting Dominates in State Department
and Pepsi-Cola Selections," New York Times
,
6 October 1946,
sec. 2, p. 8.
2^ Jewell, sec. 2, p. 8.
2^ Together, these men formed a syndicate which
purchased the Gertrude Stein collection. Stein had refused
to give her collection of 38 pictures (mostly Picassos) to
the museum. When the collection came on the market, each
investor pledged one million dollars. Paley later reported
that the purchase was "a steal." See Sally Bedell Smith, In
All His Glory: The Life of William S. Paley (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1990), 322; Kahn, 12-18 passim.
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otto Spaeth, who served as the chair of the exhibition
committee; Earle Ludgin, a Chicago advertising executive and
trustee of the Art Institute of Chicago; stockbroker Roy
Neuberger; industrialist Joseph Hirshhorn; retailer Stanley
Marcus; Miller Company's Mrs. Burton Tremaine; and prominent
MOMA curators James Thrall Soby and Alfred Barr.
After the State Department shakeup and Congressional
hearings of 1947, Eloise Spaeth and Stanley Marcus became
interested in circulating exhibitions which would reveal the
extent to which businessmen believed in the importance of
contemporary art and to prompt them to "re-evaluate their
timidity" about collecting "the outstanding artists of their
own era. Searching for a lecture series to offer
museums, Earle Ludgin suggested, even though this artist was
under heavy fire from the McCarthy investigations, that Ben
Shahn talk on "Should Painting Say Something?"^^ Ludgin
chose more than two hundred contemporary American paintings
for the offices of his firm, including paintings by Hans
26 Stanley Marcus to Otto Spaeth, LS, 2 January 1952,
Eloise Spaeth Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C. Other active business
collectors and A.F.A. supporters included Container
Corporation's Walter Paepcke; Edgar Kaufman, Jr., of the
Kauffman department stores in Pittsburgh; Albert D. Lasker
of Lord and Thomas (whose wife Mary was an art dealer)
;
Milton Lowenthal, Sam Lewisohn, Roy Neuberger, David and
Nelson Rockefeller, Tom Watson, Earle Ludgin, Senator
William Benton, Charles Zadok, and James Schramm.
Earle Ludgin to Philip Adams, L 17 May 1954,
American Federation of Arts Papers: Trustee Files, Archives
of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C.
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Hofmann, Abraham Rattner, Ivan Albright, Julia Thecla, and a
Calder mobile. He encouraged his employees to collect as
well. 28
The exhibitions circulated by the AFA during the 1950-
55 period included works by Shahn, Cropper, Lawrence and
other social critics as well as abstract works by Ralston
Crawford, and George L.K. Morris, all of which were included
in corporate collections such as IBM, Miller Company, or
Encyclopaedia Britannica, as well as the Museum of Modern
Art. 2^ A 1950 traveling exhibition entitled "What
Americans are Collecting" featured the collections of Roy
Neuberger, the Spaeths, Hudson Walker and the Milton
Lowenthals. The show contained work by Niles Spencer, Joseph
Hirsch, Byron Browne, Joseph Di Martini, Milton Avery,
Philip Evergood, Max Weber, Jack Levine, Abraham Rattner,
Karl Zerbe, and others whose political activities had been
suspect or whose abstract or expressive styles were under
attack. Neuberger said that he believed that "great art
flourishes in a country economically and politically great"
"Ludgin's Americans," undated magazine clipping
contained in American Federation of Arts Papers: Trustee
Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
2^ See Three Semi-Abstractionists: Arthur G. Dove.
Ralston Crawford. George L.K. Morris (1953) ; Contemporary
American Watercolors (1953). American Federation of Arts
Papers: Exhibition Files, Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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and so contemporary art was a reflection of America's
strength. ^0
Like William Benton's defense of "Advancing American
Art," Neuberger's statement is an early indication of the
recognition that contemporary art could be used as cultural
propaganda. Through traveling exhibitions, corporations
attempted to present a positive, pluralistic image of
capitalism to the world. Alfred Barr addressed the issue
saying, "It is all very well to send exhibitions around
Europe as 'cultural propaganda,' but we all know that such
efforts have really been outweighed ten to one by the
European suspicions that the United States is running
serious risks of losing its own cultural freedom . "
Consequently, he urged the AFA trustees to publish a
resolution on artistic freedom, as the College Art
Association had just done.
At its October 1954 meeting the Trustees adopted a
"Statement on Artistic Freedom:"
Freedom of artistic expression in a visual work of
art, like freedom of speech and press, is
fundamental in our democracy. This fundamental
right exists irrespective of the artist's
political or social opinions, affiliations or
•^^
"What Americans are Collecting," (1950), press
release, American Federation of Arts Papers: Exhibition
Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
^^ Alfred H. Barr, Jr. to Burton Cumming, Director of
the American Federation of Arts, L n.d. (1954), American
Federation of Arts Papers: Trustee Files, Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
activities. The latter are personal matters,distinct from his work, which should be judged onIts merits .... We believe that in this period
of international tension and threats to democracyfrom both without and within our country, it is
essential that our nation should champion thesefundamental rights in all its cultural activities.
... We believe that in such cultural activities
our nation should demonstrate the artistic freedom
and diversity which are inherent in a democratic
society. "-'^
The Trustees published this statement in a pamphlet which
also contained a reprinted statement by President Dwight
Eisenhower entitled "Freedom in the Arts," which Eisenhower
had prepared for the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Museum
of Modern Art that same year. Allied with the executive
branch, linked to a popular President, these business-
cultural leaders attempted to take on a leadership role more
powerful than that of the congressional followers of
McCarthy. The reactionary climate in the United States now
worried some businessmen, citizens, and American allies
abroad, as well as the artists themselves. -^-^
Painter Ben Shahn, called a "Communist dupe" by
Representative George Dondero (R. , Michigan) , led the fight
against McCarthyism on the lecture circuit and in his
writings. He viewed the fight against reaction not only as
^'^
"Statement on Artistic Freedom adopted by the
American Federation of Arts." 22 October 1954. American
Federation of Arts Papers: Government and Art Files.
Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
William Benton, elected U.S. Senator from
Connecticut in 1950, introduced a motion to expell Senator
McCarthy in August 1951.
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in the interests of civil rights, but in the interest of the
nation's reputation as a whole. 34 shahn ' s trouble with
Congressional investigators and the FBI for his political
affiliations, his graphic work for labor unions, and the
social content of his work did not prevent his work from
appearing in The Nation (1952), Fortune (1951), a major
retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art, (1947), his
inclusion at the 1954 Venice Bienniale, or his work for CBS
(Figure 4.11). In 1952 CBS hired him to publicize CBS
coverage of the Republican and Democratic conventions.
The CBS convention ad was attacked in Counterattack (25
July 1952) which demanded an explanation of CBS's employment
of a supporter of leftist causes. The CBS public response
was a letter from J.L. Van Volkenburg, president of the
television network. He defended Shahn as "universally
recognized" as "one of the greatest living painters." The
ad, he wrote, was intended to publicize the conventions,
which, in turn were to help "a free people reach independent
decisions on the basis of what they have seen with their own
eyes."-^^ Nonetheless, the ad was dropped and design
director William Golden was told by his superiors to cease
Francis K. Pohl, Ben Shahn; New Deal Artist in a
Cold War Climate. 1947-54 (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1989), 134.
3^ Counterattack . 8 August 1952, 3; see also Pohl, 120-
121.
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employing Shahn. He did not commission work from Shahn
again until 1955, after McCarthy's censure by the Senate.
After Shahn was blacklisted in 1950 by American
Business Consultants, the publishers of Counterattack
,
Container Corporation, through N.W. Ayer, commissioned a
Shahn poster for its "Great Ideas" series, shahn produced
an abstracted design of voting booths (Figure 4.12).
Writing about his design Shahn said "where the voting booth
is present government cannot for long pursue ends other than
those of the public good."^^ The Container ad appeared in
Fortune during 1950. Leo Lionni, art director of Fortune ,
also continued to employ Shahn with the support of an angry
Henry Luce who refused to demand loyalty statements from the
artists employed by Time-Life. -^^
Shahn had worked tirelessly for civil rights causes,
world peace conferences, and for Henry Wallace's campaign.
He was critical of U.S. foreign policy, and interested in
world cooperation. This necessitated a global view, a
peaceful climate, rather than confrontational politics that
saw enemies abroad as well as within. At a 1953 conference
on civil liberties Shahn stated that the "liberal . . . the
altruist . . . the humanitarian—any citizen who feels his
responsibility toward the public good— finds himself caught
Quoted in Rodman, 47.
Pohl, 120.
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re
midway between two malignant forces. "38 Those forces we
the reactionary anti-reformists at home and the Communist
regimes who also used repression to further their aims.
Both undermined the American liberal tradition. But for
Shahn, the greater threat was the accusations of communism
leveled by groups at home who were ignorant about the
meaning of freedom in America. "If we, by official acts
of suppression, play the hypocrite toward our own beliefs,
strangle our own liberties, then we can hardly hope to win
the world's unqualified confidence. ""^^
His view was shared by the AFA trustees and eventually
by President Eisenhower as well. Both representational art,
such as that produced by Shahn or Evergood, and non-
objective art, such as that of Davis, Morris, Crawford, and
younger artists such as Baziotes were lumped together in
defense of a modernism that reflected a pluralistic, open
society, which tolerated dissent and difference. Otto
Spaeth, addressing an audience at the Walker Art Center in
November 1953, chose as his topic, "The Businessman and
Art : "
If an American in Europe takes any interest or
shows even a modest degree of knowledge in things
aesthetic or concepts of the spirit, he is called
unusual. In this world fight for the minds and
3^ Ben Shahn, "The Artist and the Politicians," Rights .
May 1953, 8; quoted in Pohl, 133.
3^ Pohl, 133.
Pohl, 134,
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hearts of men, the changing of this condition hasbecome an essential of success. Our
responsibility exists in direct proportion to ourpower, and our power is enormous.
Spaeth was critical of the government's unwillingness
to recognize that official support for the arts was
important to America's image abroad. Since the 1947 state
Department involvement with "Advancing American Art,"
government agencies had not sponsored circulating
exhibitions, leaving this to the private sector and
organizations such as MOMA and AFA. Now both organizations
wanted the government to take an active financial role,
allowing the art professionals, artists, curators, and arts
organizations to maintain control over the content of
exhibitions
.
Spaeth referred to the Venice Biennale as the greatest
contemporary international art exhibition in the world.
Citing the history of the event he noted that Americans
erected a pavilion at private expense:
The last Biennale was magnificent. Each building
was officially opened by the President of Italy.
A guard of honor of each nation was at the door of
its own pavilion. As the President approached
each national anthem was played. The Ambassador
stood in the doorway to greet the President. But
not at the American building. Our American
Ambassador remained in Rome: all the others were
there, the British, the Spanish, the Brazilians,
the Dutch and the French among them. How then can
we resent the reputation that Americans are
Otto Spaeth, "The Businessman and Art," AD, 18
November 1953, 3, Eloise Spaeth Papers, Archives of American
Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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materialistic, with little interest in anythingthat doesn't make inoney?'*^ ^
As early as 1948 the Committee on Government and Art
was formed by a group of professional art associations
organized by the AFA. Included were art museum directors,
the College Art Association, the Artists Equity Association,
and seven national professional artists associations. By
1950 the group had drafted a resolution to be presented to
President Truman that a commission be formed to explore "the
whole question of the Government's relation to art, to study
existing governmental agencies and methods, and to submit
recommendations for their improvement." The resolution also
suggested that the commission be made up not of government
officials, but rather of "leaders in the art world—museum
officers, art educators, painters, sculptors, graphic
artists, designers and informed laymen—and that its
membership ... be broadly representative of all leading
tendencies and schools of thought . "'^^
Before the resolution could be presented. President
Truman headed off confrontation by authorizing a Commission
of Fine Arts of his own. The commission was charged to make
a study of governmental art activities and did not include
Spaeth, "Businessman and Art," 4.
4 3 iifphe Committee on Government and Art Resolution
Addressed to the President of the United States," TD
American Federation of Arts Papers: Government and Art
Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
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the expertise of the groups who supported the resolution.
The Commission formed an advisory panel of art experts drawn
from the member groups of the Committee on Government and
Art, but met with them only once, in May 19 51, and no
members of the advisory panel were allowed to see the
Commission report before it went to the President
.
The Committee, chaired by Lloyd Goodrich of the Whitney
Museum of American Art, continued to apply pressure and met
with more success when the Eisenhower administration came to
power. James Schramm, an AFA trustee. Republican National
Committee member and avid collector, certainly had the
necessary influence with the new President to enlist the
executive branch in the protection of modern art.'*^
Eisenhower included a paragraph on the importance of art to
our national life and his support of a Federal Advisory
Commission on the Arts in his 1955 State of the Union
message. Although legislation was introduced throughout the
remainder of the decade, no commission was formed.
None of the supporters of the proposed legislation
wanted the government to provide funding for art exhibitions
or to control content. The Committee on Government and Art
44 iKphe Committee on Government and Art," TD, n.d.,
p.l., American Federation of Arts Papers: Government and
Arts Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
James S. Schramm to Lloyd Goodrich, 21 July 1956, L,
American Federation of Art Papers: Government and Art
Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
made it clear that "the primary purpose of governmental art
activities should be
. . . the use by the Government of art
for public purposes .... The chief economic support of
the American art world
. . . will continue to come from
private sources, using the word private to include
institutions and foundations established by individuals and
corporations." Only this arrangement could provide private
cultural leadership for national purposes. The Committee
report addressed the danger of government and political
involvement with the arts, yet agreed that the danger of
fostering an art used as propaganda was "remote in view of
our democratic tradition of individual freedom, and the many
channels through which our artists can reach the
public. ""^^ The State Department and the Congress remained
unconvinced.
The unrelenting government furor over modern art
continued into 1956 when the United States Information
Agency canceled an exhibition entitled "Sport in Art." This
exhibition was to have traveled to Australia for the Olympic
Games in autumn of 1956. A second exhibition, a survey of
one hundred American pictures ranging in style from realist
to non-objective, was scheduled to tour Europe. The
U.S. I. A. asked the American Federation of Arts to make the
"Report to the President submitted by the Committee
on Government and Art," TD, n.d., p. 1, American Federation
of Art Papers: Government and Art Files, Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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selections for both exhibitions and arrange the traveling
tours. While the exhibitions were warehoused in New York,
the U.S. I. A. asked the AFA to withdraw ten paintings because
the artists' were considered "social hazards," that is, were
suspected of communist associations . "^"^
The AFA trustees refused to withdraw the pieces or to
publish the names of the accused artists. They maintained
their position that all selections were made on the merit of
the objects themselves. Theodore Streibert, director of the
U.S. I. A. faced Congressional criticism if he adopted the
position of the AFA trustees. To purge the exhibition,
however, would add substance to criticism of America abroad.
He turned to the White House for help with the result that
the exhibitions were canceled. A new policy went into
effect immediately stating that no further government-
sponsored overseas exhibitions would be allowed which
included art objects made after 1917, the year of the
Russian Revolution
.
But the political climate was slowly changing. The
Army-McCarthy hearings had begun the demise of McCarthy and
his associates. William Benton, now a Democratic Senator
from Connecticut, had sued McCarthy for libel. Senators
Hubert Humphrey (D.
,
Minnesota) and Representative Frank
Charlotte Devree, "The U.S. Government Vetos Living
Art," Art News , 55 (September 1956): 34.
Devree, 3 4
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Thompson, Jr. (D., New Jersey) co-authored the International
Cultural Exchange and Trade Fair Participation Act of 1956,
recognizing the global nature of postwar politics and
economics. The East-West cultural exchange agreement was
signed by the United States and the Soviet Union in 1958.
As a result, the U.S. I. A. Director, George V. Allen,
contacted AFA Vice President and Whitney Museum Director,
Lloyd Goodrich, to form a committee to make selections for a
contemporary American art show to be sent to Moscow.
The committee included painter Franklin Watkins,
sculptor Theodore Roszak, Goodrich, and art historian Henry
R. Hope of Indiana University. The committee wanted to show
the diversity of styles present in American Modernism and so
included work from a thirty year period, 1928-58. Included
were realists Hopper and Wyeth; regional ist Thomas Hart
Benton; socially-critical figurative painters Philip
Evergood and Ben Shahn; non-objective painters Stuart Davis
and Lyonel Feininger; and current abstract expressionists,
Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, and William Baziotes. "In
view of the chequered history of past governmental art
exhibitions, all concerned were prepared for repercussions
from the extreme right of the art world and of Congress,"
wrote Lloyd Goodrich later.
Lloyd Goodrich, Paintings and Sculpture From the
American National Exhibition in Moscow (New York: Whitney
Museum of American Art, 1959), 4.
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Rep. Francis Walter (D.
,
Pennsylvania), chair of HUAC,
charged that "of the 67 artists chosen for exhibition in
Moscow, 34—a fraction more than 50 percent—have records of
affiliation with Communist fronts and causes. "^^ q^^^
again, it was modernist art containing social commentary
which drew Congressional fire. The specific picture under
attack was Jack Levine's Welcome Home
,
an unflattering,
cynical portrait of military generals of the Korean War.
Questioned about the controversy, President Eisenhower
thought that the criticism was leveled at the "doodles" of
the abstract expressionists. In his news conference of July
1, the President said, "the furor about the art had become
transformed into a 'traditional vs. modern'
controversy, "^1 but he would not allow the exhibition to
be censored. The President received pressure from the AFA,
the College Art Association and the Association of Museum
Directors not to allow criticism of the jury method or
interference with the selection process. In Congress,
liberals of both parties spoke up for artistic freedom.
Humphrey and Thompson issued a press release:
If we are going to have a cultural exchange
program with the U.S.S.R. and other countries,
then let us conduct it in an orderly, logical and
mature fashion; in a way that will gain the nation
the respect of artists and intellectuals
Quoted in Goodrich, 4.
Sanka Knox, "Moscow Fair Art to be Seen Here," New
York Times . 22 July 1959, 29.
throughout the world, rather than subject us to
ridicule.
In the end, no works were withdrawn from the Moscow
exhibition, although a group of 18th and 19th century
paintings were also sent abroad. But when the American
National Exhibition opened in Moscow, there was no official
celebration, and Vice-President Nixon, an early supporter of
Rep. Dondero's Communist-artist hunts, by-passed the
exhibition. HUAC's Rep. Walter felt that the art exhibit
stood "for nothing that this country represents, "^^ but
the Soviet press wrote that the abstract expressionist works
in particular were the very symbols of capitalist decay.
The officially approved artistic style under Stalin was
"Socialist realism," that is, realistic work which
moralistically depicted Soviet history and justified
socialist ideology. The equation of realism with Soviet
propaganda and the links between abstraction and capitalism
became apparent in the 1959 Moscow exhibition. The Soviets
perceived immediately that abstraction had become integrated
into American business culture. Stalin had banned modernist
works by Malevich, Tatlin, Lissitsky and Kandinsky. Soviet
art critic Vladimir Kemenov declared that "culture belongs
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, press release, 12 July
1959, American Federation of Arts Papers: Government and
Art Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
Quoted in Goodrich, 4.
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to the people
.
. . there are close ties between anti-
humanism and anti-realism. "54 Later, reviewing the
American abstract expressionists' work he wrote:
The bourgeois art specialists find it fitting tolabel abstraction
. . . 'freedom of the artist's
creative individuality' and use it as evidence ofthe 'great variety' in modern art. The
reactionary circles in the U.S.A. encourage
abstraction. The realist artist meets with
difficulties in selling his paintings or in
organizing such exhibitions .... Abstract art
is excellently suited to the Maecenas-
multimillionaires, the patrons who control
museums. After all, it detracts [sic] people's
attention from the difficult problems created by
the hard life under the Capitalist conditions of
reality. "^^
The American press also reported the Soviet response to
abstraction. The New York Times ran stories of Soviet
criticism of Governor Nelson Rockefeller's extensive modern
art collection lent to the exhibition. "Is it art? No it's
politics," said the paper. Citing a Soviet art critic, the
story continued that the aim of American art was to distract
from reality. The New York governor's patronage of modern
Vladimir Kemenov, Voks Bullein . (1947), trans. TD,
roll 3149, Alfred Barr Papers, owned by the Museum of Modern
Art, microfilmed by the Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
55 Vladimir Kemenov, Sovietskava Kultura . 11 August
1959, trans. TD, roll 3149, Alfred Barr Papers, owned by the
Museum of Modern Art, microfilmed by the Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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art was seen as proof that he was using it to spread
capitalist doctrine.
But it was the Moscow exhibit in 1959 that undeniably
united abstract art and concepts of freedom and democracy.
In the Communist dominated countries conformity is
enforced at a level unbelievable to us in the
West, therefore our experimental art has assumed a
special significance there as an expression offreedom of the individual creative spirit. For
this reason abstract and non-objective art is
being practiced as an underground movement ....
For the first time in history, America is
considered a leader in the arts in western Europe
.... This is not because of an economic aid or
pressure
. . . but because our modern art is now
almost universally accepted as the most
progressive, most promising, and most adventurous
in the world today. ^'
During the 1950s the representatives of business art
collecting, like James Schramm, Otto Spaeth, William Benton,
and Joyce Hall, lobbied for closer ties between the private
sector and the government to improve the American image
"Newspaper Sovietskaya Kultura Criticized Gov.
Rockefeller's Extensive Collection of Modern Art Today," New
York Times
. 9 May 1959, 6; "U.S. Abstract Art Arouses
Russians," New York Times . 11 June 1959, 3. Ironically,
some of those artists attacked by Soviet critics, Jackson
Pollock, William Baziotes, Robert Motherwell, had been
smeared a decade earlier by Rep. Dondero, who thought them
practitioners of an "abstraction or non-objectivity . . .
spawned as a simon pure, Russian Communist product." U.S.
Congress, House, Rep. George Dondero of Michigan, "Modern
Art Shackled to Communism." 81st Cong. 1st sess..
Congressional Record (16 August 1948), vol. 95, pt. 3,
11584
.
Richard B.K. McLanathan, "Report to the United
States Information Agency on Services as Curator of the Art
Exhibit, Moscow, August 5-Sept. 10, 1959," 11. Roll 3149,
Alfred Barr Papers. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
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abroad. They viewed contemporary American art as the
ambassador of good public relations, a symbol of cultural
diversity and a democratic expression of individual
initiative and freedom. Art, as good will or cultural
exchange, also could be used as a tool for American
expansion into world markets.
Cultural diversity also meant support of social realism
as well as abstract art. In general, the New York museums,
especially MOMA and the Whitney, were even-handed during the
early 1950s in their presentation of both figurative and
abstract artists. This was also true of the traveling
exhibitions sent abroad by MOMA and the AFA. But after the
threat of McCarthyism diminished in the mid-1950s, support
for pluralism and diversity seemed less urgent and the
preference for abstraction emerged. Corporations came to
favor abstract art because it was ahistorical, contained no
overt references to social issues, and was associated with
the politics of individualism and the rejection of
governmental control. It became, as Nelson Rockefeller once
said of abstraction, "so very Republican. "^^
^° Greta Berman and Jeffrey Wechsler, Realism and
Realities: The Other Side of American Painting. 1940-1960
(Rutgers, NJ: Rutgers University Art Gallery, 1983), 5-6.
Nelson Rockefeller made this remark to Loren Baritz
while they were touring the new State of New York buildings
and their abstract art collections in Albany in the early
1970s. Loren Baritz, interview by author, Amherst
Massachusetts, May, 1990.
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The realism of official Soviet art, confusingly labeled
"socialist-realism," and the communist criticism of
abstraction as the appropriate visual language of corrupt
capitalism's ruling class, made abstraction patriotic. The
equation of abstraction and democracy made almost twenty
years earlier by Stuart Davis became the collecting
philosophy of corporate capitalism. By 1959, Pollock,
Kline, Gottlieb, Baziotes, Motherwell, Rothko, and Newman
were firmly established as the cutting edge of art for
American business. Hardly any longer a panacea for
Greenberg's "tired businessman," abstract expressionism
became the symbol of American corporate success.
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CHAPTER V
ABSTRACTION, MEANING, AND CORPORATE PATRONAGE: 1950s-60s
In the post-war period, education provided one route to
corporate success and membership in the corporate network.
Roughly 60 percent of the postwar CEOs under 50 years of age
came from the midwest or eastern sections of the country.
Almost half of them were the sons of businessmen.^ By 1955
three quarters of big business executives had attended
college and 60 percent had graduated. A third of this group
had post-graduate training. In the mid-1950s the level of
education attained by these executives was eight times that
of the general population. Particularly in the northeast
and midwest, many of the executives have gone to Dad's
school. Of the five hundred men interviewed in one study of
executives, 216 went to only 14 different colleges.^
Editors of Fortune, The Executive Life (New York:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1956), 35, 38.
^ W. Lloyd Warner and James C. Abegglen, Big Business
Leaders in America (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955)
,
35, 50-55. The favored colleges were Yale, Harvard,
Princeton, Cornell, University of Pennsylvania, University
of Illinois, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
University of Michigan, New York University, University of
Minnesota, Williams College, University of California at
Berkeley, University of Chicago, Columbia University.
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The education of the CEOs of the 1950s and 60s was
different from that of their fathers as well. During their
school days they took a more active interest in the liberal
arts and were less inclined to major in science or
engineering than were the men who were twenty years their
senior. 3 Educated during the 1920s, they benefitted from
the new emphasis on the social problems of business and
philosophies of social responsibility. They were receptive
to new ideas and interested in selling and distribution
rather than in the engineering problems of production.'*
And, like Pepsi's Walter Mack, they saw a social role for
the corporation outside of daily business activities.
Since the corporate executives who led their companies
to collect contemporary art fit this profile, the nature of
corporate patronage was bound to change. William Benton,
educated at Yale, pursued advertising and public relations
in all his various career activities. Walter Paepcke, also
educated at Yale, masterminded the highly successful and
elite corporate image of Container Corporation. Earle
Ludgin (Figure 5.1), who attended the University of Chicago,
opened his own public relations firm. David Rockefeller, at
the helm of Chase Manhattan Bank, attended Harvard and
received a Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in business.
Frank Stanton of CBS received a Ph.D. from Ohio State
Editors of Fortune, Executive Life . 38.
^ Editors of Fortune, Executive Life . 40.
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University in psychology. otto Spaeth (Figure 5.2), who
attended St. Francis College, like Benton, emphasized public
education in his public relations activities. These men
were educated, progressive, up-to-date, and culturally
enlightened. But they also knew, as American Motors
president George Romney succinctly put it, "style was the
hallmark of modernity. In cultural matters, as well as
automobile design, questions of style became inextricably
bound with issues of quality, social status, and the meaning
of modern art itself.
Style provided a link between the producer economy and
modern, visual culture. In 1950 Corning Glass sponsored a
conference called "Living in the Industrial Civilization"
which brought together businessmen, designers, scholars, and
critics to discuss the function of art and design in
industry and the place of industry and design in society.
The previous year Corning had reported that half of its
annual sales had come from newly designed or redesigned
products. Container Corporation's Walter Paepcke, who had
promoted the modernist corporate image since the 19 3 0s,
began the annual Aspen Design Conferences in 1951 to explore
"the value of first-class design to industry and
incidentally improve public taste. "^
^ Romney quoted in Ralph Nader, Unsafe at Any Speed
(New York: Grossman, 1965), 229.
^ Allen, 269.
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Participating in Paepcke's conference were Frank
Stanton, president of CBS, Leo Leonni, art director of
Fortune, artist Ben Shahn, and Philip Johnson, head of the
department of architecture and design at the Museum of
Modern Art. Another participant, Stanley Marcus, head of
Neiman-Marcus, echoed Paepcke's message that good design had
to run throughout a corporation to unify company image. A
modern, unified image attracted customers. He added that
Neiman-Marcus used design as a merchandising policy which
promoted first the "mood of the store, then the
merchandise. ""^ Marcus believed that an artful, modern
image enhanced profits and elevated public taste.
William Connally of Johnson's Wax reported that the
corporate headquarters designed by Frank Lloyd Wright
benefitted the company through modernist image and the
resulting publicity. Charles Zadok, of Gimbel's in
Milwaukee, stated that modernist design had resulted in more
sales and that American design (and thus products) could
achieve world leadership, making the United States "as
strong culturally as militarily."^ Clearly, the conferees
believed it was "style" as Romney described it that produced
image. Content was either ignored, or, as the comments of
Paepcke's symposium participants showed, considered
unimportant, meaningless, and potentially dangerous.
Allen, 271-272,
® Allen, 272.
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These men were collectors as well as consumers of
modern art. The image of the educated, multi-faceted,
Renaissance man was the subject of a 1952 Partisan Ppvi^w
symposium entitled "Our Country and Our Culture." The
editors explained that the purpose of the symposium and
special issue was to show that Americans had come to regard
their culture in a new way. No longer was American society
thought to be hostile to art and culture. In the 1950s,
they said, writers, artists, and intellectuals felt closer
to America and its culture because there was now a demand
for native cultural expression.^ They claimed that New
York had replaced Paris as the capital of the contemporary
art world? nationwide the establishment of new museums had
reached an all time high; and colleges and universities had
begun American Studies programs.
Lionel Trilling described this new marriage of money
and brains as a new "intellectual class" in which "intellect
has associated itself with power as perhaps never before in
history, and is now conceded to be itself a kind of
power. "-^^ Trilling defined the expanding class as
intellectually-oriented, although not necessarily composed
of intellectuals. His description was similar to
sociologist C. Wright Mills' new "power elite." Mills
^ "Editorial Statement," Partisan Review 19 (May-June
1952) : 282 .
Lionel Trilling, "Our Country and Our Culture,"
Partisan Review 19 (May-June 1952) :320.
described the new class as educationally privileged,
possessing wealth, celebrity, social status, and controlling
interchangeable access to business, foundations, and
government. 11 According to Trilling, the new class was
the consumers and supporters of culture, "not necessarily
demanding the best, but
. . . demand[ing] what is called the
best. "12
In the visual arts, demanding what was called the best
meant serious patronage for those artists championed by
critics, curators, and dealers who catered to the new,
affluent collectors. Specifically, during the 1950s it
meant establishment support of abstract expressionism.
A generation of young gallery owners also promoted the
abstract painters. Charles Egan, who started as a salesman
in Wanamaker's art gallery in the mid-1930s, opened his own
gallery in 1945 and gave deKooning his first show. Samuel
Kootz, author of New Frontiers in American Painting (1943),
who had organized art exhibitions at Macy's, showed Adolph
Gottlieb, Robert Motherwell, and William Baziotes at his own
gallery. Along with Edith Halpert, who represented Stuart
Davis and Ben Shahn, he had orchestrated loans to the
Advancing American Art Exhibition in 1945-46. Betty
Parsons, whose family connections made her familiar with
11 C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1956)
.
12 Trilling, 321.
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Trustees at the Museum of Modern Art, represented Mark
Rothko, Ad Reinhardt, and Jackson Pollock. The new
dealers and their notable clients such as MOMA's Alfred
Barr, James Thrall Soby, and Philip Johnson created
publicity and widening interest in abstract expressionist
artwork.
The corporate preference for abstraction which emerged
in the post-war years coincided with the tastes and
promotional abilities of these new dealers. But it also
coincided with the political withdrawal of abstract artists
and the emergence of a private style of aesthetic
expression. During the 1930s, the WPA artists had closer
ties to social concerns and working class people c The
artists, like many others who were unemployed, drew their
paychecks from the U.S. government. They joined unions,
painted murals of workers for post offices, airports and
other public buildings, and raised socially-conscious
issues. There was stylistic freedom under the Federal Art
Project and taste was pluralistic. Many painters flirted
with nonrepresentation, some accepted its aesthetic
validity, but most ignored it, feeling it could not express
easily recognizable broad social or political attitudes. -^^
Jackson Pollock, Barnett Newman, Willem deKooning,
Ashton, 169-170.
^^ George J. Mavigliano and Richard A. Lawson, The
Federal Art Project in Illinois. 1935-43 (Carbondale:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1990), 25.
Arshile Gorky, Hans Hofmann, Clifford Still, Mark Rothko,
Adolf Gottlieb, James Brooks, and Frans Kline had lived
through the radicalism of the Depression era. They had
painted on big public projects and had believed that art
should not be a middle-class, luxury item. In artistic
maturity they rejected the art of social criticism and the
politics of Stalinism, which aimed to educate the
proletariate, but they still believed that art should not be
the province of the connoisseur
. Reacting against both
Stalinism and McCarthyism, the abstract painters had turned
from politics to pure aesthetics. Thus, the content of
their art was meant to circumvent both the bland
aestheticism of middle-class taste and the proselytizing
aesthetics of class struggle. Jackson Pollock, once the
pupil of Thomas Hart Benton, deserted politics for pure
paint. So too, Paul Burlin, whose figurative painting Soda
Jerker had been rejected by Pepsi, turned to abstraction by
1948. Even Ben Shahn's figurative, socially-critical work
of the 193 0s had by 1948 turned inward and became more
symbolic and formalized.
Abstract expressionism challenged both the objects and
subjects of earlier modernism, finally rejecting them both.
The abstract expressionist painters themselves believed they
Hess, 29.
Pohl, 112-15. In particular Shahn's works Allegory
(1949), Composition with Clarinets (1951), and Second
Allegorv (1953) fit this description.
had created a democratic, universal artform. The sub-
conscious explorations of Freud and Jung and of primitive
artforms provided the inspiration for their art. Viewers
needed no historical reference or literary knowledge for
enjoyment. Their art was simply about aesthetically
expressed, personal, creative freedom, and the act of
painting itself.
Originally "action painting," a term coined by the New
Yorker's leftist critic Harold Rosenberg, and "abstract
expressionism," defined by Partisan Review 's more
conservative Clement Greenberg, espoused a vision of
aesthetics freed from reality. During the 1950s, however,
the deradicalized, democratic, philosophical viewpoint of
abstract expressionism appealed to those who wanted an art
without specific or historical reference, and, as Barnett
Newman wrote, abstraction eventually became "to a large
extent the preoccupation of the dull, who by ignoring
subject matter, remove [d] themselves from life to engage in
a pastime of decorative art."-^^
Success spoiled the initially radical and alienated
stance of abstraction. Those abstract "loft rats" who, in
the early 1940s, had lived in poverty and were once
perceived as alienated individualists, after 1950 joined the
ranks of the middle-class. For example, works by Mark
Barnett Newman, "The Plasmic Image: Part I," in
Hess, 37.
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Rothko, who had his first show at the Betty Parsons Gallery
in 1946, were priced under $150; by 1950 his top price was
$1300. Clifford Still's work was similarly priced when he
first began to show, but by 1950 his paintings fetched
$2200. Barnett Newman, at his first one-man exhibition at
the Betty Parson Gallery in 1950, brought prices ranging
from $750 to $1200. A year later, a painting was priced at
$2500.1^ Similarly, Jackson Pollock's Blue Poles , which
cost $1500 in 1950, sold for $6000 in 1952, was resold for
$32,000 in 1956 (after the artist's death), and by the mid-
1970s was sold for more than two million dollars.
In the light of financial success and celebrity status,
could these painters continue to profess, as Adolf Gottlieb
had, that they did not paint in relation to public or social
needs, but only in relation to their own needs? By 1954,
when Gottlieb addressed the College Art Association of
America on "The Artist and Society," he renounced the image
of the alienated artist, saying that the situation for
American artists had much improved since the late 194 0s. No
longer could the middle-class be ignored, as Robert
Motherwell had once counseled . Critic Gregory Battcock,
writing during the late sixties, agreed, implying that
Ashton, 211.
Annette Kuhn, "Post-War Collecting: The Emergence of
Phase III," Art in America 65 (September 1977) :110.
20 Ashton, 210, 163.
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abstract expressionism became the art of the affluent
establishment because it became meaningless. He wrote that
it
remains a critic's art rather than an art of
rebellion .... it has little to do with
anything of consequence and, amazingly enough, is
all the more impressive because of its vacuity.The midtwentieth century New York Abstract
Expressionist turned his back upon the prevailing
moral, social, cultural, and ethical crises of a
society hell-bent upon its own destruction. ^1
Understandably, if subject matter was not of a radical,
political, moral or ethical nature, then such personally and
aesthetically expressive artwork was open to a variety of
interpretations—or none at all. it could be
philosophically stimulating, or just decorative, or both.
The loose associations of personal expression and freedom
from dogmatic political agendas appealed to many corporate
executives of the 1950s. Conversely, associations with
science and technology made abstract expressionism less
sensual and literally dehumanized it, recalling the
modernism of the 1920s. The comments of the artists and the
corporate executives who collected their works showed the
myriad and conflicting interpretations taken on by abstract
expressionist art.
Business literature during the 1950s described not only
the business acumen of successful executives, but their
Gregory Battcock, quoted in Diana Crane, The
Transformation of the Avant-Garde: The New York Art World.
1940-1980 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 51.
cultural interests as well. These articles, many of which
related abstract art to salesmanship, gave an accounting of
successful corporate executives as cultural supporters as
well as astute businessmen. Portraying mining magnate Joe
Hirshhorn as the competitive "uranium king of Brooklyn," a
Fortune article included several paragraphs on his art
collecting activities and his penchant for buying dozens of
paintings in a single day. Describing the aggressive
salesmanship of the four Reynolds brothers, the same
periodical drew parallels between the success of their
product (Reynolds Aluminum) and their support of
contemporary abstract metal sculpture. Donald Kirchner
(Figure 5.3), the new 48-year-old president of the then
failing Singer Sewing Machine Company, was photographed
standing in front of a James Brooks abstract painting in the
company office. "A devotee of abstract art," the new CEO was
diversifying Singer by buying companies which made infrared
cameras, metric devices, calculators, and computers—all
products related to space age technology
.
General Motors associated scientific advancement with
abstract art. GM commissioned Charles Sheeler's abstract
mural for its new research building designed by Eero
Saarinen in 1955 (Figure 5.4). Fortune also commissioned
"Art For Sales' Sake at Reynolds," Fortune
62 (November 1960), 158-61.
23 Edmund F. Faltermayer, "It's A Spryer Singer,"
Fortune 68 (December 1963), 145.
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abstract renderings of new machinery. The Joy Continuous
Miner, an electric-hydraulic machine which could dig two
tons of coal a minute was abstractly rendered by Matta and
Rufino Tamayo.2 4 The connections between modernism and
technology had been cemented during the 1920s, but then the
overriding emphasis had been the importance and power of the
object itself. Now, the expressive nature of the artist's
personalized interpretation was paramount. Recalling the
mechanical associations of writers who touted the
relationship between artists and engineers in the 1930s,
Barnett Newman said that the abstract artist's place was "on
its rightful plane of philosopher and pure scientist
. . . .
The artist today is giving us a vision of the world of truth
in terms of visual symbols, "^^
If abstract expressionism was not about the real world,
but about pure aesthetics or philosophy, neutral or even
contentless, what was its meaning, and with what could the
artist or viewer identify? Clyfford Still, rejecting
Newmann's positive associations with science, reflected a
more pessimistic view?
I'm not interested in illustrating my time. Our
age--it is of science—of mechanism—of power and
"Seven Painters and a Machine," Fortune 49 (June
1954): 127-132.
2^ Quoted in Crane, 48.
arroa^nnl tt^ P?^"^ ^^^^"^ to its mammothga ce the compliment of graphic homage. 2 6
As Still's comment shows, the pure science view
espoused by Newman, Hans Hofmann, and others was rejected by
those who saw self-expressive possibilities in abstraction.
The emphasis placed upon such emotive qualities in artwork
is clear in an Art News article describing the art
collecting activities of stockbroker Roy Neuberger (Figure
5.5). Using the headline "Broker Buys American" to describe
Neuberger 's success in the art as well as stock market. Art
News applauded this patriotic collector for his lack of
"conservatism" and his clear preference for "emotional and
expressive idioms. "^^
Later, the Neuberger collection was circulated by the
American Federation of Arts. In the introduction to the
catalog Mr. Neuberger described the appeal of collecting
modern works as "the thrill of being the first to recognize
quality, and backing up one's judgment by concrete action,"
which he found more satisfying "than gathering up works by
artists already universally recognized as great. "^^
Emphasizing individualism, Neuberger 's comments echo the
Maurice Tuchman, The New York School; The First
Generation (Greenwich, CT: New York Graphic Society, 1970)
,
153.
^"^ A. B. Loucheim, "Broker Buys American," Art News 55
(May 1946) : 54
.
2^ American Federation of Arts, American Art. 1910-
1960; Selections from the collection of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Neuberger (New York; American Federation of Art, 1960) , n.p.
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advice given to businessmen by a staunch defender of
modernism at the end of the 193 0s:
^"""^ judgement .... Though
n^S S ^""^^ majority, to which anything
nhT^ H^^''''^
or dangerous, painters have not beenobliged to ape time-worn traditions
Therefore, have the courage to buy pictures, not
names. ^^ '
Other art collecting executives were concerned with
personal expression and creativity within the corporation
itself. In a 1954 study conducted for Fortune . William H.
Whyte, Jr. found that corporate executives did not put in
long hours because of financial reward. Instead, he said,
their first priority was self-expression. Most executives
made no distinction between work and leisure; all of their
interests were subsumed as work, and their love of work made
it equal to play, 2° Whyte 's managers exhibited a keen
sense of self, a powerful need to express their egos, a
desire to control their environment, and a drive to make a
contribution to the commonweal.
Whyte 's executive profile fit many of the business
leaders who personally collected and who initiated corporate
collecting. Otto Spaeth, Chairman of Metamold Aluminum
Castings, described himself as
Adeline Lobdell Pynchon, Dinner Table Art for the
Tired Businessman (Chicago: Ralph Fletcher Seymour, 1937)
,
137.
William H. Whyte, Jr., "How Hard Do Executives
Work?" Fortune 49 (January 1954): 108.
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a businessman who has had reasonable business
success, who has met a great many payrolls and whoat the same time likes painting and sculpture, forwhom indeed interest in art has become overriding
second only to the necessities of business. Arthas become such a compelling force in my life thatIt overflows into all other areas of my life—into
my home, into religious associations and just as
naturally into business
.
He perceived his passion for modernist art as a necessary
balance to single-minded devotion to business. in 1953 he
criticized corporations for producing
hard-headed, two-fisted
. . .human parts of the
machine process .... a dissatisfaction with
this state of affairs in business is by no means
original with me. A growing, and more and more
articulate section of the business community is
aware that not only is man sold short by the
making of man in the image of the machine, but
also that the machine is not well served by men
who are less than whole men.^^
A devout Catholic, Spaeth also commissioned
contemporary artwork for new Catholic churches. He was an
influential member of the Conference of Christians and Jews
and believed that contemporary art was a powerful tool of
communication which, like his many ecumenical activities,
cut across ideological boundaries. Echoing Spaeth's
emphasis on the new need for the humanist businessman, David
Rockefeller told the National Industrial Conference Board
that the success of a civilized society would be judged not
Otto Spaeth, "The Businessman and Art," 1.
Spaeth, "Businessman and Art," 2.
by business acumen but by its creative activities in art,
music, and literature.
David Rockefeller of Chase Manhattan Bank, Otto Spaeth
of Metamold, William Benton, and Walter Paepcke were
corporate men who specialized in finding new ways to say old
things. Responsive to innovation in business, they fit
Whyte's profile of men interested in work as play and in the
social environment. They were open to the avant-garde in
art and sought art as a companion to excellence in their
corporate world. Each served as an advocate for art within
the corporate environment. Such advocacy at the top was the
important first step in corporate art patronage.
Arthur L. Harris typified the advocate's role in his
attempt to make the Mead Corporation a cultural force. One
of the nation's largest manufacturers of fine papers and
packaging. Mead Corporation, like Container Corporation,
formed a natural partnership with good graphic design for
its products. In 1954 Harris, then president of the
family business, Atlanta Paper Company, decided that the
company gift giving policy was outdated. Usually, his
company sent pecans to its clients during the Christmas
season. Harris, a collector of the work of local artists.
^•^ David Rockefeller, "Culture and the Corporation," AD
(National Industrial Conference Board) New York City, 20
September 1966, in Vital Speeches . 33 (October, 1966): 14.
^^ Richard J. Whalen and Nina Kaiden, Artist and
Advocate; An Essav in Corporate Patronage (New York:
Renaissance Editions, 1967), 34.
commissioned an oil painting by George Seattle which he then
had made into a lithograph for distribution. Some clients
missed their nuts, but Harris reported that the response to
the artwork was enthusiastic. He continued to commission
original artwork each Christmas and instituted a company-
sponsored art competition which encompassed an eight-state
region. Between 1955 and 1957 Atlanta Paper had
professional jurors elect prize-winning paintings from more
than two hundred and fifty submissions.
In 1957 when the Atlanta Paper Company merged with the
larger, Dayton based Mead Corporation, Harris served as
president of the packing division in Atlanta and as vice
president of the new corporation. The painting of the year
competition continued as a "public relations program" of the
Atlanta office, watched by the fiscally conservative,
skeptical home office. For the next several years the
program faced opposition from headquarters executives who
believed that art patronage was an unnecessary expense.
Finally, facing the cancellation of the program, Arthur
Harris offered to take on sponsorship of the art exhibits
through his family's foundation and to buy the 16 paintings
in the corporate collection for $50,000.-^^ The president,
impressed by Harris ' commitment to cultural support and
belief that art patronage was important for company
Whalen and Kaiden, 37.
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visibility and community good will, agreed to extend the
life and budget of the program.
By 1968 the Mead art program "Art Across America" had
toured eighteen cities and college campuses and hired Ruder
and Finn, a public relations firm specializing in art
exhibitions, to manage the collection and book tours. The
college tour was most important, for Mead Corporation felt
it would "help to combat some negative impressions college
students have about business" and therefore serve as a
recruitment tool.
The growing importance of corporate involvement in
community cultural life and public education was the driving
force behind Otto Spaeth's support of contemporary art. His
company, Meta-Mold Aluminum Castings, of Cedarburg,
Wisconsin was featured in a 1956 special issue of Art in
America devoted to "Art and Industry" and edited by Otto and
Eloise Spaeth. Ben Barkin, the director of the public
relations program at Meta-Mold, reported that in 1953 Spaeth
asked him to build an entire public relations program around
painting and sculpture. One reason for this, besides
Spaeth's passion for contemporary art, was to make Meta-
Mold ' s products and name more widely known and to make them
known within a context of extremely high prestige. "Guilt
by association was one of the watchwords of the day in 1952
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and
-53," Barkin explained. "What Meta-Mold accomplished was
a kind of excellence by association. "^^
Meta-Mold also was making a statement about the place
of art in contemporary life and about freedom of choice
that, as Barkin implied, was a response to the House
investigations and the canceling of exhibitions during the
McCarthy era. Mrs. Spaeth was a trustee of the American
Federation of Arts and active in the Federation's exhibition
program which had come under attack from Congressional
investigators because of its support of blacklisted artists.
Meta-Mold produced well-designed, cast-aluminum
products. In 1952-53 it had just erected a new office
building with clean, stripped-down lines and furnishings and
sought to have art throughout this environment. First,
Meta-Mold commissioned a mobile by Alexander Calder for the
lobby (Figure 5.6) o Named the "Ottomobile, " the eighteen-
foot structure resembled the light metal castings which the
company produced. Calder 's arrival in Cedarburg was well-
covered in the press. Then the company commissioned an
abstract painting by Charles Sheeler (Figure 5.7) to capture
the spirit of Meta-Mold. Third, an exhibition of works of
art collected by American businesses and businessmen was
mounted in the new office building as an opening event.
Fourth, the company sponsored an essay contest for school
Ben Barkin, "Art at Meta-Mold," Art in America
44(Spring 1956):36-37,
14 6
children with the subject "How Can Meta-Mold Be a Better
Citizen of Cedarburg?" Students and teachers were organized
to tour the facility and see original works of art. A film
on Alexander Calder was booked at the local theater and in
Milwaukee. Meta-Mold declared an open house for one week.
A corporate plane fetched midwestern dignitaries and over
6000 people passed through the Meta-Mold portals. ^"^
The artists represented in the opening exhibition
included some of the giants of modern art: Sheeler, Calder,
Hartley, Davis, Feininger, Dove, de Kooning, Rothko. The
pictures themselves were lent by prestigious business names:
Rockefeller, Ford, Whitney, Loewy, Marcus, Zadok (Gimbel
brothers)
,
Abbott Laboratories, and Container Corporation.
Visitors viewed the artwork on the office walls, over desks,
surrounded by adding machines. The exhibition was so
successful that a second was planned, but this time all the
works were for sale. Works by Ralston Crawford, Marsden
Hartley, Georgia O'Keeffe, Charles Sheeler and others were
available for purchase on "easy payments." On weekends the
plant was open to prospective buyers. Meta-Mold acted as a
broker between client and artist (or dealer) and took no
commission. Some objects were even lent out for "home
trial."
Meta-Mold improved its cultural image by its
merchandising of art, brought national attention to this
Barkin, 38.
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small town, gave a boost to the status of the corporation
and its employees, and raised the profile of the company in
the upper echelons of industry. "The prestige of fine art
had rubbed off and Meta-Mold was given a chance to show that
its quality in the foundry was just as high as in the
gallery. "38 The positive community response was also
helpful in silencing health critics who believed that the
fumes produced by the plant were unhealthy. The art program
had the desired impact on the community: newspaper publicity
in the surrounding urban Milwaukee and Chicago as well
nationally was positive. Criticism of the company ceased as
favorable national exposure for the company focused
attention on the small town.-'^
Meta-Mold, like the Steinway company a quarter century
earlier, showed how industry could market art and image as
it would market its own products. In effect, modern art had
become a part of its corporate image. Meta-Mold also
articulated a philosophy of community participation for
business enterprises that spoke to the political life of the
corporation. Mrs. Spaeth explained:
The art and industry relationship is in general
the product, or the concern, of public relations .
. . . The need for a bridge between the public
world and the intellectual, social, aesthetic
world [was] felt and the words "depression," "New
Deal," "unionization," "excess profits tax,"
"corporate income tax," are some that sketch dimly
3® Barkin, 39.
3^ Barkin, 38.
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.
. .
that American industry was forced to a
realization that making money for money's sake wasnot enough
.
. . . m those years Americanindustry achieved maturity, discovered the concept
of the corporate good citizen.
The connection between corporate cultural support and
good public relations had filled the business literature of
the late 1940s. During the 1950s articles on the topics of
"corporate good citizenship" or "corporate social
responsibility" increased. Concern about government
regulation provided a motive for corporate leadership to
form closer ties with the taxpaying, voting consumer.
Management experts warned that "unless the businessman bears
his share of responsibility for meeting the social needs of
the community, the government will step in to fill the
vacuum. "^^
Whatever the various motives involved, Meta-mold, Mead
Corporation, and other companies who espoused corporate good
citizenship, also provided a bridge between the public world
and the intellectual, aesthetic world. Neither Harris nor
Spaeth would have concurred with Adolph Gottlieb's later
assessment that art was only for the elite:
Eloise Spaeth, "Art and Industry," Art in America 44
(Spring 1956) :8.
Morrell Heald, The Social Responsibilities of
Business (Cleveland and London: The Press of Case Western
Reserve University, 1970), 150-155.
Hazel C. Benjamin, "Looking Around," Harvard
Business Review 34 (September-October 1956) :135.
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It IS for Dust a few special people who are
educated in art and literature. I would like toget rid of the idea that art is for everybody. itisn t for everybody. People are always talking
about art reaching more people. i don't see whythey should want to reach so many people. For thelarge mass of people there are other things that
can appeal to them. The average man can get along
without art.^-* ^
The corporate patrons who used art in public and
community relations campaigns understood that educational
activities and the democratization of art were essential to
their success.
Frank Stanton, President of CBS, with Otto Spaeth,
believed that corporate art patronage allied the company
with liberal education and the development of individualism
I am not sure that the arts are not ultimately the
meeting ground where liberal education and
progressive business come together. The purpose
of liberal education is, basically, to enable us
to make distinctions. The essence of successful
business practice is to operate on distinctions.
The arts carry distinctions to their logical and
very often their illogical extremes. And so the
first place to worry about American life losing
its vital qualities of individualism is in the
arts.
The abstract expressionist artwork purchased by CBS (Figure
5.8) and other companies (Figure 5.9) was seen as symbolic
of individualism and basic to the democratic nature of
American culture. Such an interpretation of abstraction
reinforced associations with the individualism, freedom, and
Adolph Gottlieb, quoted in Jeanne Seigel, "Adolf
Gottlieb at 70: 'I would like to get rid of the idea that
art is for everybody,"' Art News December 1973, 57.
Frank Stanton quoted in Whalen and Kaiden, 12.
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diversity that are at the heart of American democratic
ideology.
Additionally, art in the office was thought to instill
corporate pride and to personalize the office space.
Managers believed that "help was easier to get and keep in
handsome surroundings" and that "clients feel that an office
with paintings on the wall is a good substantial place for
business. ""^5 ^^^^ thought, also gained the
confidence of employees and provided for better socially
adjusted workers. Young corporate executive Michael
Levy reported that he purchased abstract art for the company
walls "to keep the girls happy," and secondly because it was
"an educational and merchandising enterprise at the same
time. ""^ "7
This tension between aesthetic democracy and cultural
elitism caused some confusion for status-conscious managers
who understood the connections between modernism, social
status, and sales but who had little knowledge about art.
One self-conscious CEO admitted that " since I don't know
anything about art, I am more on a plane with the workers .
. . but the average businessman can do much to encourage
^ Dorothy Grafly, "Weathervane : The New Psychology in
Collecting," American Artist 19 (October 1955): 63.
Andrew Hacker, "Utopia, Inc.," The Commonweal 8
February 1957, 480.
"Over the Watercooler , " Newsweek 21 March 1955, 71.
sales once he realizes that their [paintings'] promotion is
of value to him commercially . "^^
To support modernist art was to reinforce the status
quo, and to bolster the status of the corporation. One
executive announced proudly that his was "a company whose
management may not fully understand or fully appreciate what
young Americans are doing, but at least is not acting like
modern-day Babbitts about art.""^^ who could disagree with
such philosophies attuned to goals such as the promotion of
individualism, education, or intellectual stimulation?
Some executives, such as the aging William Benton, who
had officially defended and promoted all forms of
contemporary American art in the name of artistic freedom,
had personal likes and dislikes that were not in line with
the business establishment. Caught between what he was
supposed to appreciate and what he actually understood, he
wrote to his cousin, artist Thomas Hart Benton:
I was standing looking at a Jackson Pollock
painting with my wife at the opening of the
Metropolitan's American Wing when Rene
d ' Harnoncourt , the Director of the Museum of
Modern Art, came up and stood beside us. He said
to Helen and me, "He's better than Rembrandt." I
looked at him incredulously and he repeated, "He's
better than Rembrandt." I said, "Is it true that
he got a lot of these effects in these lines in
his pictures by putting the canvas on the floor,
spattering it with paint and then dragging his
^° Grafly, 63.
William J. Ahlfeld, "Art Program Relates to
Community-at-large, " The Public Relations Journal 23 (March
1967) : 16.
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toes through it when he was drunk?" "Yes "
replied the great d ' Harnoncourt
, "but nobidy else
could do It and he's better than Rembrandt ! "^0
Benton's aesthetic sensibilities were affronted by the
museum director's comparison of the dehumanized,
contentless, random action painting of Pollock to what he
saw as the consummate skill and humanism of Rembrandt's
work. Critic Donald Kuspit's later comments were
sympathetic to Benton's incredulity. He wrote that "the
best Abstract-Expressionist painting never . . . conveys a
final meaning .... It is too forbidding, too swollen with
its own self-absorption and self-esteem to . . . give clues
to any content that might make us feel at home . . . . "^^
By the mid-fifties, some of the socially pretentious,
unlike Benton, knew they needed no actual understanding of
the art itself. The embrace of highbrow art was a way to
prove one's social superiority. John Berger wrote in 1955
that "the phrase ^Modern Art' implies something new,
separate and above all smartly, uniquely up-to-date. It
suggests that anybody who has any doubts about it is as . .
. dowdy as the elderly couples who still believe in
chaperons . "^^
William Benton to Thomas Hart Benton, 17 December
1968, LS, William Benton papers. University of Chicago.
Donald Kuspit, "Symbolic Pregnance in Mark Rothko
and Clyfford Still," Arts March 1978, 123.
^2 John Berger, "The Cultural Snob," The Nation . 5
November 1955, 380.
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One survey showed that modern art was associated with
the self-image of a new generation of young executives. The
public relations firm Ruder and Finn planned an exhibition
entitled "Business Meets the Arts" to be shown in an office
setting. They also arranged for a full page Newsweek
article with a picture of their client, Michael Levy,
president of the New York chapter of the Young Presidents
Organization (executives under 40 years old) in front of an
abstract painting (Figure 5.10).53 ^he public relations
firm said that the exhibition was
Emphasizing the growing importance of the artist
and the designer in business, the exhibition
brings into sharp focus the movement of good art
from the gallery into every aspect of business
life--from office design to advertising layout.
Since the young and forward-thinking businessmen
will be in the vanguard of this movement, it is
particularly significant that none of the artists
in the exhibition is over forty years old.^^
Of the 105 members of the YPO, few held memberships in
museums, painted, or read art periodicals, relatively few
attended art exhibitions; however, 75 percent said artistic
knowledge was increasingly important in the office
environment and had an original work of art in their own
office, indicating "a definite trend among top business
executives towards the use of professional assistance in
"Over the Watercooler, " 71.
William Mishkin, Ruder & Finn Associates, "Press
Release", 3 June 1954, American Federation of Arts Papers:
Ruder & Finn Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
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which art and design can play an important role ....
There is obviously some correlation between the art-
conscious public and the dollar-conscious businessman. "55
There was a correlation. Art had moved from the
galleries to the offices. It was the art conscious
businessmen who had provided the economic support to make
abstract expressionism the most publicized and public of art
forms. They had embraced an art-form that seemed almost
ready made for their own purposes. These cultural
supporters were admired for their daring, their youth, their
faith in their own judgment, their individualism. Their
support of abstraction aligned style with democracy.
Writing in the mid-1960s, Columbia University business
professor Richard Eells emphasized the correlations between
artistic genius and creative businessmen o He wrote that
both artists and businessmen were problem solvers and
initiators . 5^ According to Armand G. Erpf, a successful
investment banker, corporate sponsorship of art exhibitions
and corporate collecting could attract intelligent,
innovative employees. Art was to serve as an area of
"Art is Major Concern of Young Businessmen," press
release, 2 June 1954; and "Leading Executives Predict
Increased Use of Artists and Designers in American
Business," press release, 3 June 1954, both Ruder & Finn
Associates, American Federation of Arts Papers: Ruder and
Finn Files, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
5^ Richard Eells, The Corporation and the Arts (New
York: Macmillan Company, 1967), 8-11.
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"contagious freedom which supported creativity at the
employee level and throughout society at large. "^'^
Of all the various meanings which abstraction took on
during the 1950s and 60s, it was the associations with
freedom and democracy that made it so popular with
corporations. When Chase Manhattan Bank prepared to
construct a new headquarters building in 1958, it accepted
the suggestion of the Miesian-influenced modernist architect
Gordon Bunshaft of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, to purchase
art to hang throughout the building, not just in the
boardroom, but in public spaces accessible to all employees.
A selection committee composed of Chase Manhattan managers
and curators from the Museum of Modern Art (Figure 5.11)
acquired the art work.^^
The size of the abstract artworks selected were in
direct proportion to the scale of the huge glass-clad, steel
building. The monolithic corporate architecture of the
1950s required monumental interior aesthetic statements. An
initial $500,000 budget allowed for the purchase of hundreds
of objects. Alexander Calder designed a mobile with a 240
inch diameter for the main banking room (Figure 5.12).
Isamu Noguchi built a tranquil 60 foot reflecting pool, Sam
S. Rose, "Interface: Business and Beauty: An
Interview with Armand G. Erpf," Columbia Journal of World
Business 2 (May-June 1967) :85.
J. Walter Severinghaus , "Work Places for Art," in
David Rockefeller, et. al.. Art at Work: The Chase
Manhattan Collection (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1984), 17.
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Francis- 38-foot mural was purchased for the largest wall,
and eventually a 42-foot Jean Dubuffet sculpture, "Four
Trees," was purchased for the large plaza. Mural-sized
abstract expressionist works by Adolph Gottlieb, Theodores
Stamos, and James Brooks were placed throughout the
building.
The Chase collection of abstract art foreshadowed the
many uses of corporate art that would become standard in the
ensuing decades. The objects were to stimulate the
employees and to foster the sense of an intelligent,
sophisticated, creative atmosphere as well as to prove that
the corporation had assumed its role of creative cultural
support o There was no longer a need for the collection to
be shown in traveling exhibits or reproduced in periodical
advertising. It was enough that the objects be visible at
the headquarters and that the general public associate good
business with good art within the physical and intellectual
corporate environment. Chase's abstract art was imposing,
dehumanizing in content and scale, individualistic, and
chic. It attested to wealth and corporate success.
Chase's use of the professional staff of MOMA aligned
it with what the art-interested public and critics perceived
to be the cutting edge of modernism and intellectual ism. As
they had in the 1940s, the corporation valued the
advertising potential of underwriting the arts, but also
found satisfaction in the prestige of association with an
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institution which was perceived to educate and legitimize
taste.
In 1959, when abstract American painting had been shown
and criticized as the art of capitalist decadence in Moscow,
Fortune magazine had noted that the arbiters of taste in
America were no longer the fabulously rich or avant-garde
artists and intellectuals, but rather the affluent
managerial class, manufacturers, merchandisers, and
designers. Middle-class striving for self- improvement
had joined with efforts of artists to depoliticize and
deradicalize modernist art, producing a style most
appropriate for business use. Together, abstract
expressionism and corporate cultural support created a high
class image of companies, products, and of executive social
status. Soviet critics had correctly perceived that
abstract expressionism had become the art of the capitalist
managers.
There were others closer to home who decried the new
monolithic nature of the corporate-supported art
establishment. New York Herald Tribune critic Emily Genauer
complained that the American abstract art sent to the 1958
Brussels World Fair was not truly representative of the
diversity of style in American art. Such abstract work
Gilbert Burke, "How American Taste is Changing,"
Fortune 60(July 1959), 114.
Burke, 186.
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merely demonstrated to the world the modernist dogma that
"the United States is thought of as a country without a
past." But Time magazine reported that abstract
expressionism left no doubt
that in the U.S. an artist is free to pursue hispersonal vision and interpretation. The hope ofthe U.S. show is that this unique message of
freedom will make its way through the
bewilderment. °2
The 83-year-old Herbert Hoover, President Eisenhower's
personal envoy to the Fair, said he saw the American ideals
of compassion and honesty in the exhibit: "It assumes people
are interested in living and pursuing happiness . "^^
In short, abstraction took on whatever meaning its
viewers intended. The corporate support of abstract
expressionism affixed the cachet of capitalist, democratic
freedom to contemporary art. But the most important results
of the corporate art collecting programs of the late 1950s
and 1960s were intangibles. By 1968 what the Mead
Corporation top management identified as valuable was not
the artwork itself, but the contacts it made and the
influence of new creative art ideas on the marketing
Emily Genauer, "Will Advanced Art Serve U.S.
Abroad?" New York Herald Tribune Book Review 23 March 1958,
14.
^2
"Americans at Brussels: Soft Sell, Range and
Controversy," Time 16 June 1958, 75.
63 iiQur Image at Brussels: Making Democracy Look
Foolish," Life 14 July 1958, 44.
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department. 64 one Mead Corporation official remembered a
benefit at Knoedler Galleries at which he met Helen Hayes.
Asked why she had come, the first lady of American Theater
replied that she always had supported the arts, so that now
she had to support Mead.^^ g^^ack tie openings at museums
allowed top management and artists to rub elbows, but also
allowed politicians, civic leaders, critics, curators, and
celebrities to mix.
Pablo Picasso saw that while the process by which the
consumption ethic of modernist society had enhanced the
relationship between art and money, it had destroyed the
relationship between art and meaning:
In art the mass of people no longer seeks
consolation and exaltation, but those who are
refined, rich, unoccupied, who are distillers of
quintessences, seek what is new, strange,
original
,
extravagant, scandalous . I myself,
since Cubism and before, have satisfied these
masters and critics with all the changing oddities
which passed through my head, and the less they
understood me, the more they admired me. By
amusing myself with all these games, with all
these absurdities
,
puzzles , rebuses
,
arabesques , I
became famous and that very quickly. And fame for
a painter means sales, gains, fortune, riches.
And today, as you know, I am celebrated, I am
rich. But when I am alone with myself, I have not
the courage to think of myself as an artist in the
great and ancient sense of the term. Giotto,
Titian, Rembrandt were great painters. I am only
a public entertainer who has understood his times
and exploited as best he could the imbecility, the
vanity, the cupidity of his contemporaries. Mine
6^ James W. McSwiney, Mead Executive Vice-President,
quoted in "Art for the Corporation's Sake," Business Week 12
October 1968, 83.
Whalen and Kaiden, 43.
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is a bitter confession, more painful than it ma
appear, but it has the merit of being sincere.^
°° Pablo Picasso, from an interview published in Libro
Nero in 1952 and quoted in Robertson Davies, What's Bred in
the Bone (New York: Penguin Books, 1986), 406-7.
EPILOGUE
The post-war economic boom period produced new money,
new collectors, new attitudes, and a larger world-wide
audience for contemporary American art. In the immediate
post-war years, major collectors of contemporary American
art numbered under thirty. By 1960, the number of important
collectors was around two hundred, and by 1970 there were
more than two thousand. Leo Castelli, whom abstract painter
Willem de Kooning once remarked could sell anything, even
beer cans, remembered that buying status by buying art was
more prevalent than ever during the 1960s.
^
During the 1960s and 70s corporate collecting became
increasingly important for dealers. By 1977 several New
York dealers estimated that corporations and art consultants
comprised between 30-75 percent of their total sales.
Conversely, only 5-25 percent of sales were to museums. By
the 1973-4 boom season, the New York Sotheby office reported
that purchasers spent $4.3 million on contemporary art. The
Business Committee on the Arts reported that during the same
Kuhn, 110.
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season corporations spent $8.64 million on purchasing works
of art.
2
Betty Parsons, recalling her earlier association with
the Burton Tremaines and Joseph Hirshhorn, said that "great
collecting is a talent, a gift, a desire to own something
beautiful. Later it gets into owning something important,
and finally, something valuable. The early collectors did
it for the first reason."^ After 1970 what corporations
purchased and how they bought artwork radically changed from
the days of Walter Paepcke, Otto Spaeth, Earle Ludgin, or
Burton and Emily Tremaine. The corporate advocates who once
guided the commissioning and collecting activities of their
companies were replaced by outside consultants.
These consultants were charged with the creation of
company image. For example, the First Bank System of
Minneapolis put its collection of duck prints into storage,
hired a curator, and began purchasing contemporary art in
order to create a more aggressive image. The proliferation
of contemporary styles and the increasing use of art within
corporations made some corporate collections more daring.
Accompanying such accelerated activities, corporate curators
felt the pressure to educate and reduce the anxiety of
2 Kuhn, 111-112.
^ Kuhn, 112.
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employees who found non-traditional art in the workplace
unsettling.
^
Turning over leadership to art consultants, however,
can result in a dilution of company committment to the
purposes of art within the corporate culture itself. The
Fort Worth National Bank, for example, formed a collection
for its new building between 1972-75. Architect William
Bradfield of John Portman and Associates (Atlanta)
contracted with Merchants Art Corporation, an art buying
firm which designed themes for corporate collections, to
determine the "art requirements" of architect and bank
personnel. After the assessment, the consulting firm
coordinated the purchase, framing, and installation of the
collection--all within a specified bank budget of $166,000.
The Merchants' consulting firm hired other consultants,
Henry T. Hopkins, Director of the Fort Worth Art Center, and
Richard Fargo Brown, Director of the Kimball Art Museum.^
The art consulting firm really functioned as a wholesaler
which extracted a 3 0-50 percent price reduction from
galleries and reduced framing charges by roughly a quarter.
Architect Bradfield made general suggestions, such as those
^ "Debating the Virtues of Art Can Alter the Corporate
Culture," New York Times 12 February 1989, sec. F, p. 13.
^ Contract, Merchants Art Corporation and Fort Worth
National Bank, Fort Worth TX, 12 January 1973. Fort Worth
National Bank Art Collection Papers, owned by Lewis H. Bond,
Chairman of the Board, microfilmed by Archives of American
Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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about textiles on the walls behind the tellers' cages, or
that a largish piece of artwork might "interrupt" the
vertical grain of the wood paneling next to the windows.
^
Bank management seemed curiously uninvolved in the
project and expressed concern only over payment procedures.
Bank Chairman Lewis Bond balked at the price of Alexander
Calder's abstract "Eagle," purchased for the large public
entrance of the new building. Letters between Bond and
Klaus Perls of the Perls Gallery reflect haggling over
price, shipping, and installation costs.
Finally, in 1975, at the completion of the new bank and
its collection, the art consulting firm nominated the Fort
Worth National Bank to the Business Committee on the Arts
for its outstanding art support award, saying that the bank
was to be commended for its support of contemporary artists
and for the "democratic" distribution of art throughout the
eighteen floors of the building. "Everyone from the public
and executives to file clerks are exposed to high quality
art. ""7
^ William Bradford, John Portman Assoc., Atlanta, to
Mikael Henderson, Merchants Art Corp., L 19 August 1974,
Fort Worth National Bank Art Collection Papers, owned by
Lewis H. Bond, Chairman of the Board, microfilmed by
Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
^ Mikael Henderson, Merchants Art Corp., to Sheldon
Stone, Administrator, Business Committee on the Arts, L, 11
February 1975, "Business in the Arts Award." Fort Worth
National Bank Art Collection Papers, owned by Lewis H. Bond,
Chairman of the Board, microfilmed by Archives of American
Arts, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
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This emphasis on the democratic nature of corporate
collecting, providing accessible aesthetic experience for
all employees, echoed the 1950s emphasis on the democratic
nature of modernist art. Yet by the end of the 1960s, the
democratic nature of abstraction had been clouded by
elitism. Ronald Lauder, CEO of Estee Lauder, asked why the
corporation had collected only abstract art during the
1960s, replied that figurative art "was too easy for people
to understand."^ In other words, Lauder found social or
political messages too available in figurative works,
implying that abstract works had neutral or perhaps even
meaningless content. Through the purchase of abstract
artworks Lauder provided a non-controversial, decorative
environment, instructed his employees, and separated himself
from them at the same time.
During the 1960s and 70s the second generation of
abstract painters, especially color field painters, were
consumed by corporations. Companies such as Atlantic
Richfield used colorful, geometric works by Ad Reinhardt,
Ellsworth Kelly, and Barnett Newman to fulfill an
educationally enlightened leadership role:
. . . the "taste" for contemporary art must be
developed and conditioned. Its forms and
abstractions are often broad departures from
^ Ronald Lauder, Address, National Association of
Corporate Art Managers, New York City, 27 October 1988, (The
author was present in the audience.)
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traditionally accustomed expressions of aesthetic
• • • •
That which we hoped would happen[did], however, and that is people becameinterested in it ... . Those who work with us
now accept that which may not formerly have been
acceptable .... The new and unfamiliar nolonger need frighten us.^
A mid-1970s survey of the Fortune 500 companies showed
that the most common reason for corporate collecting
activities was still that recognized by CEOs like Michael
Levy or Frank Stanton during the 1960s—the creation of the
image of an interesting, stimulating, up-to-date environment
which would aid employee and customer recruitment
. But
not all employees agreed. Many were indifferent. By the end
of the 1980s one angry middle-manager said:
I know that my clients are not willing to pay me
$100 an hour to talk about the Robert Motherwell
over my desk. Nor do I think my boss would want
to pay me to talk about art either. My guess is
that the art just says we are prosperous and have
good taste .... No corporation in their [sic]
right mind should spend money on this crap!
Better [they] should help the poor or suffering of
this world rather than waste resources on this . .
. . The bigs shots . . . apparently think nothing
of spending lots of money on this so-called art! .
. . . If the 70s were the "me" decade, the 80s
have become the "F*ck You" decade, as exemplified
by most of the First Bank collection .... You
aren't supposed to get it and even if you do I
won't acknowledge it's what the artist is saying.
^ Rosanne Martorella, Corporate Art (New Brunswick, NJ
:
Rutgers University Press, 1990) , 85.
Mitchell Douglas Kahan, Art Inc.; American Paintings
From Corporate Collections (Montgomery AL: Montgomery Museum
of Fine Arts and Brandywine Press, 1979), 27.
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This happens in a decadent society powered by dead
centers of influence.il
At the employee level, then, some had not developed the
corporate "taste" for abstract art at all, but saw abstract
works as meaningless, decorative indices of taste and
prosperity—unconnected to the real social or business
worlds
.
While large abstract sculptures and paintings continued
to be the preferred visual language of the corporate world,
the scope of corporate collecting continually broadened
during the 1970s. The First National Bank of Chicago, which
started its collection under the guidance of Art Institute
of Chicago Curator and dealer Katherine Kuh, attempted to
accumulate objects "before their prices became unduly
inflated" and because they were "not necessarily in fashion
» . . we have avoided thinking in corporate terms. "^^
Avoiding thinking in corporate terms for Kuh and the Bank
she served meant thinking in museum terms. The bank
chairman wanted "a distinguished collection of art . . .
representative works from a wide range of periods and places
"Talkback," no. 11, July, 1988, unpaginated
Newsletter, First Bank System, Minneapolis, quoted in Joanne
S. Leopold, Who is this Frank Stella Person and What is He
Doing on Mv Wall ? (Division III Thesis, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, 1990), 48-9.
12 Katherine Kuh, ed.. The Art Collection of the First
National Bank of Chicago (Chicago: First National Bank of
Chicago, 1974) , 6.
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. .
worthy of a small museum. "13 chairman Gaylord
Freeman was careful to say that this view of the bank's
collecting objectives was more than an exercise in corporate
vanity. The collection was meant to offset the "towering
architecture" of the modernist skyscraper, and to be an
"ingratiating place for people, "^^
First Chicago's attempts at a small museum collection
challenged the development of the corporate/contemporary art
scene and the resulting alliances with the worlds of
fashion, public relations, social pretension, and finance.
The mainly smaller scale works in the First National Bank of
Chicago collection, many from different historical periods
and cultures and some figurative, were intended to be a
humanizing force for clients and employees who functioned
within the overwhelming scale and depersonalization of the
large corporation and its modernist architecture and
abstract art. Purchasing art that was of quality, yet not
necessarily trendy, was an attempt to separate art from
fashion and to reintroduce a sense of the past and of
historical perspective. It was a departure from
contemporary art, what Harold Rosenberg had called the
tradition of the new. Such a reaction to art in the
corporate environment was certainly different from the uses
of large abstract works at CBS or Chase Manhattan Bank. It
13 Kuh, 6.
14 Kuh. 5
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indicated an uneasiness about both the elitism and
dehumanizing effects of the corporate display of
contemporary abstraction.
Pop Art in the 1960s was a subversive rejection of
detached, deradicalized art for art's sake and an expose of
the consumption ethic. If art had replaced life for many
abstract painters, Pop made banal, modern life once again
the subject matter of art. Pop Art rejected the singular,
the unique, and the personal. Instead, Andy Warhol's brillo
boxes and Campbell's soup cans, or Claus Oldenburg's
hamburgers focused on specifically American symbols of mass
culture. They challenged the elitist assumptions of modern
art collecting corporations in the 1950s. In Pop the
"avant-garde and kitsch," to use the title of Clement
Greenberg's influential essay, became one. Mass culture and
corporate symbols were the subject matter of high art.
Not since the 192 0s had objects been so important as
the subject matter of art. Like Stuart Davis' Lucky Strike
packages or Paul Strand's camera close-ups of machinery
(Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.6), the object was made monumental.
Robert Raushenburg' s Coca Cola bottles, Oldenburg's plugs or
paperclips were large and out of context. Yet there is a
difference. Unlike the admiring, optimistic harmony, order
and power present in the paintings of architecture or
machines in the 1920s, the monumental objects of Pop are
bland, factual, anonoymous, and mass produced. For example,
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Richard Artschwager • s High Risf» Apartm^ni- , i964, depicts a
building which is unadorned, sleek, mostly glass, denoting
modernism and efficiency (Figure 6.1). But this rendition
is not crisp and colorful like Sheeler's skyscrapers of the
1920s. It is instead gray. The building floats, divorced
from any humanizing context. The viewer is forced to look
up at the oppressive, impersonal monolith. The grainy
texture of the painting reinforces the mass produced quality
of the photographic image. It appears as it would in the
newspaper real estate ad that inspired this work.^^
Artschwager mirrors the disillusionment with urban
anonimity, conformity, and materialism prevalent in the
1960s.
Was Pop the art of a failed culture? Or did it
symbolize the rejection of one ruling group? Pop certainly
rejected the preciousness of art as object which had caused
the astronomical rise in the prices of contemporary art.
The works of Andy Warhol capitalized on the processes of
printing and replication of images used in advertising.
Such replication underminined the uniqueness of the art
object. By reintroducing the object and the figure, Pop
further rejected the philosophical nature of abstraction as
the visual language of democratic freedom.
Sidra Stich, Made in U.S.A.; An Americanization in
Modern Art, the 50s and 60s (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1987), 48-49.
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In Pop the monumental scale of abstract expressionism
was maintained, but instead of the egoistic self-absorption
of abstraction, the subject became the depersonalization of
American culture itself. Warhol's giant portrait of Watson
Powell, Jr., CEO of American Republic Insurance Company of
DeMoines, Iowa, has the potential to be a portrait in the
grand manner befitting a leading American businessman whose
company began collecting contemporary art in the 1960s. But
instead it is flat in tone as well as texture. Powell's
grayish, disembodied head looms larger than life, giving
power and star-like status to the "Head" of the firm. But
the sterile, photomechanical flatness of the rendering makes
the image just another commercial magazine photo, mass
produced, an object of information devoid of individuality.
Powell's portrait was titled The American Man , a father-
knows-best head of the family, head of the company, and
symbol of bland, middle-class corporate American manhood
(Figure 6.2).
In its attempt to comment on the conformity and
shallowness of material culture, in its very permissiveness
and acceptance of any subject matter. Pop reintroduced the
object and the human form. But the human form in Pop was
usually a commentary on the dehumanization of contemporary
life. Warhol's multiple portraits of Jackie or Marilyn, or
of Aunt Jemima or Howdy Doody guestioned the identity of
their subjects. Who was real? Who was not? If there were
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no longer real people, then who was in charge? The Pop
human being, often based on cartoon figures, had no more or
less relevance than the coke bottles, flags, targets, and
other mundane mass-produced objects that were also the
subject matter of Pop art.
Stuart Davis, Gerald Murphy, and other modernist
painters had incorporated the visual signs of consumerism
into their work much earlier. But their artistic philosophy
celebrated the power and politics of capitalism and the
culture of consumption. Pop explored the irony and bankrupt
nature of such symbols and the replacement of American
cultural and aesthetic substance by the trappings of
materialism and the art of publicity=
As a statement about the links between art, commerce
and culture, Claus Oldenburg opened The Store in 1961. The
Store, located in a working class neighborhood on East
Second Street in Manhattan, was open to the public and
operated as Oldenburg's studio as well as storefront.
Oldenburg made the objects for sale, managed the operation,
promoted and sold the art objects—virtually playing every
role required in the production and sale of artworks. The
objects in the store included familiar Oldenburgesque
artworks such as overscale, deliberately crude replicas of
food, clothing, and furniture arranged helter skelter in a
junk shop-like atmosphere. When Oldenburg moved his store
uptown to the fashionable 57th street gallery scene a year
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later, he displayed similar artworks but installed them on
pedestals or in frames in order to parody the artsy
neighborhood and to underscore the differences between the
working class world of production and the elite world of
cultural aesthetic consumption.^^
Oldenberg's store, with its mundane objects displayed
in a precious, artistic context, aptly illustrated what
culture observer Herbert Schiller has defined as the place
of art in industrial society:
Speech, dance, drama (ritual)
, music and the
visual and plastic arts have been vital, indeed
necessary features of human experience from
earliest times. What distinguishes their
situation in the industrial-capitalist era, and
especially in its most recent development, are the
relentless and successful efforts to separate
these elemental expressions of human creativity
from their group and community origins for the
purpose of selling them to those who can pay for
them.
Schiller's viewpoint is similar to Picasso's. If the
final value of art is saleability, then what is the value or
meaning of art in modern culture and what responsibility do
artists bear for lack of moral, ethical, or social content?
Picasso's genius, as he himself knew, was his ability to be
the master imitator: "he picked up all the ideas that were
^^ Claus Oldenburg, Store Days (New York: Something
Else Press, 1967), 41; Stich, 100-103 passim.
^"^ Herbert I. Schiller, Culture. Inc.: The Corporate
Takeover of Public Expression (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1989), 31.
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in the air," commented artist George Segal, "and he was able
to leap from one philosophical point to another without
pause. Any idea anybody had he could use .... i suspect
he was able to move that blithely because they were all
different aspects of the same thing. "^^ What Segal
described was Picasso's recognition that modernist art had
no historical context. The aesthetic avant-garde was
immediately consumable. Modern aesthetics, consumption and
elitist pretensions, all based on industrial production and
money, were part of the same cultural statement-- and
modernist art was made to fit its audience.
Some collectors such as the Burton Tremaines, the Mead
Corporation, American Republic Insurance Company, Time,
Inc.
,
and the Museum of Modern Art bought Pop work in the
late 1960s. Its appeal to collectors meant that Pop lost
its oppositional, avant-garde status, and became, as
abstract expressionism had, another style of aesthetic
expression in the the tradition of the new. Like
abstraction expressionisms before it. Pop art prices rose
rapidly, possibly explaining why it did not enter more
corporate collections after 1970. Unlike abstract
expressionism, however. Pop's blatant critical stance toward
corporate symbols, modernism, and the consumption ethic
itself prevented its inclusion in many corporate
George Segal, quoted in Calvin Tomkins, Post to Neo;
The Art World of the 1980s (New York: Henry Holt, 1988), 74.
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collections. 19 CoTnmercial vulgarity did not appeal to an
elite corporate audience. The figurative nature of Pop was
ironically too real; it reintroduced obvious humanistic
concerns and cultural and aesthetic criticisms. it
prevented corporate art consumers from presenting an image
of education and uplift because Pop was, of course,
intensely political in its criticism of the production-
consumption culture and of the meaning of art itself.
By the mid-1980s, when Equitable purchased Roy
Lichtenstein' s work, Pop was safe because it could be viewed
in historical context, as could the Thomas Hart Benton 1930
murals America Today (Figure 2,3-2.4) purchased in 1984 and
displayed in an adjoining hallway. Both artworks suggest
the new historically-oriented corporate patronage of
American modernism. Such new interest in the history of
modernism during the 1980s showed a softening of the
monolithic abstract establishment viewpoint. The
fragmentary nature of modernism had come to be better
understood. So too the prices of abstract works from the
1950s and 60s had peaked. Recent renewed interest in buying
or collecting the figurative indicates attempts to
personalize and historize corporate culture.
The relationships between contemporary art, the
corporation, and money are beginning to be split asunder by
1^ Martorella, 99.
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the recessionary economy of the 1990s. Already several
corporate collections have gone on the auction block as
stockholders show more concern for dividends than company
image or cultural enlightenment. First Bank System's of
Minneapolis sold hundreds of its contemporary works as part
of what its curator described as "a conservative
retrenchment. "20 The glamor and instant publicity of big
money spent on art has waned, and the future of American
corporate support of the arts is uncertain.
20
"First Bank Dismantling Controversy Corridor,"
Antiques and The Arts Weekly . 5 January 1990, 6. The Amstar
Collection of abstract art was also sold on March 2, 1990.
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APPENDIX: TITLES OF FIGURES
Photographs of objects referred to by figure number in the
text are on file at the Department of History, University of
Massachusetts. These photographs are accompanied by captions
and source information.
Figure
1.1 Frans Masereel (1889-1972), Belgian, Businessman .
192 0, woodcut
1.2 Stuart Davis (1894-1964), American, Lucky Strike .
1921, oil on canvas
1.3 Gerald Murphy (1888-1964), American, Razor
. 1924,
oil on canvas
1.4 Charles Demuth (1883-1935), American, Mv Egypt .
1927, oil on composition board
1.5 Charles Sheeler (1883-1965), American, Classic
Landscape
. (River Rouge Plant)
,
1929-31, oil
on canvas
1.6 Paul Strand (1890-1976), American, Double Acklev.
New York. 1922
.
gelatin silver print
1.7 Edward Steichen (1879-1973), American, Camel
Cigarettes . after 1927 (for R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.), gelatin silver print
1.8 Paul Outerbridge Jr., (1896-1958), American, Collar .
1922 (for the Geo. P. Ide & Co., Troy, N.Y.),
gelatin silver print
1.9 The art gallery of the N.W. Ayer Co. in 1929
1.10 Alexey Brodovitch, (1898-1971), French, born Russia
Catalogue cover for Madelios . (the annex of the
department store Aux Trois Quartiers)
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1.11 Charles Coiner, (1898- ), American, Art Director
of N.W. Ayer Company
1.12 Steinway Company advertisement showing an
upper-class traditional interior, 1927
1.13 Steinway Company advertisement showing a modernistinterior, 1927
1.14 Rockwell Kent (1882-1971), American, The Firebird
(Stravinsky), 1927, oil on canvas
1.15 Rockwell Kent (1882-1971), American, Into Valhalla .
(Rachmaninoff), 1927, oil on canvas
1.16 Nicolas Remisoff (1877-1957), Russian, Petrouchka
.
oil on canvas
2.1 Paul Sample (1896-1974), American. Norris Dam .
1935, oil on canvas
2.2 Charles Sheeler (1883-1965), American, Rolling Power .
1939, oil on canvas
2«3 Thomas Hart Benton (1889-1975), American, City
Building, 1930, distemper and egg tempera
on linen
2.4 Thomas Hart Benton (1889-1975), American, Midwest .
1930, distemper and egg tempera on linen
2.5 Ben Shahn (1898-1969), American, The Passion of
Sacco and Vanzetti
. 1931-32, tempera
on canvas
2.6 Grant Wood (1892-1942), Parson Weems ' Fable . 1939,
oil on canvas
2.7 Thomas Hart Benton (1889-1972), American, Hollywood .
1937, oil and tempera on canvas, mounted
on panel
2.8 Thomas Hart Benton (1889-1972), American, Outside
the Curing Barn . 1942
2.9 A. M. Cassandre (1901-1968), French, First in
Research 1937, gouache on paperboard
2.10 Gyorgy Kepes (1906- ), American, Responsibility .
19 38, gouache and airbrush on paperboard
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2.11 Jean Carlu (1900- ), French, Gift_Packag:es_^or
Hitler
, 1942, gouache and gelatin silver print
collage on paper
2.12 A. M. Cassandre (1901-1968), French, born Russia,
Pineapple Juice, 1938, advertisement commissionedby Charles Coiner for Dole Pineapple
2.13 Stuart Davis (1894-1964), American, Studio B mural .
1939 (Municipal Broadcasting Company, WNYC,
New York)
, oil on canvas
2.14 Stuart Davis (1894-1964), American, History of
Communications
. 1939, paint on plaster
3.1 Ben Shahn (1898-1969) American, North Africa
,
1944,
watercolor and gouache on cardboard
3.2 Henry Moore (1898-1986), British, Britain . 1944,
ink, watercolor, gouache, pencil and crayon
on paper
3.3 Fernand Leger (1881-1955), French, France Reborn .
1946, watercolor, gouache and pencil on
paper
3.4 Stuart Davis (1894-1964), American, Pennsylvania
.
194 6, gouache and pencil on paper
3.5 Mark Tobey (1890-1976), American, Washington
. 1946,
gouache on board
3.6 Thomas Hart Benton (1889-1975), American,
Loading Racks on the Mississippi , ca. 1942-45,
ink on paper
3c7 Paul Burlin (1886-1969), American, Soda Jerker .
1939, oil on canvas
3.8 Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967), American, How to Look
at Art and Industry , ink on paper
3.9 The new, sophisticated corporate enthusiasm for
abstract art
3.10 The "moll with poll" art which hung in the old
smoke-filled back rooms where business deals
were made early in the century
3.11 Alvin Lustig (1915-1955), American, cover of
Fortune 4 (December 1946)
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3.12 Juan Gris (1887-1927), French, born Spain,
Still-life with Poars
, 1913, oil on canvas
3.13 Fernand Leger (1881-1955), French, Le Petit
Deieuner, 1921, oil on canvas
3.14 Le Corbusier (Charles Edouard Jeanneret)
(1887-1965), French, born Switzerland,
Still-life^ 1925, oil on canvas
3.15 Alexander Calder (1898-1976), American,
Bouaainvillea, 1947, cast metal
3.16 Roberto Matta (1911- ), Chilean, Splitting
the Erao, 1945-46, oil on canvas
4.1 "Your Money Bought These Paintings"
4.2 William Cropper (1897-1978) American, The Senate
Hearing
. 1948, oil on canvas
4.3 O. Louis Guglielmi (1906-1956) American,
Tenements
. 1939, oil on canvas
4c4 Yasuo Kuniyoshi (1889-1953) American, Circus Girl
Resting n.d., oil on canvas
4.5 Ben Shahn (1899-1969) American, The Clinic . 1944-45
tempera on paper
4.6 Ben Shahn (1899-1969) American, Hunger , ca. 1946,
gouache on board
4o7 Robert Gwathmey (1903- ) American, Worksong .
1946, oil on canvas
4.8 Charles Howard (1899- ) American, The Medusa .
1946, oil on canvas
4.9 William Baziotes (1912-1963) American,
Flower Head , n.d., oil on canvas
4.10 Adolph Gottlieb (1903-1974) American,
Night Passage . 1946, gouache on paper
4.11 Ben Shahn (1899-1969) American, The Empty Studio .
1948
4.12 Ben Shahn (1899-1969) American, Voting Booths .
1951, gouache on canvas
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5.1 Earle Ludgin, head of Ludgin Associates, a Chicago
advertising firm
5.2 Otto L. Spaeth, chairman of Metamold Aluminum Co.,
Cedarburg, Wisconsin
5.3 Donald Kirchner, CEO of Singer Sewing Machine
stands before a James Brooks painting in the
corporate offices
5.4 Charles Sheeler (1883-1965) American, The Spirit
of Research
r 1956, oil on canvas
5.5 Roy Neuberger, a stockbroker and avid collector
of modern American art
5.6 Alexander Calder (1898-1976) American, Ottomobile .
cast metal
5.7 Charles Sheeler (1883-1965) American, Metamold
.
1952, oil on canvas
5.8 CBS headquarters, New York, ca. 1966
5e9 Philip Morris headquarters. New York, ca. 1966
5.10 Michael Levy, President of the New York chapter
of the Young Presidents Association, pictured
with modernist art in his offices
5.11 The art committee of the Chase Manhattan Bank,
ca. 1962
5.12 Main banking area. Chase Manhattan Bank, ca. 1966
6.1 Richard Artschwager (1924- ) American, High Rise
Apartment
, 1964, liquitex on celotex with
formica
6.2 Andy Warhol (1928-1988) American, The American Man .
(J. Watson Powell, Jr.), oil on canvas
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